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Abstract
Mass spectrometry has recently become a popular approach for the
determination of the spatial distribution of drugs in vivo and in vitro, which
has given rise to the field of mass spectrum imaging (MSI). A major
challenge in this field is to make analysis quantitative, which relies on the
construction of accurate calibration curves using standards that accurately
simulate the ion suppression found in biological tissues. Another challenge
is to rapidly screen tissues without resort to the labour intensive sample
preparation associated with mass spectrum imaging. I hypothesise that
these points may be addressed potentially by the use of drug spiked tissue
homogenates in mass spectral analysis, which may both serve to act as
accurate calibration standards that simulate ion suppression in tissues as
well as being very straightforward to prepare. Hence in this thesis I address
these points using the following methodology. In chapter 2, new calibration
standards based on drug spiked liver tissue homogenates are used to
produce calibration curves for a range of drugs. In chapter 3, liquid
extraction sampling analysis (LESA) is used in combination with the spiked
homogenate approach to produce calibration curves for fenclozic acid and
propanolol. In both cases we show that semi-quantititative or quantitative
calibration curves can be produced using tissue homogenates, which could
potentially allow routine quantitative analysis to be made possible. In
chapter 4 we use homogenates from excised animal subjects to compare
against radiolabelling techniques used in industry (QWBA and LSC). We
find that MALDI MS can detect the drugs, and if not the drug, the
metabolites of the drugs, and it could be a useful tool for rapidly screening
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organs to ascertain which may merit further interrogation thus speeding up
the

	
  

process

of

drug

discovery.
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dichloromethane
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secondary ion mass spectrometry
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trifluoroacetic acid
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tetrahydrofuran
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Chapter 1: Introduction.
N.b. Parts of this chapter have been published by the author as ‘MALDI-MS
of drugs: Profiling, imaging, and steps towards quantitative analysis’.1
[Appl. Spectroscopy Rev., 2016, 1 - 27.]
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1.1 Mass Spectrometry.
Mass spectrometry is the science of determining molecular or atomic mass
by measuring the mass to charge ratio (m/z) of ions. 2, 3 To analyse the ions
produced from a sample, a series of steps must be taken where atomic or
molecular species are firstly manipulated to produce gaseous ions; these
ions are then separated by their difference mass / charge ratios, and finally,
the ions produced are detected. These processes are known as ionisation,
mass analysis and detection. There is a range of techniques in existence to
achieve each of the three stages of the process; a mass spectrometer may
be thought of as a series of modular parts (which in theory can be
interchanged) suitable for the required experimental conditions (Figure 1.1).
The first step of any mass spectrometric analysis involves the production of
gaseous ions – either positively charged cations or negatively charged
anions. Initially a molecule is ionised to the molecular ion – that is, a
charged version (M+ or M-) of the parent molecule (M). The molecular ions
may then undergo fragmentation where the molecular ion falls apart into
smaller species, either charged or radical species.

Ions can then be

introduced into a mass analyser where they are sorted according to their
mass-to-charge ratio (m/z).

Tandem mass spectrometry experiments

(MS/MS) can be carried out in two ways. Spatial MS/MS subject ions to two
or more analyses. In general this require two scanning mass spectrometers
linked in sequence; in the first instrument an ion of a certain m/z is selected
for analysis with the second spectrometer to analyse fragmentation
patterns, with the ions transferred through space during the analysis steps.
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Tandem mass spectrometry may also be carried out with temporal
resolution, where time is used to separate ions.

This is performed by

trapping ions with analysis done over time in a single sample cell.

SAMPLE
INTRODUCTION

IONISATION
SOURCE

MASS ANALYSER

DETECTOR

Figure 1.1: The modular nature of a mass spectrometer showing the four
components universal to all systems. Sample is introduced into the ionisation
source, ions are separated by their m/z values by the mass analyser, and are
finally detected as an electric current at the detector.

	
  
1.2. Matrix-assisted laser desorption / ionisation (MALDI).
	
  

Matrix assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI)4-7 is a soft

ionisation technique which can be used to produce ions from both small and
large molecules. In MALDI, a solution of analyte is co-crystallised with a
matrix molecule onto a sample plate. This is most frequently performed by
using a solution containing both analyte and matrix and spotting it onto the
plate, allowing the solvent to then evaporate, though the sample may also
have the matrix spotted on top of it.

This is known as ‘dried droplet

deposition’. Other popular matrix deposition techniques include airspray,
inkjet printing and automated spray deposition . Often the matrix is in a
molar excess of up to one thousand to ten thousand times greater
compared with the analyte in the crystals. The plate is placed under vacuum
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and the solid sample is irradiated with a pulsed laser beam, which leads to
desorption and ionisation of the analyte (and matrix) molecules (Figure 1.2)
which rises as a plume of ions from the target plate. These ions are then
accelerated into the mass analyser by application of electric fields.

Note

this review generally deals with positive mode MALDI, i.e. the ionisation and
detection of cationic species.

Laser Beam

Analyte Ion

To Mass
Analyser

Analyte/Matrix Mixture

Matrix Ion

Figure 1.2: The ionisation process in a typical MALDI source. A solid state
sample of analyte and matrix is irradiated with a laser of known wavelength,
leading to localised heating of the sample and subsequent desorption and
ionisation of the analyte and matrix as a rising ionic plume which is directed into
the mass analyser. Ablation occurs at the site of irradiation.
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1.3. MALDI Matrices
MALDI matrices have been crucial in the analysis of a range of
ubiquitous biomolecular species such as peptides8-11 oligonucleotides12-20
drugs,21-23 lipids,24-30 proteins,31,

32

and carbohydrates.33,

34

The matrix

material in MALDI is primarily used to protect the analyte molecules from
the energy of the pulsed laser; typically the matrix molecule used has an
absorption maximum (or close to the absorption maximum) that coincides
with the laser wavelength in operation.35 This protects the analyte from
thermal degradation primarily, as photons are absorbed by the matrix and
the energy gained by absorbance of the photons (E = hν) is transferred in a
controlled manner to the analyte, circumventing thermal degradation and
covalent bond breakage. Desirable properties of a matrix also include low
molecular mass (particularly for high Mw measurements) so as not to
interfere with the signals of larger Mw analytes; non-volatility at low
pressures; the ability to solubilise a range of compounds of all polarities and
chemical inertness.3 The matrix must also not sublime under high vacuum
for obvious reasons.
Crystals of the matrix should be of decent quality, and must able to
effectively entrain the analyte into the matrix crystal as an impurity as it is
growing i.e. the solubility of the analyte in the solid state matrix should be
good. Thus, when the laser energy hits the sample, the analyte molecules
can be ionised efficiently by the surrounding matrix molecules, as well as
being protected from degradation by the laser as discussed. Crystallisation
and crystal quality should, ideally be uniform across the sample. Thus good
signal and good resolution can be obtained.
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used matrices which show these features for analysis of a broad range of
analytes include sinapinic acid (SA), alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid
(CHCA), 2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP) and 2, 5-dihydroxybenzoic
acid (DHB)10,

36

and their chemical structures are shown in Scheme 1.1.

Picolinic acid is also a useful matrix.16 Para-nitroaniline has recently been
reported as a useful matrix for imaging experiments on an intermediate
pressure MALDI QqTOF system leading to equal or better ion counts and
less fragmentation as-compared with CHCA.37 All matrices have similar
features: aromatic ring structures for absorption of photons in the UV region
with acidic functional groups for proton transfer to analyte. Interestingly,
natural carboxylic acids have recently emerged as being well-suited to
MALDI mass spectroscopic analysis (including MALDI imaging), for
example turmeric (1,7-bis-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-phenyl)-hepta-1,6-diene3,5-dione a.k.a.curcumin) which is a natural product from the Curcuma
longa

plant,38 mainly due to the conjugated pi systems, which allow

wavelength tuning for sample protection, combined with numerous
carboxylic acid groups for initial protonation of the samples for ionisation.
The advantage to using natural matrix sources is that they can be produced
in large scale from biomass.
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Scheme 1.1: Matrices commonly used in routine MALDI-MS analyses including SA,
CHCA, THAP and DHB. Curcumin has also been used as a natural product MALDI matrix,
potentially being produced in large scale from biomass.

Due to the nature of the ionisation process in MALDI and due to the
presence of the matrix, intact molecular ions are produced in general.3
However, as the matrix is also involved in entraining the analyte into
desorption, matrix ions are also observed in the mass spectrum, which must
be taken into consideration when analysing small molecules in the same
mass range as the matrix peaks. The relative molecular masses of SA
(224.0 g mol-1), CHCA (189.17 g mol-1), DHB (154.12 g mol-1) and THAP
(168.15 g mol-1) ensure that they have a low Mw cut-off and are thus useful
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for the analysis of lipids, drugs and most metabolites relevant to the field of
metabolomics, as well as larger proteins and other biomolecules. The
introduction of the matrix as an intermediary between the laser pulse and
the analyte, however, confers a number of advantages

3

The wavelength of

the laser need not be tuned to the absorption spectrum of the analyte as the
matrix performs this role. As the analyte need not absorb at a certain
wavelength, a range of sample types may be ionised thus diversifying the
use of the technique. Analytes are ionised with great efficiency and the
sensitivity of the technique is greatly increased; this applies equally to large
molecules such as proteins and biopolymers as it does to small, i.e.
ionisation is independent of molecular mass (and thus the size of the
molecule generally speaking) in theory. In practice a number of other
considerations such as how voltile the material may be at large molecular
weights may prevent an ionised molecule from desorbing at all e.g. mass
spectra of large polymeric species is very challenging.

To illustrate this

latter point, it is possible to detect proteins of 300 kDa mass at femtomolar
(10-15) concentrations.3
There are a number of techniques that have been developed in order
to deposit the matrix and analyte in such a way as to generate
homogeneous crystal quality, something that is often helpful to achieve
accurate and sensitive analysis39 (although in certain cases it is not a prerequisite36). Table 1.1 lists some of the techniques reported in literature,
along with a brief physical description. All are purported to be superior in
performance
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Table 1.1: Novel deposition methods for analyte-matrix co-crystallisation.
Method
Two-layer sample
preparation (seeding, fast
evaporative seeding)

Vacuum Sublimation

References
40
Dai et al.
Onnerfjord et al.
Vorm et al.

43

Jaskolla et al.

Automated Acoustic
Deposition

Matrix deposited via
acoustic ejector which
avoid capillary use and
thus blockages.

Aerni et al.

Airbrush

The matrix is sprayed on
top of the analyte as a fine
mist.
Can be also automated.

Yamada et al.

Electrospray Deposition

In principle, similar to
airbrush technique, but
using an electrospray to
produce extremely fine
droplets which can
produce homogeneous
matrix-analyte crystals,
decreasing spot to spot
variability vs dried droplet
deposition.
Use of modified inkjet
printers to deposit matrix –
analyte mixture on target
plates with high precision
via computer control.
Robotic systems that can
deposit matrix / analyte
with high precision, often
with drying capabilities
included.
e.g. Bruker ImagePrep
system.

Hensel et al.

Inkjet Printing

Automated Deposition

41

42

Matrix is sublimed onto the
target plate under vacuum
to produce high quality
pure crystals.
Matrix crystals are
deposited as a first layer
and are then physically
crushed to form seeds for
analyte – matrix
deposition. Near
homogeneity claimed.

Tribological
Homogenisation-Seeding

	
  

Description
Matrix solutions of varying
concentrations are spotted,
and solvents allowed to
evaporate at various rates
to form crystal seeds.
Matrix and analyte cospotted on top of grown
matrix seeds. Improves
crystal quality.

Allwood et al.

44

45

Baluya et al.

46

47

48

http://www.bruker.com/
products/mass-spectrometry-andseparations/maldims/imageprep/overview.html
Marko-Varga et al.

158
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1.4. Laser Choice for MALDI
Lasers are used as part of the ionisation source in MALDI MS. Hence,
there has been much research into optimisation of laser source in various
analytical applications. Generally MALDI uses UV laser sources such as
frequency-tripled or -quadrupled Nd:YAG lasers (1064 nm tripled to 355 nm
or quadrupled to 266 nm),6,

49

nitrogen lasers (337 nm)50,

51

or more

recently, high repetition (up to 20 kHz, but optimally 5 – 10 kHz) frequency
tripled Nd:YVO4 lasers (355 nm), the latter which allows rapid throughput of
samples compared to low-repetition lasers e.g. N2 lasers which run at 50
Hz.52 The solid-state neodymium lasers generally have longer instrumental
lifetimes compared to nitrogen lasers. However, N2 lasers do generally offer
more energy per pulse, and are generally inexpensive compared with solid
state lasers. Hence there are advantages and disadvantages to both types
of laser. Although the work in this thesis is primarily concerned with UV
MALDI (herein simply referred to as MALDI), MALDI using infrared-emitting
lasers (IR MALDI) is also possible.53-55 Generally, the choice of laser will
influence the choice of matrix used, as it is prudent to choose a matrix that
has a maximum absorbance at the lasing wavelength or close thereto to
avoid degradation of samples from direct laser irradiation.

The beam profile of the laser, which is incident on the sample,
is extremely important for the generation of respectable ion yields.50, 56
The spatial distribution of incident photons,in the beam profile, and
hence incident on the sample, is an important factor to consider (and indeed
measure) in MALDI. This is because the ion yield, Y, is mathematically
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related to the so-called incident fluence (flux, H) of photons falling on an
area, by the power law Y ∝ Hm where m can be elucidated by taking the
gradient of plots of log Y vs log H. Additionally there is a threshold, under
which fluence should fall the ion yield vanishes to zero. To calculate the
fluence falling on an area of sample, the shape and size of the laser beam
must be known. Therefore the incident laser beam profile is an important
parameter to measure in MALDI, Ideally an incident beam should be
circular and without speckle or hot-spots (i.e. is uniform in shape and
photon flux), to ensure uniformity of ionisation by ensuring constant fluence
over an area. Generally the beam incident on a sample has a Gaussian
profile. Use of fibres to deliver the laser to a sample can introduce speckle
patterns through attenuation of the beam.58
A range of different physical techniques can be used to measure the
beam profile.57-59 The area of the beam as well as its position is crucial for
the determination of the energy administered to the sample in a certain area
i.e. the beam fluence in units J m-2. Recently Steven et al. recently reported
a comparative study of a fluorometric beam profiling technique vs. ablation
of a film of CHCA with discrepancies observed in the calculated beam area
between the two techniques, thus demonstrating the need for caution if
calculating beam fluence using a single technique alone.60
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1.5. Desorption-Ionisation
Desorption-ionisation of the solid analyte into the gas phase are the crucial
steps in MALDI in order to generate gaseous-phase ions. This process is
initiated by irradiation of the sample, which is held under vacuum, by the
laser. A plume of ions is the result of the process.

But, due to the rather

empirical nature of early MALDI research hampered by a lack of consistent
model, questions still remain over the true nature of the DI process, though
a number of theories have been proposed. The lack of consistent theories
to bolster the empirical observations , particularly with respect to ionisation
and desorption processes in MALDI has led to challenges later on in
research requiring more non-empirical, quantitative and semi quantitative
approaches, particularly in imaging experiments where non-standard
substrates such as biological tissue can influence yields of ionisation.
It is almost universally agreed that the desorption (or ablation)
process begins with the absorption of photons by the matrix. This generates
molecular excited singlet states which are depleted by vibrational relaxation
which causes localised thermal heating in the sample.

The energy is

released comparatively slow compared to the absorption process. The slow
release of energy via the matrix’s excited state, which is dictated by the
lifetime of the excited state, avoids thermal degradation of the sample.
However, the localised heating is still enough that the molecules begin to
separate by expansion until they desorb as a gas from the solid surface,
and are entrained by the electromagnetic fields. The plume itself is often
described as an adiabatic free jet. Laser fluence is critical to the nature of
this process. High fluences tend to desorb more material at once as more
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energy is supplied to the sample in one go, and the regime is described as
‘ablative’ i.e. removes substantial amounts of material from the surface, and
often clusters are produced and are then are seen in the resulting mass
spectrum due to the sheer amount of material removed from the surface.
Lower laser fluences tend to give a more steady ‘desorptive’ regime, where
a constant amount of material is removed steadily with negligible cluster
formation. This model is often known as the thermal desorption model. An
alternative to the latter model is the phase explosion model. In this model
the matrix and analyte are superheated to a thermodynamically unstable
state, where the rate of energy supplied to the sample far exceeds the
ability to shed the energy by conventional melting / boiling.

This is said to

be rapidly followed by a phase explosion through ‘spinodal decomposition’
(i.e. rapid transition to the gas phase and ablation of the material over a
wide area) which is followed by

desorption. The physical processes

involved in both models have been reviewed in great detail by Driesewerd,61
(and references therein) who tends to reject the phase explosion model as
most research on spinodal decomposition – the major route for desorption
proposed in this model – was performed on homogeneous systems,
whereas for MALDI, where co-crystals of matrix and analyte are analysed,
this is obviously not the case. In all likelihood It is most probable that the
desorption process occurs as a mixture of processes.

Regarding ionisation in MALDI, a consensus has emerged that a
two-step framework is in operation, with a primary ionisation step followed
by a secondary ionisation step.

	
  

Primary ionisation is a hotly debated
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subject, with many of the processes explained in detail in the excellent
review by Knochenmuss, and the references contained within.62

Primary

ionisation mechanisms proposed include the cluster model by Karas
(formerly known as the lucky survivor model) where clusters of ions are
already pre-formed in the analyte-matrix co-crystal in the solid state, and
only some make it through the plume into the mass analyser.63,

64

This

model is indeed plausible if one considers that certain molecules when
mixed with acidic matrices may themselves become protonated before cocrystallisation i.e. [M+H]+ can essentially be pre-formed.
pooling model62,

65-67

The energy

suggests that an energy ‘pool’ is created in the bulk

co-crystal after laser irradiation. Generation of two matrix excited singlet
states (S1) from the ground state (S0) by absorption of a photon is followed
by non-radiative energy transfer processes between a pair of proximal
excited state matrix molecules (S1, S1) regenerating a ground state
molecule (S0) and an even higher-energy excited state molecule (Sn). Thus,
energy can be pooled, and if sufficiently high-energy states can be reached,
photoionisation of the matrix can occur instantaneously.

The secondary ionisation process, unlike the primary ionisation
process is not perhaps the subject of as much debate.

It is generally

accepted that secondary ionisation i.e. of the analyte (M), occurs in the
rising gas plume, which consists mostly of neutral matrix and analyte
molecules can simply be described by bimolecular reactions and
conventional thermodynamics e.g. [Matrix-H] + M  [Matrix]- + [M+H]+.62, 68,
69
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reactions such as proton transfer or electron transfer, generating ions within
the plume. Proton transfer from the acidic matrix to analyte is a major
source of the [M+H]+ peaks observed in many MALDI mass spectra. The
ability of a matrix molecule to protonate an analyte can be predicted from
standard tables of ionization potentials.62

1.6. Atmospheric Pressure Ionisation Techniques
Traditional MALDI is a vacuum ionisation technique, and as such is
impractical for some analysis. There are however a range of techniques that
have been developed where ionisation proceeds under atmospheric
conditions. However, this presents an interesting problem: whereas these
techniques generate ions at atmospheric pressure, mass analysers are
under ultrahigh vacuum. Therefore pumping systems have been developed
which compartmentalise a series of chambers under sequentially increasing
vacuum.

This has therefore allowed the development of a range of

techniques outlined herein.

Electrospray Ionisation (ES, ESI) is an atmospheric pressure
ionisation technique that ionises molecules using an electric field.70 Analyte
molecules are passed as a liquid through a capillary with flow rates of
around 1 – 10 µL min-1. A potential difference of the order of kilovolts is
generated between the capillary and an electrode resulting in electric fields
of 106 V m-1. Charge then builds up at the end of the capillary, which leads
to nebulisation of the liquid and ionising the molecules in the process. Thus
a spray of ions is generated. The potential difference required to generate
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the electrospray is known as the ‘onset voltage’, and is different for various
solvents. The shape of the droplet is known to change depending on the
voltage applied. At the onset voltage a so-called Taylor cone is observed,
and droplets are produced from the pressure produced by the growing
charge at the tip, the force of which becomes greater than the surface
tension. After the electrospray is generated, solvent is removed by passing
the sprayed molecules through a stream of inert gas or alternatively, a
heated region before introduction to the mass analyser.

A schematic of a

typical electrospray ionisation source is presented in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3.: Schematic of a typical electrospray ionisation source including
capillary with potential difference applied, Taylor cone and focussing through a
nozzle and skimmer with sequential pumping. A curtain of heated nitrogen gas is
used to strip the solvent in the electrospray before introduction to the mass
analyser(s).
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Ionisation of large molecules using electrospray will generally
produce multiply charged ions as all possible sites, producing spectra with a
charge ladder. Proteins for instance produce this effect due to their large
number of ionisable sites.71 Although this may seem like a complicating
factor, it can actually improve sensitivity by allowing the user to tune the m/z
of the ion of interest to the most sensitive range of the mass analyzer that
the source is coupled to.

Electrospray of small molecules generally

produces monocharged ions, as for MALDI, so it can be a useful ionisation
technique for the analysis of drugs, metabolites and lipids also as well as for
chemical characterisation of novel compounds that have m/z too large for
techniques such as electron impact (EI) or fast atom bombardment (FAB).

Atmospheric pressure MALDI (AP-MALDI) has been developed to
extend the MALDI technique to ambient pressure analyses.72,

73

Laser

irradiation of a sample target plate is performed exactly the same as
vacuum MALDI, using the same matrices, for example CHCA. However,
AP-MALDI is pneumatically assisted; the ions desorbed from the target
plate are transferred orthogonally into an AP/vacuum interface by a stream
of nitrogen gas. Therefore, ions generated at ambient pressure by MALDI
are introduced into the mass spectrometer for analysis (Figure 1.4).

AP

MALDI is less sensitive than vacuum MALDI, and the sample amounts
required can be higher. This is due to the fact that ions can be ‘quenched’
by collision with atmospheric species prior to being introduced into the mass
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analyser. Thus, it is generally less sensitive and in the analysis of proteins
in particular is limited to the ionisation of small proteins which even then
form clusters rather than protonated molecules.

Figure 1.4: The physical principes of Atmospheric pressure matrix assisted laser
desorption ionisation (AP-MALDI). 1, AP interface; 2, inlet nozzle to MS
instrument; 3, quartz lens; 4, replaceable target tip ; 5, stainless steel MALDI target
plate; 6, target holder; 7, stainless steel capillary gas nozzle. Reprinted with
permission from Laiko et al.72 Copyright 2000 American Chemical Society

1.7. Mass spectroscopic Imaging under Ambient Pressure using LESA
coupled to mass spectrometry.
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Liquid extraction surface analysis mass spectrometry imaging (LESA-MSI)
is a relatively new and novel technique that can analyse surfaces by mass
spectrometry.

Contrary

to

traditional

vacuum-based

MS

imaging

techniques such as MALDI and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), it
takes place under ambient temperatures and pressures.

Other popular

ionisation sources used for imaging under ambient conditions include (but
are by no means limited to): probe electrospray ionisation (PESI)74
desorption electrospray ionisation (DESI),75,
ionisation

(LA-ESI),77

and

ionisation (nano-DESI).78,

79

76

nanoelectrospray

laser-ablation electrospray
desorption

electrospray

A review of the area is available80, and so a

discussion of LESA-MSI only is made herein.
The LESA sampling technique81 involves two steps. In the first
step, a micro liquid extraction termed as a ‘liquid microjunction’ (LMJ) is
performed on the surface, using a microscale pipette containing either a
polar organic solvent such as methanol or acetonitrile, or containing water.
A small amount of solvent (µL to nL) is deposited on the surface. The
analyte is then directly taken up into the solvent from the surface, and the
solvent, now containing the analyte, sucked back into the microsyringe. The
contents of the microsyringe are then introduced into a chip-based nanoelectrospray ionization source for mass spectral or tandem mass spectral
analysis. Dissolution rates of the analyte in the solvent used to produce the
LMJ are crucial to this analysis technique; the faster the analyte dissolves,
or is extracted by, the solvent used for the LMJ, the more analyte can be
ionised and the better the signal shall be i.e. more ion counts. It is often
therefore useful to study the solubility of an analyte before a solvent for
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LESA is chosen. Further details on the practical use of LESA for analysis is
given in the introduction of Chapter 3.

1.8 Mass Analysers used in this Thesis
After gaseous ions have been generated, they must be separated
according to their mass to charge ratio (m/z). This can be achieved in a
number of ways. Mass analysers are often graded according to a number of
benchmarks:

•

Mass limit – the upper m/z which the mass analyser can measure.

•

Resolution – how well the mass analyser can resolve closely spaced
peaks. This is usually defined as m/z / FWHM e.g. a peak at m/z
1000 with a FWHM of m/z 0.5 would have a resolution of 2000.

•

Accuracy – how close the experimentally determined mass is to the
theoretical mass. Usually measured in parts per million (ppm).	
  

There are a number of mass analysers used in this thesis, as described
forthwith.

1.8.1. Time-of-Flight Mass Analysers

Time-of-flight (TOF) mass analysers separate ions according to their
velocity in an evacuated field free flight-tube.82,

83

Ions are introduced into

the flight tube after being accelerated through an electric field. A typical
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setup is shown in Figure 1.5. The velocity (v) caused by acceleration of ions
from the ion source is dependent on the mass of the ion as follows:

v = (2zeVs/ m)1/2

Where z is the charge of the ion, e is the elementary charge, Vs is the
accelerating potential, and m is the atomic mass of the ion. After this initial
acceleration the ion is free to fly in the field free flight tube, in the direction
of the detector at a constant velocity, v.

The time taken to reach the

detector for a flight tube of length L is:

t=L/v

And then by replacing v in the previous equation, one can obtain:

t 2 = m/z (L2/2eVs)
and if we consider that the terms in the parenthesis are an experimental
constant associated with the spectrometer in question we simply obtain:
t 2 = k• m/z
thus by measurement of t 2 we can directly calculate m/z.
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Figure 1.5: A MALDI instrument set up to accelerate and measure the m/z of
positive ions by Time-of-Flight (TOF) mass analysis. After ions are generated in
the source, they are accelerated by the voltage Vs. They then drift toward the
detector in a field-free region of length L known as the flight tube. The initial
velocity of the ions entering this field free region depends upon the mass of the
ions. The ions can therefore be resolved by the time they take to reach the
detector.

Ions with large masses enter the flight tube with lower velocities (as
Ek = (mv2)/2 ) than those with lower masses and the time taken to reach the
detector for the larger ions is longer, and thus these will be calculated as
having large m/z.

However, as these measurements are arbitrary,

calibration of the TOF with standards is essential for maintaining the
accuracy of an instrument over its lifespan.
Technically there is no mass limit for TOF mass analysers, and they
have an accuracy of 200 ppm and a resolution of 4000. With orthoganol ion
source TOF mass analysers resolutions of up to tens of thousands is
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possible due to the minimisation of the initial velocities of the ions in the
flight tube, which reduces dispersion and subsequently improves mass
resolution. A variant of the TOF mass analyser called the TOF-reflectron
was

introduced

for

improved

resolution.

The

reflectron

corrects

inconsistencies in kinetic energy for ions with the same m/z value by the
introduction of a curved flight path.84 TOF reflectrons have improved
resolution and accuracy (20 000, 10 ppm) at the expense of mass limit (m/z
10 000) compared with TOF mass analysers.

1.8.2. Quadrupole Mass Analysers

Figure 1.6: Quadrupole (Q) mass analyser showing the arrangement of four
parallel rods with AC current applied at radio frequency. Two ions of differing m/z
(A and B) are pictured entering the quadrupole with only B exiting (resonance
condition) and A discharged upon the rods (non-resonant condition). Note in Q
mode, a DC potential is applied over the four rods, whilst in RF only mode (q), the
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DC potential is not superimposed. Note that the direction of ion motion is always
defined as the z axis.

Quadrupole (Q or q) mass analysers85 separate ions according to
their m/z by the trajectory stability of the ions in an electric field.86 The
quadrupole consists of 4 parallel rods. There is a radiofrequency (RF)
alternating current (AC) potential applied to the rods which give them either
a negative or positive charge. A direct current (DC) potential can also be
applied across the rods.

A typical setup is shown in Figure 1.6. The

quadrupolar electric field generated by the anodes (+ Φ) and cathodes (− Φ)
that ions are subjected to is therefore a superposition of direct potential (U)
and oscillating RF potential (V cos 2πνt) and can be mathematically
described as:

+ Φ = (U - V cos 2πνt) and − Φ = − (U - V cos 2πνt)

Where ν is RF frequency in Hz and V is the maximum amplitude of the RF
voltage. In a typical quadrupole U can vary from 500 to 2000 V and V can
vary from – 3000 to +3000 V.

Resolution is achieved in the quadrupole by variation of the ratio
between U and V. By alteration of the AC:DC applied potential ratio, a
certain m/z ratio can be selected as ions that are not stable in the electric
field collide with the rods and discharge. Ions that are stable in the field
pass through unadulterated. The mathematics of motion (and thus stability
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with respect to hitting the rods) of the ion in the electric field describing this
are beyond the scope of this thesis, but the result found is that by linear
variation of U and V, the mass of an ion can be selected. The so-called
Mathieu Diagram plots stability areas of ions in the quadrupole as a function
of U

vs. V.

Hence by keeping the ratio of U and V

constant, whilst

increasing both linearly as a function of each other, masses can be selected
based upon their stability (or instability) in the quadrupole. Mathieu stability
diagrams summarise this relationship graphically (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7: A Mathieu stability diagram as a function of U and V for ions with
masses m1 < m2 < m3. Changing U and V whilst keeping the U:V ratio constant
allows selection of ions successively. If U is zero i.e. no direct potential is applied
then there is no resolution. In this case, ions will pass through the quadrupole if V
is within their stability area.

A quadrupole that has both AC and DC potentials applied to it are
denoted in the literature by a capital Q. Those that work in RF mode only
i.e. with no mass selection, are denoted by a lower-case q. However, these
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may be used as collision cells for MS/MS experiments. Combinations of q
and Q mass analysers can be assembled sequentially for tandem mass
spectrometry experiments (see later). Linear ion trap (LIT) mass analysers
work in a similar manner to quadrupole mass analysers, though eject ions
via resonance frequency destabilisation in an electric field.87

The mass

limit of quadrupole mass analysers is around m/z 4000, with accuracies
typically of 100 ppm, and resolution of 2000.

1.8.3. Orbitrap® Mass Analyser
The orbitrap® mass analyser is an ion trap analyser that also acts as a
detector for ions (Figure 1.8).88

An electrode is placed within a hollow

barrel, which also acts as an electrode. A DC potential difference in the
range of kV is applied across the electrodes creates an electric field. Ions
are introduced into the orbitrap® and orbit the inner electrode, held in
position by a combination of centrifugal force and electrostatic attraction.
The frequency at which the ions orbit the central electrode can be detected
by their image current on the outer electrode. The mathematical expression
by which the motion has been described is that of a simple harmonic
oscillator or pendulum where the position of the ion in the z direction in time
can be described by:

z(t) = z0 cos ωt + (2Ez / k)1/2 sin ωt

where
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ω = (k ⋅ z/m)1/2

Hence from these equations it is possible to see that the m/z ratio is directly
linked to the frequency of spiral oscillation within the orbitrap®; using Fourier
transform, it is possible to change from the time domain to the frequency
domain, all the ions can be detected instantaneously and a mass spectrum
can be produced.
The mass limit of Orbitrap® mass analysers is around m/z 50 000,
with accuracies typically of < 5 ppm and resolutions of around 100 000.
Hence they are amongst the most accurate and high-resolution mass
analysers available.

®

Figure 1.8: The principles behind the orbitrap mass analyser. Ions orbit the
central electrode, at a resonant frequency depending on their m/z in a spiral
pattern. Detection is achieved by Fourier Transform (FT) of all the frequencies
detected at once.
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1.8.4 Other Mass Analysers
The previous section detailed the mass analysers used within this thesis.
There are however, many other mass analysers used for mass spectral
analysis.
Magnetic and electromagnetic mass analysers use perpendicular fields to
deflect ions according to their mass to charge ratio thus creating spatial
resolution in the flight paths taken and generating a mass spectrum from
differences in path length. Ion traps such as the 3D Paul ion trap and 2D
(LIT) ion traps utilise enclosed quadrupoles, that are equipped with
electromagnetic focusing lenses that allow the reflection of ions within them
thus trapping the ions inside the analyser.87 Ions can be expelled from the
trap by variation of these fields to select ions, much like the standard
quadrupole, in order to obtain a mass spectrum. As a result, the mass limit
of ion traps are similar to quadrupole mass analysers (ca, 5000 Da), but the
resolution is slightly improved due to the cycling of the ions multiple times
within the trap (Resolution of ca. 4000 compared to ca. 2000 for a standard
quadrupole) . Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FTICR) mass
analysers inject ions into a cubic trap located in an high strength magnetic
field (typically 3 - 24 T) which has an orthogonal trap voltage applied
(typically 1 V). This leads to ion cyclotron motion around the pole of the
magnetic field.

Ions can be resolved into a mass spectrum by Fourier

transform of the frequency-time domain spectrum by which they rotate in
the cyclotron. Because of the large frequency range induced by the
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cyclotron motion, the resolution of the measurement suprasses most MS
analysers, including the Orbitrap® (resolutions of ca. 500,000 in FTICR MS
compared to 100,000 for Orbitrap® MS), but takes a longer time to acquire
spectra and can be affected adversely by ion-ion interactions in the
cyclotron.87 It should also be mentioned that Caprioli et al has coupled
FTICR mass analysis to MALDI and has reported imaging of drugs such as
olanzapine and imatnib in real tissues such as kidney, liver and diseased
tissue such as glioma.89 Because of the high resolution of the technique,
accurate measurement of drug mass is possible, with final confirmation of
the drug identity from an external quadrupole in an MS/MS experiment.
However, the time of analysis of MALDI-FTICR imaging is typically very
slow (4 pixels per min) compared to other MALDI imaging techniques such
as MALDI-QTOF (30-50 pixels per min), and hence may not be suitable for
routine screening applications, but rather for situations where images
containing high resolution mass spectral information is needed.

1.9. Tandem Mass Spectrometry and the QSTAR XL Instrument
The sequential linking of two or more mass analysers can be used for
performing tandem (MS/MS) experiments. Instruments with two or more
mass analysers in sequence are known as hybrid instruments.

It is these

latter instruments that have revolutionised the study of small molecules in
biological environments. Generally these are denoted by the combination
of letters e.g. qQTOF would denote an instrument with three mass
analysers - RF quadrupole, quadrupole and time-of-flight mass analysers –
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linked in sequence. Alternatively, mass analysis may be performed through
time, though we will not discuss these techniques in this introduction.

A number of MS/MS scan types are possible:

•

Product ion scan. Requires a setup such as QqQ or QqTOF. The
precursor ion is selected and then fragmented into product ions by
collision-induced dissociation, which are scanned.

•

Precursor ion scan. Requires two mass analysers e.g. QQ. A product
ion is selected by the second mass analyser and the precursor ion is
determined by scanning the first mass analyser.

•

Neutral loss scan. Requires two mass analysers e.g. QQ. A mass
difference is defined by the user and all the precursor / products are
identified with the specified mass offset are identified by scanning
both mass analysers simultaneously.

Collision-induced dissociation (CID) is often used to deliberately fragment
molecules for MS/MS analysis.

The most widely used method to

accomplish this is by passing the ions through a collision cell, which
contains an inert gas. In the process of CID, precursor ions collide with the
immobile gas molecules in the collision cell, which in turn increases their
internal energy. This process is known as collisional activation (CA) If this
internal energy is greater than a certain threshold, the molecule can
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fragment (or decompose). Collision cells are often RF-only quadrupoles, q,
and these are usually placed in between two mass analysers. This setup
allows the selection of precursor ion in the first mass analyser, CID in the
RF-only quadrupole, and mass analysis of the product ions (fragmentation
products) in the second mass analyser.

Tandem mass spectrometry is useful for a number of reasons:

•

Determination of structure. Product ions can serve as a molecular
‘fingerprint’ for certain structural features within a molecule.

•

Selectivity. For the same reason, molecular ‘fingerprints’ based on
the product ion scans can be used to determine the presence of a
molecular species within a mixture of other species.

Whilst these are common triple quadrupole methods, the majority of work in
this thesis, an Applied Biosystems QSTAR XL quadrupole time-of-flight
(QqTOF) mass spectrometer (Figure 1.9) is used, which is a hybrid
instrument that incorporates quadrupolar mass analysers in tandem with a
flight tube. Despite its Qq designation, the instrument actually incorporates
3 quadrupoles within it, designated q0, Q1 and q2.

q0 is an RF only

quadrupole that is used for collisional cooling of the ions from an ion source
(in this case MALDI) to reduce the extent of fragmentation experienced and
to fully focus the ions into Q1. Q1 is a full quadrupole that can be operated
with DC current superimposed to select an ion of interest, as described in
the quadrupole section.

	
  

q2 is a RF only quadrupole that is used as a
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collision cell. In MS/MS mode, Q1 is used to select the ion of choice and q2
to fragment it further to obtain a signature fragmentation for the precursor
ion of interest, whose product ions are then resolved by the TOF mass
analyser – a product ion scan.

Collisional fragmentation requires the

introduction of a stream of an inert gas, either nitrogen or preferably argon
into the q2 collision cell.

The QqTOF arrangement prohibits precursor ion and neutral loss
scanning (recall this requires two full Q), and in theory mass range is
dictated by the quadrupoles only but balances it out with high sensitivity and
resolution.

Figure 1.9: Schematic of the Applied Biosystems QSTAR XL hybrid QqTOF mass
spectrometer used predominantly in this study (taken from Applied Biosystems
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hardware overview). Q0 and Q2 are q RF-only quadrupoles with Q2 used as the
collision cell. Q1 is used to select the ion of interest.

1.10 Analysis of Drug Molecules Using Mass Spectrometry
Generally, mass spectra generated using MALDI as the ionisation source
are simple, being dominated by the single-charged mass ion. Due to this
fundamental property of the technique, and the fact that an organic matrix
protects the sample from the full laser energy (thus minimising
fragmentation), it is suitable for the analysis of complex mixtures such as
the distribution of a specific analyte in biological tissues and fluids. MALDI
is also the least sensitive of the ionisation techniques to ion suppression,3
which makes it a good candidate for studies on complex samples like
human biofluids or biological tissues, where this can be problematic.
MALDI is suitable for the analysis of a range of molecules of
all molecular weights including peptides8-11 oligonucleotides12-20 lipids,24-30
proteins,31, 32 and carbohydrates.33, 34 This led to the realisation that it could
be used for the analysis of drug molecules in samples,21-23 and often in
complex biological samples.

There are, in general two types of analysis

that can be performed using MALDI MS with drug molecules:

i)

Profiling; where a sample is mounted onto a MALDI plate and
matrix is applied in areas of interest on the samples, and the
mass spectrometric analysis is performed on the area, collecting
spectra where the matrix was applied. Instances of this could be
checking for a drug in cross-sectioned tissue on an organ of
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interest. The advantage to this technique is that it is extremely
rapid and thus many samples can be analysed, the disadvantage
is that the full distribution of the drug may only be estimated.

ii)

Imaging or MALDI MSI;90 where a sample is mounted onto a
MALDI plate and matrix is applied across the whole sample. The
laser is rastered across the sample and mass spectra collected in
a serial manner, collecting a hyperspectral data cube of (x,y)
position and m/z. Images are presented in 2-D form by choosing
a single m/z and showing its distribution in (x,y). The advantage
to this is that 2D images are thus constructed from voxels as they
encode

spectral

intensity

information,

and

thus

contains

quantitative data regarding the distribution of a drug across the
whole sample. The disadvantage to using MALDI MSI is that it is
often slower than profiling as many more mass spectra need to
be collected, depending on the imaging resolution required i.e. at
higher spectral resolutions and smaller voxels then more spectra
have to be collected,91 though continuous raster sampling using
high repetition-rate lasers may speed up analysis.92 MALDI MSI
can be used to screen drug distributions across drug-dosed
whole animal sections,93 important for drug development,
assessing pharmacodynamics and toxicodynamics.94

Both MALDI profiling and imaging share the important advantages that they
are both one-step, label free analysis of molecules. It is especially powerful
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when used on drug molecules from biological samples, as one can discern
between the observation of the drug and its metabolites, which one cannot
tell the difference with standard industry benchmark techniques such as
autoradiography. Relative abundance of the drug may be realised, and
steps toward quantitative analyses are being researched.95-105

The final

advantage of using mass spectrometry as an analysis technique is that all
the ions from a certain area of interest can be collected at once when
applying a TOF or FT mass analyser, giving unprecedented throughput.
Herein, we outline how both profiling and imaging using MALDI MS has
been used for the analysis of drugs in a range of different analytical
samples.

1.11 MALDI MS profiling of drug molecules
Luider and co-workers106 used MALDI-TOF MS to give qualitative
and quantitative analysis of the anti-retroviral protease inhibitors lopinavir
and ritonavir, used in the treatment of HIV.

The result demonstrated the

suitability of MALDI as the ionisation source for the analysis of small organic
molecules; previously the technique had been generally applied to ionise
large biomolecules.

It was possible to detect and quantify clinically

relevant levels of lopinavir using a clinical sample of monocytes extracted
from blood.

Acetyl salicylic acid (aspirin) was detected and the conditions for
detection optimised by Lacey et al. using a triple quadrupole MALDI-QqQ
mass spectrometer.107 The drug molecule was observed in the mass
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spectrum generated, always as the sodium or potassium adduct; the
protonated species was not observed.

This led the authors to use a

cationisation strategy to optimise the detection of the drug. Metal chloride
salts (MCl, M = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) were co-evaporated onto the sample
plate with the drug and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) as matrix (ratio:
2:6:1 aspirin : DHB : MCl). It was found that significantly better signals
were obtained with the use of rubidium chloride and caesium chloride as the
cationisation source compared to other metal chloride salts tested. Density
functional theory calculations were then used to probe the mechanism and
energetics of drug-metal adduct formation. The authors concluded that the
energy available after plume formation would favour the formation of
adducts with the heavier metal ions i.e Rb+ and Cs+ and increase the
intensity of the signal generated, which was consistent with what had been
observed experimentally.

Persike and Karas used a range of phenothiazines (10 in total,
frequently used in the treatment of psychiatric diseases) as well as a group
of mixed drug molecules, (again 10 in total including Loperamide and
Procaine) in order to demonstrate the versatility of the MALDI technique for
the quantitative determination of small pharmaceutical molecules.108 αCyano-4-hydroxycinammic acid (CHCA) was used as the matrix, due to its
high level of crystallinity which aids the ionisation of small molecules (<600
Da) such as those used in this study. To minimise the effects from poor
crystallisation, the authors used a large number of laser shots per sample
well.
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simultaneously with each drug at a concentration of 250 fmol µL-1,
generating a spectrum that could easily identify all 10 drugs separately from
each other. Furthermore, any of the phenothiazine drugs could be used as
an internal standard to determine the concentration of the other 9 drugs.
The same results were also observed with the mixed drug cocktails. The
authors, to demonstrate the potential of the technique for analysis of
authentic biological samples, then used human plasma spiked with
phenothiazine drugs. The spiked plasma samples were extracted with an
organic solvent mixture (1:1 TBME/EtOAc) and co-crystallised with CHCA
matrix. It was possible to detect, as well as quantify the amount of drug in
all samples. The MALDI assay was found to be comparable, and in many
cases superior, in its sensitivity compared to HPLC, fluorescence and
colorimetric detection methods reported for the detection of phenothiazines
in blood plasma samples.

The success of MALDI MS in drug analysis is probably best
summarized in the sheer amount of low molecular weight pharmaceuticals
that have been analysed.
dramamine and Sudafed

109

, HIV inhibitors and retroviral drugs

narcotic substances such as cocaine
113

, beta blockers such as Talinolol

anti-cancer drug Pemetrexed
MALDI.

107

,

106, 110, 111

;

Over-the-counter drugs such as aspirin

117

112

114

, performance-enhancing steroids

, Tamiflu

109

, Viagra

115, 116

and the

have all been detected successfully by

Chemical derivatisation of drugs may make increase ionization

efficiency and hence improve the sensitivity of analyses; for example
Flinders et al have used the reaction of hydrazine-based reagents such as
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2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine

with

carbonyl

containing

drugs

such

as

fluticasone propionate to improve sensitivity by up to ca. ten fold. However,
it must be noted that caution should be used when interpreting results from
derivatised drug molecules. In practice, derivatisation of the drug molecules
could potentially change the therapeutic properties and so the approach is
of limited value unless derivatisation can be performed at the point of
analysis and for that purpose only.

Profiling has been used to rapidly optimise the choice of matrix for
MALDI experiments on authentic tissues. The ionisation of the anticancer
drugs Afatnib, Erlotnib, Irinotecan and Perfenidone, for instance, has been
assessed with a range of matrices including DHB and CHCA in ex vivo
spotting experiments by Huber et al.118 The authors demonstrated a
relationship between the profiling experiments and results from MALDI MSI.
Profiling of drugs ex vivo is therefore a useful predictive tool for gauging the
performance of a matrix in combination with a drug prior to embarkation on
more time-consuming in vivo experiments.
The detection of impurities from degradation by processes such as
oxidation over time in active pharmaceutical ingredients is important to
gauge the shelf life of nascent potential drug molecules. MALDI MS has
been used successfully for the detection of Atorvastatin lactone, an
oxidation product, in commercial statin Atorvastatin calcium tablets.119 The
use of the impurity in the sample allowed the relative quantification of the
amount of Atorvastatin in the tablets, from the analysis of the signal
intensity in the MALDI images, and thus potentially represents an important
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step toward one-step drug semi-quantitative quality control procedures,
circumventing the use of HPLC or GC after laboratory-scale liquid
extraction.

MALDI coupled to multivariate statistical analysis algorithms

can be used to ensure drug product quality.120

1.12 MALDI imaging of drugs
MALDI-MS imaging (MALDI-MSI) seeks to produce two-dimensional
images of (often biologically relevant) samples.121-123 Preparation of
samples124 differs slightly in MALDI imaging experiments compared to
standard MALDI-MS. Thin tissue samples125 of low µm depth are prepared
by cryosection, mounted on sample plates (usually stainless steel sheets or
glass slides) and fixed, often with adhesive tape. Matrices are applied in
imaging experiments, as listed in Table 1, using a number of techniques
including acoustic matrix deposition,45 dry and solvent-assisted blotting,126
automated inkjet printing48 and sublimation.25 Air-spraying of the sample
with matrix127 rapidly leads to homogenously coated tissue samples at low
cost and so is a fairly popular approach.

Often, MALDI imaging

experiments of drugs uses biological tissue samples,128 which lead to
unique challenges including suppression of ion counts, which leads to poor
quality images, variability in ion counts across the tissue sample due to
various tissue types and competition for ionisation from lipids and other
ambient ions. Thus, analysis of drugs by MALDI MS, and quantification in
particular, is possibly the most challenging discipline of mass spectrometry
currently being researched.1
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In a typical MALDI-MSI experiment (Figure 1.10), thousands of laser
shots are taken in an ordered pattern across the mounted sample. Either
the laser or the sample plate is rastered relative to the other.129 Resolutions
of 25–100 µm are attainable due to the highly collimated lasers used in the
MALDI technique;130 resolution of the images is dictated by the diameter of
the laser beam and matrix crystal size; in general, MALDI imaging, in its
current state cannot achieve diffraction limit images (ca. < 200 nm
resolution) primarily due to the laser spots used being of the micrometer
(10-6 m) order as well as the wavelengths of the lasers used.
As the images produced in MALDI are constructed from pixels
containing intensity information (i.e. are technically voxels), this also has
implications for resolution and sensitivity; larger pixels mean the generated
images will be less-resolved, but the sensitivity per pixel is increased as
more ions can be generated per unit area in the image. Smaller pixels give
less sensitivity, yet the image will have greater resolution. The mass
spectrometric data is acquired using a user-defined number of laser shots.
Each division of the sample where MALDI has occurred will therefore be
associated with a full mass spectrum for that area.

Integrated signal

intensities for each m/z ratio may then be reconstructed into images from
the generated hyperspectral data cube (x, y, m/z); in theory, a separate
image can be generated for any of the mass signals detected throughout
the section, leading to the possibility of producing images that allow the
spatial localisation of drugs and metabolites, all in one analysis step. Spotto-spot voxel intensity is proportional to ion counts for a certain m/z in that
area of the sample. The ion count intensity is dictated by the concentration
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significantly reduces the number of detectable analytes
for one experiment set (in the majority of cases to just one),
and requires the development of a tag for each analyte group.
The emerging technology MALDI mass spectrometry
imaging (MSI) described in this article offers the flexibility
of detection without reporter molecules, as well as
sensitivity and resolution needed for biological tissues.
This ex vivo assay is based on the concept of applying
MALDI TOF MS directly on tissue sections.
Currently developed for many applications (Chaurand et
al., 2004a; Schwartz et al., 2003; Stoeckli et al., 1999, 2001,
2002), MALDI MS Imaging is achieved by rastering
sequentially the surface of a defined area while acquiring a
mass spectrum from every location (see Fig. 1). In a typical
procedure for MALDI MSI on tissues, a section is attached
on a sample plate, and matrix is deposited, either as a thin
layer, or as a spot pattern. The sample is then introduced in
the mass spectrometer and from each image position, a mass
spectrum is acquired. From a data set, multiple images can
be extracted, representing the spatial distribution of the

range of biopolymers, complementary to TOF-SIMS, which
is relevant for molecular weights smaller than 1 kDa
(McArthur et al., 2004; Nygren et al., 2004). A very
important aspect in MALDI MSI on tissue sections is the
high number of different analyte classes, which can be
simultaneously analyzed, including proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and metal ions. This takes benefit of the high
dynamic range of the method but suffers from signal
suppression effects. Some analytes are indeed more
efficiently ionized during MALDI process, depending
hardly on their chemical features but also on their relative
amount (Knochenmuss et al., 1996; Wang and Fitzgerald,
2001). Interpretation of complex spectra is not straightforward and filters helping to simplify the information content
are hardly desirable. One way to reduce the complexity of
the analyzed area is to extract proteins from the tissue
section with the help of hydrophobic materials, while
preserving their relative location. This principle has been
successfully applied by contact blotting fresh cut tissue
surfaces on a surface prepared with C18 beads (Caprioli et

	
  

of the analyte in the sample in that region, but also from how efficiently it is
ionised and relayed to the detector via whatever mass analysers are in
place.

Fig. 1. MALDI mass spectrometric imaging. A laser is rastered over a tissue sample while acquiring a complete mass spectrum from each position, resulting in
molecular images for multiple analytes.

Figure 1.10: MALDI MS imaging of a thin tissue section from Rohner et al.

129

.Reproduced

with permission from Elsevier. A full MALDI MS spectrum is taken at each xy position in the
sample, and images are constructed from pixels containing information regarding the
intensity of an m/z of interest.

1.13 General Context of Thesis and Outstanding Research Questions
At the time this thesis was written (2016) the major challenges in taking
MALDI MS imaging forward were associated with quantitation of drug
molecules. This is challenging for many reasons which are mainly
associated with ion suppression due to the complicated nature of biological
specimens. For example, tissues contain a range of biological molecules
that may interfere with the detection of a drug molecule by appearing at
similar m/z and ionisation of the target drug may also be harder due to
competing species and salts, both which may significantly reduce ionisation
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yields. Another significant problem lies within extraction of drug molecules
out of tissue sections –cells are generally aqueous, yet matrices are
generally organic and non polar species. The ability to form solid solutions
between matrix and analyte so that effective ionisation can occur is also
more difficult, and so surface sampling needs to be improved.

Finally,

MALDI MS imaging of biological tissues is a slow technique requiring very
careful preparation of samples which takes a long time. The improvement
of capacity for screening is also currently an open research question in this
field. The following literature review summarizes efforts to address these
questions.

1.14 Literature Review: MALDI-MS of drugs: Profiling, imaging, and
steps towards quantitative analysis
Caprioli and co workers identified MALDI as an ionisation source for
imaging peptides and proteins in tissues in 1997.131 Using a series of
MALDI-TOF spectra obtained by rastering of the sample plate on which thin
tissue sections which had been coated with matrix were mounted, it was
possible to obtain images of proteins and peptides localised within tissues
e.g. insulin in rat pancreas. This work was followed by a landmark paper in
which direct profiling of proteins and peptides in cryo-sectioned tissue was
achieved.132 Over 100 peptide and protein signals in the 2000 – 30000 Da
range were distinguishable including myoglobin and ubiquitin, with
remarkable homology (>90%) between mass spectra taken in the same
tissue types.

The mass spectral profiles were also found to be highly

similar in identical strains of mice yet different in multiple strains of mice as
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would be expected for the proteomes of genetically similar/different animals.
Reyzer et al. reported the extension of the MALDI-MSI technique to the
direct analysis and imaging of drug molecules in tissue by MS/MS.133 Using
a hybrid MALDI-QqTOF (tandem MS/MS; quadrupole time-of flight) and
standard MALDI-TOF instruments, it was possible to image administered
anti-tumour drug candidates in tumours from rats. Comparison of the two
instruments with each other demonstrated that the use of the tandem
instrument was superior for imaging applications in eliminating spectral
noise in the lower regions of the MS spectra caused by matrix ionisation
and clustering. Specifically, the [3M+Na]+ cluster-ion of the sinipinic acid
matrix had the same m/z ratio as the protonated [M+H]+ drug candidate ion
in question, and signals were hard or impossible to resolve in MS mode.
MS/MS mode – incorporating collision-induced dissociation (CID) - however
allowed the detection of structure specific ions unique to the drug, which
made detection simple. The use of tandem mass spectrometry, as
demonstrated in the pioneering work by Troendle et al. on detection of
paclitaxel in ovarian tumour sections,134 is often crucial to the efficient
detection of the drug and drug metabolites as the QQQ instrument can act
to filter for exclusive detection of the desired ion in complex tissue samples.
Bunch et al. used MALDI-MSI to determine the depth of penetration
of an anti-fungal drug, ketoconazole, into porcine epidermal tissue.21 The
drug was allowed to soak into the skin tissue, and cross sections of the
tissue blotted onto plates which had been airsprayed with CHCA matrix.
MALDI imaging of the ketoconazole penetration was presented. Through
the construction of a calibration curve for the Na adduct of ketoconazole, it
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was shown that as epidermal depth increased, the level of ketoconazole
decreased, and it was not detected by ca. 1 mm skin tissue depth, and that
in fact most of the drug must therefore be absorbed into the dermal skin
layer. Clench and co-workers reported the imaging of the anti-cancer
prodrug AQ4N (banoxatrone), and its bioreduced drug form AQ4 in human
tumour xenografts. By imaging the distribution of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) in the tumour xenografts, it was demonstrated that the drug is only
reduced in hypoxic regions of the tumour cells, as intended in its design

135

.

Stoeckli and co-workers have used MALDI imaging to analyse the
distribution of drugs and metabolites in whole animal sections. Imaging of
whole sections is important in the pharmaceutical industry for determining
the distribution of drug molecules in vivo. MALDI imaging offers a great
advantage in determining distributions, as the drug molecule itself may be
directly profiled with great assurance that it is the drug being imaged rather
than any drug metabolites, although it still offers images of the latter too,
simultaneously, for comparative purposes.
that an undisclosed

14

Stoeckli et al. demonstrated

C-labelled drug molecule gave similar distributions by

MALDI compared to whole-body autoradioluminography in dosed mice.136
In more recent work, Hopfgartner et al., again using an undisclosed
pharmaceutical compound,

used MALDI imaging to determine the

distribution in sectioned mice in a rapid and efficient manner, as well as its
metabolites.137 The time from obtaining the tissue section to the production
of the final image-distribution map was 15 minutes, demonstrating the
potential of MALDI imaging for future clinical applications e.g. rapid biopsy
analysis.

	
  

Likewise, Trim et al. imaged the distribution of the potent
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chemotherapeutic drug vinblastine in whole rat sections using the standard
MALDI MS/MS imaging experiment coupled with a further ion mobility
separation (IMS) step to give greater specificity; IMS is able, in this case, to
separate the signals arising from vinblastine from an isobaric (i.e. of same
molecular mass) lipid.138 The method was validated by comparison of the
MALDI images to WBA of the distribution of 3H-vinblastine and found to be
in excellent agreement.
Hsieh et al. developed a mass spectrometric method for the
determination of the anti-psychotic drug molecule clopazine in rat brain
tissue.22 The use of MALDI-QTOF in these experiments allowed the
researchers to correlate autoradiography images of injected radioactive 3Hclopazine with MALDI-MS/MS images of the same brain sections; the
results demonstrated the excellent correspondence of the MALDI analysis
with the traditional autoradiography approach.

The drug molecule was

found to be distributed fairly evenly across the brain tissue with the highest
concentration of clopazine found in the lateral ventricle with both methods
giving excellent agreement. Shanta et al. used MALDI MS imaging to detect
donepezil in mouse brain liver and kidney tissues.139 Marko-Varga et al.
used MALDI MS as well as MS/MS to analyse ipratropium in human lung
tissue.140 Liu et al. analysed the time-dependent penetration of the anticancer drug irinotecan (Camptosar, Pfizer) into colon carcinoma spheroids
using MALDI MS. As drug penetration into solid tumours is a crucial aspect
of anticancer therapies, the study by Liu et al. is potentially important for the
development of more effective cancer therapies.141 Kuwayama et al. used
MALDI MSI to image MDMA (‘ecstasy’) distribution in overdosed mice brain
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liver and kidney tissues using an automated deposition technique for matrix
application. It was observed that major sites of MDMA build up included the
brain stem and kidney of the animals used in the study.142 The distribution
of the bioactive ellagitannin, strictinin, in green tea has been imaged by
MALDI MSI of orally-dosed rat kidney sections.143

A study by Wang et al. detailed the use of MALDI TOF to separately
detect cocaine and the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist
chlorisondamine in the cryosectioned brains of rats after intracranial
injection of the drug molecules.112 Matrices were applied directly to the
tissue sections post-cryosection.

Further identification of the drugs was

performed by tandem MS/MS experiments (MALDI-TOF-TOF) using the
(M+H)+ peaks for both drugs as the source for the second analysis to give a
fingerprint unique to the drug molecule. The distribution of the cocaine peak
(m/z 304.4) in the mass spectra of brain tissues of rats in terms of relative
abundance (normalised to the cholesterol minus water base peak at m/z
396.6) in major cerebral structures such as the cortex (34.8%),
hippocampus (53.6%) and hypothalamus (35.7%) was reported. Drexler
and co-workers have also used MALDI coupled with sequential ion trap
mass spectrometry to image the distribution of a pro-drug candidate from
the laboratories of Bristol-Myers Squibb & Co. (USA).144 Adult mice were
given high dosages of the pro-drug BMS-X for two weeks before being
euthanised and necropsied. Analysis of the mice organs by light microscopy
during necropsy showed the presence of microcrystalline deposits in the
mice spleen and lymph nodes; analysis of these cryosectioned organs by
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MALDI imaging demonstrated that the microcrystalline material distributed
in these organs was the active pharmaceutical (m/z 448). The latter result
correlated with the light microscopy studies. To further confirm the result,
MS/MS imaging of the drug was performed using a product ion (m/z 202)
originating solely from the active drug molecule precursor ion.
Three-dimensional cell cultures have become a useful predictive tool
for drug infiltration, especially with respect to the efficacy of drugs designed
to penetrate solid tumours.145 Three dimensional analysis of HCT116 colon
carcinoma multicellular spheroids using MALDI MSI has been reported by
Liu et al.146 MALDI was used to image the penetration of the anti-cancer
drug irinotecan in the 3D cell culture, as a function of time (Figure 1.11).
Ten metabolites of irinotecan were also mapped.

The method is high-

throughput and requires the use of no animal subjects and hence a more
cost-effective approach to mapping drug efficacy, especially with respect to
the penetration and pharmacological fate of drugs for the treatment of solid
tumours.
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Figure 1.11: MALDI MSI of 3D cell cultures: penetration of Irinotecan into HCT116 colon
carcinoma multicellular spheroids.

146

Reprinted with permission from Liu et al. Anal. Chem.

2013, 85, 6295. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.

The distribution in mice spleens of the terpene glycoside cucumarioside A22, a immunomodulatory drug, by MALDI profiling and imaging has been
reported as a function of time by Pislyagin et al.147 Using MALDI MSI it was
possible to demonstrate that cucumarioside A2-2 was absorbed rapidly by
the spleen, with a peak concentration 30 minutes post-injection, and with
almost full excretion by 3 h.

The drug was mainly detected in the tunica

serosa of the spleen, which is a serous membrane consisting of two layers
of mesolithium found on the outside of the organ, and whose primary
function is to secrete serous fluid.

The results were compared to

radiospectroscopic distribution of 3H-cucumarioside A2-2 and found to give
similar results, though the peak distribution of the drug was found to be at
15 mins using radiospectroscopy.
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Experimental models for the study of drug distributions in tissue by
MALDI MSI have been suggested by Vegvari et al (Figure 1.12).148 The
concentration gradient model (CGM) was developed by the immersion of
A549 solid xenograft tumours into a lung cancer drug cocktail (tiotropium +
erlotinib) for 2.5 h followed by sectioning.
tissue, as imaged by MALDI MSI.

The drugs infiltrates into the

The dispersion model (DM) uses

cryostat-sectioned tissues of the type that might be used in biopsies etc
which are immersed in anticancer drug solutions for 1 h, either tiotropium,
erlotinib or gefitnib. Analysis of the tissue sections by MS/MS allowed the
unambiguous detection of the distribution of the drugs. Finally the directed
dosage model (DDM) takes into account guided deposition of a drug to a
certain tissue type i.e. targeted therapies to disease.149 In this model, the
drug is spotted onto various regions of a whole tissue sample and the
response in MALDI MSI measured after washing to show any affinity for the
drug for certain tissue types e.g. diseased vs. healthy tissue.

The CGM

model will be useful for the study of drugs that are required for the
penetration of solid tumours, whilst the DM is extremely useful for studying
the general distribution of drugs over a tissue cross section (i.e. the normal
mode of MALDI MSI in general). The DDM could be extremely useful in
future, where directed therapies and personalized medicines could become
mainstream, and thus pre-clinical prediction of the drug in a patient biopsy
could be useful for predicting drug efficacy prior to treatment.
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Figure 1.12: Model for drug distributions which are of use for various drugs that
work in different ways including penetrative drugs (concentration gradient model),
non-targeted drugs (dispersion model) and targeted drugs (directed dosage
model).148 Reprinted with permission from Vegvari et al. J. Proteome Res. 2013, 12,
5626. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

Digital image analysis is a critical step in MALDI imaging.

As a

hyperspectral data cube is generated during any MALDI imaging
experiment, hundreds of gigabytes and in many cases terabytes of raw data
are generated. Obviously, there are fundamental limits on the analysis of
such datasets due to their inherent dimensionality and thus the facile
processing of data from MALDI imaging experiments has become a subfield of research which has been reviewed by Jones et al.150 Reduction of
dimensionality has been achieved by Palmer et al by the use of random
projections in combination with principal component analysis to reduce
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dimensionality by up to 99%.151 Schwartz et al validated this method for
effectively de-noising clinical data sets.152 Race et al used principal
component analysis to reduce the dimensionality of MALDI imaging
datasets

to

reduce

their

dimensionality

prior

to

clustering

and

segmentation.153 Full processing for an entire organ dataset of 44 GB was
presented.

A range of clustering workflows for unsupervised analysis of

MSI data has been reviewed by Sarkari et al.154
Presentation of hyperspectral data recorded in MALDI imaging
experiments has been addressed by Fonville et al.
image to represent the data set.

155

using a single colour

The colours generated are based on

spectral charateristics at each pixel; pixels with similar MS profiles are
displayed with the same RGB colour combinations.

The colour coding

approach is compatible with popular pre-processing algorithms (principal
component analysis, t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding and selforganising maps).

Race et al. have developed a universal converter for

different MALDI file formats, ensuring that users with older instruments are
not excluded from the developing field.156

The quality of the digital image analysis in the MALDI MSI workflow
has a significant effect on the resolution of the MALDI images produced.
Histological staining of tissues is a traditional microscopic technique with
high spatial resolution, as dyes are used that bind with high specificity to
certain tissue types.

The correlation of CD-31 immunohistogical blood

vessel staining with the MALDI MSI technique has been described by
Walch and co-workers,157 investigating the distribution of the anticancer
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drugs Afatnib, Erlotnib and Sorafenib in mice models bearing Ewing’s
sarcoma xenograft tumours. It was found by coupling the immunohistogical
staining of the blood vessels in tumours that there is a direct correlation
between the extent of tumour vascularisation with the intensity of the
signals derived from mass spectrometry, and as a result, the distribution of
the drugs was found to be heterogeneous across the tumours.
Ultra high-resolution mass spectrometry using MALDI MSI with an
Orbitrap® mass analyser has been used by Jirasko et al. for the analysis of
atorvastatin and its metabolites in rat liver tissues.158 Sample preparation
was optimised by variation of section thickness, steel vs glass MALDI plates
and the screening of 13 matrices. Figure 1.13 summarises the results of
the study, showing CHCA and DHB are the best matrices for maximizing
ion counts in positive mode MALDI.

DAN matrix performs well in both

negative and positive mode detection.

The advantage of using the

Orbitrap® as the mass analyser becomes apparent when one considers that
mass resolution can be reported to 4 decimal places, separating ions of
very similar m/x (e.g. 500.1000 and 500.1050) and thus extremely accurate
drug distributions can be compiled, in the confidence that there is most
probably no interference in the signal from other ions.
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Figure 1.13: A map based on ion counts in negative and positive detection mode
MALDI MSI of astorvastatin to give a figure of merit for 13 matrix molecules (and
no matrix) from profiling-screening.158 Reproduced with permission from Springer.

The forensic analysis of single hair samples is an important technique in
criminology and pathology to detect the presence of drug and illicit
substances or poisons in either a suspect, victim or even a cadaver.159
Indeed, hair could be thought of as a matrix for the continual recording of
drug use.160 Current methods for testing hair involve chemical testing and
are often laborious and time-consuming. Nakanishi et al have reported the
quantitative imaging of nicotine in longitudinally-sliced hairs taken from long
term smokers.96 A

13

C-nicotine internal standard was used and a linear

calibration curve (R2 = 0.997) was presented in the range 1 – 50 ng mL-1
hair, with a limit of quantification as 1.6 ng mL-1 hair. However, this dynamic
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range is not great for quantification, which often requires a greater dynamic
range to be useful. Images of the hairs are reminiscent of barcodes in
heavy smokers, whereas there is hardly any signal in a control group of
non-smokers. Similarly, the analysis of ketamine, a horse tranquiliser often
used as an illegal recreational drug, in single scalp hairs has been reported
by Shen et al. using MALDI MSI with a FT-Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometer.

Ketamine was detected and imaged

successfully in four hairs taken from a ketamine abuser’s scalp.161 The
technique was compared to traditional LC-MS/MS and found to give a
higher spatial resolution.

Drug-facilitated crimes such as sexual assaults

and murders where the victim is under the influence of a hypnotic drug
administered to them furtively by the attacker prior to the crime to
incapacitate them have become frequent, especially in cultures that drink
alcohol, which can magnify the seditive effects of hypnotic drugs such as
rohypnol and zolpidem. Often, traces of the drug can be found in the hair of
a victim. High resolution single hair analysis of zolpidem in hair by MALDI
MSI using an high-resolution FT-ICR instrument (resolution ca. 105) has
been reported by Shima et al.162 by monitoring protonated zolpidem at m/z
308.1757 in the moustache hair of humans administered with the drug.
Zolpidem was found mainly in the hair bulb at the root of the hairs taken at
both 20 h and 32 h after administration. Although mass spectral imaging of
hair samples is a promising label and chemical-free technique compared to
traditional chemical analysis techniques used in criminology, caution is
needed in the interpretation of presented results. Variations in growth rate
of hairs across a subject’s body as well as their position on the body could
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lead to false positives. Single hair analysis in particular could potentially
suffer from a lack of statistical significance. The different growth rates of
hair found in the body could also lead to non-reliable analyses, as analysis
of hairs from various parts of the body may give contradictory results.
So-called ‘cassette dosing’, where a cocktail of different drugs is
administered to a single test subject, has been used in the pharmaceutical
industry since the 1990s as a high-throughput method to screen the plasma
pharmacokinetics of many different drugs at once in vivo.

Swales et al

have demonstrated that MALDI MSI can be used to image the distributions
of terfenadine, erlotnib, olanzapine and moxifloxacin in parallel in mice
administered with the drugs in a cassette style dosage.163 The results were
compared to liquid-extraction surface analysis (LESA) MS/MS and found to
be in good agreement.

High spatial resolutions, up to 15 µm, were

achieved with the MALDI MSI of lung tissue of orally dosed subjects (Figure
1.14).

Care must be taken with the interpretation of cassette

pharmacokinetics due to the possibility of drug-drug interactions, especially
due to allosteric inhibition by one drug of enzymes that are crucial in
clearance pathways of another drug. For this reason, cassette dosing is
mainly only used in early-stage blood plasma pharmacokinetic studies.
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Figure 1.14: MALDI MSI of cassette-dosed excised mouse kidneys after various
time points, with full cassette channel overlay and channels for the drugs
analysed.163 Reprinted with permission from Swales et al. Anal. Chem. 2014, 86, 8473.
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

The pharmacokinetics of paclitaxel in human patients presenting peritoneal
carcinomatosis has been partly assessed by MALDI-MSI from crosssections of excised peritoneal nodules of patients treated by hyperthermic
intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC). Paclitaxel was only evident in the
outermost layers of the nodules, with a deepest penetration of 0.54 mm into
the peritoneal tissue observed. MALDI MSI suggests that the drug was
taken up in a limited manner by the nodules, and thus care must be taken
into the administration of chemotherapeutics, as in this case, other routes of
administration with greater proven penetration depth are available.
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Improvement of ion counts by changing the matrix deposition solvent
has been presented by Barry et al.164 The MALDI MSI of lapatnib-dosed
liver tissues was presented. The ion counts of lapatnib versus ambient ions
and lipids in total ion chromatograms and solvent extraction gradients of
acetonitrile or methanol from infra red matrix assisted desorption
ionization/electrospray ionisation (IR-MALD/ESI) was assessed.

It was

found that as the organic component increased, so did the ion counts of
lapatnib and lipids, whilst the ion counts for (presumably inorganic) ambient
ions decreased (Figure 1.15). It is significant, and indeed typical for MALDI
MSI analysis, that the ion counts of the drug are one to ten orders of
magnitude lower than for any of the other species at any point in the
analysis, highlighting the major difficulty found when analysing drugs in
tissues i.e. lack of ion counts when compared to other endogenous species.

Figure 1.15: Total ion chromatogram for gradient extraction IR-MALDESI imaging of
lapitnib-dosed excised liver tissue sections. The total ion counts for the drug increases as
the organic extraction component increases in the aqueous-organic solvent mixture. The
total ion counts for drugs is generally orders of magnitude lower than those observed for
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lipids and ambient ions, succinctly demonstrating one of the major challenges in MALDI
MSI of non-polar drug molecules.

164

Reproduced with permission from Elsevier.

Models that predict response to anticancer treatment are needed in
cancer therapy to enhance patient survival rates. Mascini et al coupled
MALDI MSI to the analysis of tissue microarrays, with analysis of the
images by Principal Component Linear Discriminant Analysis (PC-LDA) to
predict the treatment response of patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models of
triple-negative breast cancer.165 Analysis of two PDX tissue microarrays
each containing a treatment responsive and a treatment non-responsive
patient can be used for characterisation, using MALDI MSI, mass spectral
profiles of the tumours from both patient types, though with varying
prediction rates for treatment response (77% and 59% for each of the
duplicates). However, this study represents an important development in
the use of mass spectrometry imaging in cancer therapy, having great
potential for high-throughput analysis of tumour biopsies.

1.15 Approaches to quantification of drugs in tissues by MALDI MSI
Possibly the most challenging aspect of imaging and profiling analysis of
complex samples by mass spectrometry for the presence of drugs is the
development of quantitative analyses, where the generated ion counts from
a sample can be correlated accurately to the amount of the analyte within
the sample.99 The development of quantitative analysis is crucial for the
incorporation of MALDI in pre-clinical and indeed clinical diagnostics.166 The
analysis of tissue sections by MALDI MS imaging in particular is an area
which has traditionally lacked quantitative capability until quite recently.
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Many factors hamper the quantitative use of MALDI on tissue including
extraction

efficiency,

ion

suppression

from

salts,

and

ensuring

homogeneous deposition of matrix, which can often lead to shot to shot
inconsistencies and variability in ion counts. This is further compounded by
the unaccountable discrepancy in ionisation efficiency between tissue
types, a key point which researchers have only recently begun to explore by
the use of novel MALDI techniques such as MALDI-MRM-MS (multiple
reaction monitoring - mass spectrometry).167 and the development of novel
software by Kallback et al. to produce normalised images which take into
account the variation in ion counts in a certain tissue with the use of an
isotope-labelled internal standard.104

There have been various general approaches to address the problem of
analytical quantitation, summarized as follows:

•

Isotope labelled internal standards: another analyte with similar or
identical ionisation efficiency is added to the analyte calibration
solution to give a ratio of ion counts.168

2

H or

13

C labelled analytes

as internal standards are generally considered best and have been
used successfully,100 however structural analogues168 i.e. molecules
similar in structure or chemical properties to each other have also
been used. 167

•

Endogenous species in tissue as internal standards: biologically
ubiquitous molecules such as lipids and steroids can be used in
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theory as internal standards as the level should remain consistent in
tissues, though in practice this presents significant challenges due to
the inhomogenity of ionisation and ion suppression in biological
samples.

•

Matrix as internal standard: as the matrix is generally co-ionised
alongside analyte, it is possible to normalise the ion counts versus
these peaks if known. This has been done for instance with DHB in
the quantitative analysis of raclopride and octreotide in tissue
sections.98, 102

•

Absolute

Quantitation

(Calibration

standards):

A

graph

is

constructed of ion counts as a function of increasing drug
concentration.

Recent publications have focused on spotting of

drugs onto tissues,169 though this has the drawback of localized
inconsistencies within tissues, and is also dependent on many
factors including deposition solvent, matrix and drug. This method of
course has the advantage that it is rapid, simple and label free.

•

Comparison with LC-MS/MS: although LC-MS/MS is not suitable for
imaging alone, when used with MALDI MS it can be a potent tool for
quantifying ion counts by assay. Many groups have taken advantage
of MALDI imaging in combination with LC-MS/MS to achieve
quantitative analysis.98, 102, 133, 167, 170, 171 172, 173
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Propanolol and olanzapine have been imaged and quantified in
mouse whole-body sections by Hamm et al. using MALDI MS with
development of a tissue extinction coefficient, which takes into account ion
suppression in tissues.105 This is simply the ion count intensity ratio of a
known concentration of drug on tissue with the same concentration of drug
on a standard substrate (usually steel) i.e. Itissue / Istandard, thus giving a
numerical coefficient which represents the extent of ion suppression in any
tissue type. The tissue extinction coefficient is unsurprisingly found to be
both tissue and drug dependent. Results of the analysis were compared to
already established techniques such as LC-MS/MS (olanzapine) and
quantitative whole body autoradiography (QWBA) (propanolol) and found to
show excellent agreement.
Pirman et al. quantitatively determined acetyl carnitine (AC) in piglet
brain tissue using a deuterated internal standard (d3-acetyl carnitine; d3AC). This study also attempted to identify tissue specific variations in
ionisation efficiency. Using a constant concentration and ratio of AC to d3AC spotted under thin sections of various tissues, the greatest ion
suppression was observed in kidney and liver tissue, with less ion
suppression in tissues originating from the heart, brain and testes. The
ratio of the ion counts of AC to d3-AC remained constant throughout,
confirming the inherent differences between tissues.174 Calibration curves
were presented in the range 50 – 500 µg g-1. Pirman et al. also developed
quantitative MALDI QTOF MS/MS imaging of cocaine in human brain tissue
using a deuterated internal standard and a wide range MS/MS scan mode
followed by scan by scan normalisation to the internal standard.100
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Calibration plots were presented in the range 0.5 – 500 µg g-1 cocaine
(Figure 1.16). The results of the quantitation from images in each case were
comparable to LC-MS/MS analysis. A similar internal standard approach to
quantification in drug-dosed tissues has been used by Bokhart et al. to
quantitatively image emtricitabine, tenofovir and raltegravir in a cervical
tissue model co-coated with corresponding internal standards (lamivudine,
acyclovir

and

prednisolone

respectively)

using

IR-MALD/ESI.95

Cationisation using NaCl was used to improve the analyte signals. The use
of internal standards reduces the shot to shot variability of the analysis in
biological tissue. A linear calibration curve for emtricitabine was presented
and quantification of emtricitabine over a tissue area of 134 mm2 was
achieved. The analysis presented had a 17.2% ± 1.8

95% confidence

interval compared with 28.4% ± 2.8 for the LC-MS/MS analysis.
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Figure 1.16: Quantitative MS/MS (Q-TOF) determination of cocaine using a deuterated
100
internal standard in brain tissue.
(A) Ion intensity of m/z 182 and (C) the ratio of m/z
182/185 were used to generate MS/MS images. Calibration spots increase in concentration
from 200 (spot 5) to 2200 ng/g tissue (spot 1). Corresponding standard addition plots for
quantitation with (B) m/z 182 ion intensity and (D) the ratio of m/z 182/185. Normalization
to the COC-d3 improved the linearity of the calibration curve leading to improved
quantitative estimation of COC in the tissue. Reprinted with permission from by Pirman et
al. Anal. Chem. 2013, 85, 1081. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

Groseclose et al used mimetic tissue models consisting of tissue
homogenates spiked with a range of different drug concentrations that are
frozen into polymer supports and cross-sectioned.

The technique

accurately models tissue suppression effects and results for the
quantification of nevirapine in rat livers and of lapatnib in canine livers.
Xenograft mouse tumours was compared directly to LC-MS analysis and
the quantification results were found to be close as-comparing both
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techniques, though MALDI MSI tends to underestimate the amount of the
drug in all sample types in this case.175 A similar approach has been used
by Takai et al using spiked tissue homogenates to quantitatively analyse the
concentration of a synthetic cannabinoid in mice.176

Analyte ionisation

efficiency was normalised in the tissues by the use of a structural analogue
i.e. an internal standard.
Relative quantification of the tyrosine kinase inhibitor dasatinib, a
leukaemia drug, has been reported by Schulz et al.177 They report that the
inclusion of the small molecule solvent dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) in matrix
solutions significantly improves the ion intensity of the drug in MALDI MSI of
mouse kidney medulla tissues, and relative quantification of the drug in the
tissue is possible by comparison to a d8-dasatnib internal standard.
Comparison of the relative quantification to LC-MS was made and found to
show the similar variability, with the coefficient of variation found to be lower
for MALDI MSI (32%) found to be lower than the LC-MS analysis (38%).
The heterogeneous nature of biological samples across a surface is
one of the greatest obstacles in the way of quantitative analysis by MALDI
MSI as ion suppression across a tissue section can be variable. Tomlinson
et al attempted to investigate and evaluate this phenomenon by the use of
MALDI MSI and LESA-electrospray in tandem on a single FT-ICR highresolution mass spectrometry platform.178 They showed the distribution of
GSK1 by MALDI MSI and LESA MS were similar. MALDI MSI signals of
lipids from excised lung tissue after dosing with the novel drug GSK1 were
shown to vary considerably between lung and adipose tissue, which was
mirrored in the LESA analysis. This could be a useful indicator of ion
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suppression in tissues as it can be shown that the same drug, under the
same conditions, ionises differently in different tissues.

1.16 Summary of Literature Review
It has been shown that a range of mass spectroscopic techniques
have desirable properties for the study of biologically relevant molecules
such as proteins, drugs and their metabolites. MALDI-MS imaging (MALDIMSI) is a novel technique for the analysis of drugs and drug metabolites in
tissues, and whole animal sections that offers a rapid and sensitive analysis
that is complementary to current techniques employed for modeling drug or
drug metabolite distributions. The rapid expansion of the field since 1997
has demonstrated the versatility of the MALDI-MSI technique; images of
remarkable resolution have been obtained using a range of small-molecule
analytes. Hence, MALDI-MSI is an ideal tool for drug discovery and
screening of pharmaceutical candidates. Ionisation at ambient pressure is
an emerging technique that is allowing the in situ analysis of samples.
Techniques such as LESA are highly suited to surface sampling and
analysis of biological samples under ambient conditions.

Quantitative MSI analyses using various strategies represent the pinnacle
of the field so far, and indeed may lead to the widestream adoption of the
technology throughout the pharmaceutical industry.

However, for the

reasons outlined in this introduction, there are a number of factors that
make MALDI imaging of drugs extremely challenging and quantitative
imaging is currently a much sought-after goal. We have reviewed this area,
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and conclude that it is one of the most challenging sub-fields in mass
spectrometry in the current era, mainly due to the small molecular weights
of the analytes, which can be occluded by matrix peaks combined with the
challenge of effective extraction and ionisation and detection.1 This thesis
attempts to make novel steps towards semi-quantitaltive imaging.

1.17. Hypothesis
The overall hypothesis of this thesis is to test and trial a range of new
methodologies that may improve the use of MS imaging within laboratories
to move towards obtaining quantitative or semi quantitative data from
images. As we have seen from the literature review presented, this is a
significant challenge, mainly because the conditions found in the analysis of
drug molecules in situ in tissues and sections is very much different to those
found ex situ, although some approaches are emerging in order to negotiate
this. I hypothesize, based upon the literature reviewed and an
understanding of the current limits of MS imaging, that this challenge may
be approached on a number of fronts simultaneously:

1. Improvement of calibration standards in MALDI imaging.
The use of calibration curves in much of the literature is limited to drug
molecules on standard substrates. However, it is known that ionisation on
tissues is suppressed by biological entities and ions, and the actual ions
generated from a sample may not in fact correspond to the absolute amount
of a molecule found within the biological sample i.e. there is often a
disparity in ion counts between a grug ionised on tissue as compared to a
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drug ionised on steel, which leads to inaccuracy when reading from a
calibration curve as the amount of drug would always be underestimated.
From the generation of standards based on doped biological tissues or
sections, this problem could be eliminated to improve accuracy of MALDI
imaging. The use of internal standards in this approach may make it even
more accurate and useful for a range of drugs.

2. Improve Sampling to Improve Dug Extraction and Thus Imaging.
Part of the problem with generating images from MALDI MS is to extract the
drugs out of the tissues, which can also lead to inaccuracy in data. The use
of better, more appropriate sampling by which to extract drugs from tissues
in the first place could improve the spectra generated and improve the
images and image resolution. The use of liquid extraction using aqueous
media from tissue samples could be used to improve the ion counts of
drugs found within tissues and could be used to improve the sensitivity of
mass spectra generated from tissue samples. This approach when
combined with high resolution mass analysers could lead to a step change
in image quality.

3. Couple standard MS techniques to industry-standard imaging techniques
to develop simple quantitative and semi quantitative standard MS protocols
that underpin imaging experiments.
The use of standard MALDI TOF MS has often been overlooked in imaging
experiments in favour of more complicated MS/MS imaging experiments
that require careful sectioning of subjects followed by a number of sample
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prepration steps to produce sections for MS imaging, However, much of this
processing could be eliminated if careful excision of organs followed by
homogenization is performed, and spectra generated using standard
techniques such as MALDI TOF, This could be used in particular for rapid
screening of organs to show where a drug has localized before further more
detailed analysis using sectioning and MALDI MS MS imaging is
considered.

1.18 Aims and Objectives of Thesis
I aim to test the three sub- hypotheses outlined above by fulfilling the
following aims and objectives:

In Chapter 2 of this thesis I aim to develop novel calibration standards for
MALDI analysis of drug-doped tissue homogenates by MS/MS. Calibration
curves are constructed from haloperidol doped at known levels into
homogenised porcine liver samples. These calbration curves take into
account ion suppression from the tissues and as such should be more
accurate than those currently reported. Special attention is paid to
optimisation of instrumental and sample prep parameters such as laser
type, deposition method, collision energy and matrix deposition solvent. The
aim of this chapter is to present a novel methodology by which to prepare a
calibration curve that improves the accuracy of MALDI MS imaging
experiments.
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In Chapter 3 I aim to improve sampling and extraction of drugs from tissue
samples using an ambient surface-sampling/ionisation technique (Liquid
Extraction Surface Analysis) coupled to an extremely high resolution mass
spectrometer based on ESI Orbitrap® mass spectrometery for analysing
doped tissue homogenates with two drugs – propanolol and fenclozic acid.
The aim of this chapter is to improve the extraction of drugs from tissues
and to improve the sensitivity and resolution of what can currently be
achieved.

In Chapter 4 I outline a drug distribution study performed at
AstraZeneca, Alderley Park using fenclozic acid and propanolol in rats
using quantitative whole body autoradiography (QWBA) and liquid
scintillation counting (LSC). I show how this can be coupled to qualitative
MALDI profiling experiments on homogenised organs excised from the
same rats. Profiling barcodes are presented that account for all organs. I
show that MALDI is successful at profiling the two drugs and thus we
demonstrate its complementarity to existing techniques such as QWBA and
LSC currently used ubiquitously in the pharmaceutical industry. The overall
aims of this chapter is to couple a standard MS technique to an industry
standard imaging technique to improve the capability for rapid screening
using mass spectrometry.
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2:

Development

of

Biological

Standards for Analysis and Imaging of
Drugs in Tissue by MALDI-MS Imaging.
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2.0 Introduction

Imaging the distribution of drugs in single organ and whole animal
sections is an important aspect of drug discovery processes in the
pharmaceutical industry. MALDI-MS imaging of drugs, which is now a
relatively well-established technique, is a qualitative and complementary
technique to the current imaging techniques such as quantitative whole body
autoradiography (QWBA). Although drugs can be successfully detected and
imaged via MALDI, reports of the quantitative determination of the
concentrations of drugs and drug metabolites in tissue sections combined with
imaging are limited to a small number of examples discussed in chapter 1.
The determination of the muscarinic antagonist drug tiotropium bromide by
dried droplet application of matrix onto sectioned tissue for in situ analysis has
recently been reported 169. Linear calibration data on tissue was shown, based
on spotting matrix and drug onto tissue sections. This is much more useful
than calibration data obtained directly from stainless steel plates as it takes
into account the complexity of biological samples. However, the calibration
used in this study would not represent the response in a genuine imaging
study, where extraction of the perfused drug from tissue is required. In a
recent conference, a strategy to section drug doped homogenates using a
protein mould was described

179

, where the mould was required to achieve

good quality sectioned homogenates.

Spanton and co-workers recently

reported a coupled MALDI-MS imaging – liquid chromatography MS/MS
(LC/MS/MS) assay to determine the amount of olanzapine in rat liver tissue
171
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essential if MALDI imaging technique can provide quantitative information in
support of other techniques such as whole-body autoradiography

136, 138

, to

which preliminary results of an analysis can be rapidly validated against. The
MALDI technique suffers from drawbacks that have historically limited the use
in quantitative determinations on tissue sections. Inhomogeneities in the cocrystallisation of matrix and analyte can lead to poor shot-to-shot
reproducibility; the matrix is essential to the laser ionisation of the substrate
and any deficiencies of matrix within in the crystal environment around the
substrate may lead to reduced ionisation.

Likewise, an excess of matrix

compared to substrate in any given area can lead to over-ionisation (‘sweet
spots’). Both of these issues are further compounded by the formation of
irregular co-crystal morphologies which may also affect ionisation. As
uniformity of samples is a fundamental requirement to a reproducible
quantitative determination, conditions for sample and matrix application must
be rigorously consistent to ensure homogeneous co-crystallisation. Biological
tissues are inherently complex and there are numerous species competing for
ionisation, causing ion suppression, reducing output signal and lowering
sensitivity. One method to enhance the precision of analysis is the use of
internal standards spiked in a sample.180 The internal standard may be a
wholly different analyte which has a known response, or an isotopically
modified analogue of an analyte e.g. by deuteration

181, 182

.

The latter

approach ensures that errors in analysis introduced by chemical differences
between the internal standard and analyte are kept to a minimum. Another
challenge in MALDI experiments is the choice of an appropriate solvent/matrix
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system that maximises the extraction of the usually non-polar drug from the
surrounding tissue.

2.0.1 Hypothesis tested in this chapter
The complexity of tissue samples and sections in MALDI imaging presents
unique challenges for obtaining quantitative determination of drugs from
images. Many studies have used calibration curves based on ex situ
ionisation of drugs on standard stainless steel substrates. However, reference
standards based on drug-doped tissue homogenates could potentially be
useful for optimisation for MALDI imaging, allowing the construction of
calibration curves that better simulate this complexity, accounting for effects
such as ion suppression found within tissue samples. In this chapter we test
the hypothesis that standards that are based on the homogenisation of
authentic animal tissue would potentially give a more authentic ionisation
process and therefore the calibration curves constructed would be more
accurate in reflecting the true amount of drug found in sections.

2.0.2. Aims and Objectives of this chapter
In order to test the above hypothesis we will produce homogenised porcine
liver tissue samples spiked with known amounts of an anti-psychotic drug,
haloperidol. These will be sectioned and imaged using MALDI MS. The ion
counts from these homogenates will be used to produce calibration curves for
haloperidol that could potentially be used to for quantitaltive imaging of
haloperidol in tissue sections.

We will perform some optimisation of ion

counts based on solvent selection for drug extraction, laser choice, and a
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comparison of two matrix deposition methods so that we may present an
optimised protocol for sample preparation and imaging.

2.1 Experimental
General
2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP), sinipinic acid (SA) α-cyano-4hydroxycinammic acid (CHCA) and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB),
trifluoroacetic acid, haloperidol (4-[4-(4-chlorophenyl)-4-hydroxy-1-piperidyl]-1(4-fluorophenyl)-butan-1-one) and caffeine were all purchased from SigmaAldrich

(Poole,

UK).

HPLC

grade

solvents

methanol,

acetonitrile,

tetrahydrofuran (THF), 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2-MeTHF), ethanol, dioxane,
ethyl acetate, n-butanol and 2-propanol were purchased from Fisher Scientific
(Loughborough, UK). Porcine liver was obtained commercially from JS
Sainsbury’s supermarkets Ltd.

Preparation of spiked homogenates for MALDI imaging: general procedure

Homogenates based on 80%, 90% and 100% porcine liver containing
final haloperidol concentrations of 0.5 - 500 µg g-1 were prepared
automatically using an IKA Ultra-Turrax T25 homogeniser, or manually using
a Dounce homogeniser.
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Liver tissue was cut into 1 g portions using a surgical scalpel and
transferred to plastic test tubes. Water was added as necessary to produce
homogenates of 80 – 100% tissue w/w. Drug was dissolved in methanol then
added to give the final haloperidol concentrations (0.5 – 500 µg g-1 w/w
haloperidol with respect to liver).

The samples were homogenised

(automatically or manually) before being transferred into either 1) minisubaseal bungs (1 mL) of 1.1 cm diameter, 2) 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes of 0.9
cm diameter or 3) 0.5 mL Eppendorf tubes of diameter 0.6 cm.
homogenates were frozen at - 20 oC.

Spiked

Blank control homogenates were

prepared using the same method and omitting the drug addition step. When
frozen, the subaseal samples were simply popped out of the rubber mould.
For samples in Eppendorf tubes, a scalpel was used to cut the tapered end of
the tube followed by removal of the frozen homogenate slug by pushing
through the newly-created hole. Homogenates were sliced to a thickness of
12 µm in a cryomicrotome and thaw-mounted onto stainless steel MALDI
target plates.

Investigation of drug-matrix combinations for optimised extraction.

CHCA, SA, DHB and THAP matrices were each prepared at 25 mg mL1

in the following solvents: 2-MeTHF, 2-propanol, dioxane, methanol, THF,

ethyl acetate, toluene, acetonitrile and ethanol. 0.25 µl of the matrix solution
was mixed with haloperidol (50:50 v/v). 0.25 µl of the matrix solution was
spotted directly onto 12 µm haloperidol-spiked tissue homogenate (80:20
tissue:water) sections (0.5 µg g-1 haloperidol with respect to weight of liver)
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mounted onto stainless steel MALDI plates and allowed to crystallise. Ion
counts were recorded at 10 discrete locations in the sample images to obtain
a mean ion count for each matrix-solvent combination.

Matrix Deposition Techniques for Tissue Analysis

a) Dried droplet deposition
THAP, SA, CHCA or DHB (25 mg mL-1) was dissolved in 80:20 v/v
acetonitrile, methanol, tetrahydrofuran (THF), 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2MeTHF), ethanol, dioxane, ethyl acetate, n-butane or 2-proponal: water with
0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), was applied by pipette in discrete locations
(0.25 µL) on the homogenate sections and allowed to crystallise by slow
evaporation.

b) Airspray deposition
CHCA matrix in 80:20 v/v acetonitrile:water with 0.1% TFA was applied
onto whole homogenate sections using an artist’s airbrush. The solvent was
allowed to evaporate. The spray-dry cycle was repeated five times in total,
approximating to 5 mL of matrix solution in total.

c) Automated deposition
CHCA matrix in 80:20 v/v acetonitrile:water with 0.1% TFA was applied
onto whole homogenate sections on using a Bruker ImagePrep (Bruker
Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany) automated matrix deposition system.
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Around 5 mL of the matrix solution was applied to the whole plate under a
nitrogen atmosphere. The solvent was evaporated within the robot to allow
crystallisation of matrix.

Instrumentation
MALDI MS and MS/MS analyses were performed using an Applied
Biosystems (Foster City, CA, USA) QSTAR XL (hybrid quadrupole time-offlight, QqTOF) instrument fitted with an orthogonal UV MALDI ion source
(N2 laser, 337 nm, 20 Hz, 35 µJ or a high repetition Nd:YVO4 laser 355 nm,
8,000 kHz, 8 µJ). Analyst QS software (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA) was used to control the instrumental parameters via PC interface.
Stainless steel MALDI plates were used in all cases. MALDI images were
acquired at a spatial resolution of 200 µm, in either time of flight (TOF) MS
mode (m/z range 50 – 1000) or in MS/MS studies of drug doped tissues via
collision induced dissociation (CID) of m/z 376 with a collision energy of 35
eV. Resulting ion images of selected m/z for lipids of interest or the drug
fragment m/z 165 in MS/MS studies were prepared using using oMALDI
Server or Biomap software with further data processing and spectral
examination performed by Analyst QS software.
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2.2. Results and Discussion
Haloperidol can be detected by MALDI MS with CHCA as matrix on
stainless steel plate, mainly as the protonated species, [M+H]+ with mass-tocharge ratio, m/z 376. The [M-18]+ peak observed at m/z 358 is due to loss of
water.

MALDI MS/MS analysis of haloperidol, fragmented by collision-

induced dissociation (CID), leads to the observation of the cationic fragments
of haloperidol at m/z 165 and m/z 123 (Figure 1). These latter fragments are
also observed in the MALDI MS spectrum. In this case, there is 9.2 x 10-13
mol of haloperidol in each spot (5.5 x 1011 molecules), which in total garners
ca. 7000 total ion counts for the [M+H]+ peak in MS mode,.
	
  

Figure 2.1: MALDI MS spectrum of haloperidol (left) and MALDI MS/MS spectrum after CID
+

of haloperidol selecting the protonated haloperidol molecule [M+H] m/z 376 (right) on
stainless steel. 9.2 x 10

-13

-1

mol haloperidol on plate. Matrix: CHCA 25 mg mL in 80:20

acetonitrile water 0.1% TFA, dried droplet deposition.
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Initial research sought to improve various factors associated with the
preparation and processing of tissue homogenates, with a view to improving
sensitivity and reproducibility. The work detailed herein has concentrated on
the following areas: standardisation of homogenates; optimisation of matrix
deposition and drug extraction; laser selection and preparation of a MALDI
calibration curve for haloperidol in tissue.

Optimisation of collision energy for MS/MS experiments.
Using the QSTAR XL instrument, a stream of gas (N2 or Ar) is collided
in the RF-only collision cell with the ions generated by MALDI which have
been accelerated to a high kinetic energy by an applied electric field, and
fragmentation (bond breakage) results from the conversion of kinetic energy
into internal energy.

This process is often described as collision-induced

dissociation (CID). Adjustments can be made to the collision energy of the
ions and the gas flow, to achieve the optimum fragmentation conditions that
give the maximum ion counts for any chosen ion in the MS/MS spectrum. We
investigated this for haloperidol on stainless steel plate using the
fragmentation product ion observed at m/z 165 after selection of the m/z 376
precursor. Figure 2 shows the spectra recorded using different collision
energies and the expected fragmentation to give m/z=165.
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Figure 2.2: MALDI MS/MS spectra generated from CID of the protonated haloperidol
+

molecule, [M+H] (m/z 376) with collision energies of 15 eV, 25 eV, 35 eV and 45 eV. Below
is presented the dealkylation that occurs in the MS/MS to give the major fragment observed
at m/z 165.

It can be seen that the protonated molecule of haloperidol [M+H]+ at
m/z 376 is the parent of the product ion observed at m/z 165 produced after
collision induced dissociation: as collision energy is increased, the protonated
haloperidol ion counts at m/z 376 decrease, while the ion counts for the
product ion observed at m/z 165 increase. A graph of ion counts for the m/z
165 product ion of haloperidol versus collision energy was produced (Figure
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3). At collision energies >35 eV there is a significant decline in the amount of
this ion presumably due to more extensive fragmentation at higher collision
energies. This curve therefore suggests the optimum collision energy for the
production of the ion detected at m/z 165 is around 35 eV. A collision energy
of 30-35 eV was therefore selected in future MS/MS experiments for imaging

Ion counts, m/z 165

applications.
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Figure 2.3: Graph showing the trend in ion counts observed at m/z 165
corresponding to the fragment of haloperidol vs. collision energy used. Optimum
collision energy to produce maximum ion counts for the fragment of haloperidol after
CID at m/z 165 in MALDI MS/MS spectra is around 35 eV, corresponding to the apex
in the trend.

Homogenisation of porcine liver tissue
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Preliminary experiments involved a manual Dounce homogenization
apparatus. In this setup, porcine liver tissue is placed within a test tube along
with a known amount of water, and manually ground by the end of a specially
shaped glass rod. We found that this technique did not give homogenous
material on the basis of a simple visual inspection – larges pieces of liver still
remained in the sample after the processing.

Conversely, the use of an

automated homogenization system (IKA Ultra-Turrax T25 homogeniser) was
found to give much better results by visual inspection. The best quality tissue
homogenates were found by visual inspection (a homegenous pink mousse)
to be produced from a ratio of 80:20 w/w tissue:water, compared to 90:10 and
100:0 ratios. All studies were therefore conducted using 80:20 (80%)
homogenates. Mounted sections of homogenates prepared by each method
were coated in CHCA matrix by airspray deposition and imaged by MALDI
MS. The homogeneity of the porcine liver tissue homogenate, prepared by
automated processing, was visualised by images derived from the [M+H]+ ion
of the naturally-occurring phosphatidylcholine lipid PC 34:1 at m/z 760 (Figure
4). The ion counts were relatively uniform across the sample and used as a
measure of homogeneity.
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Figure 2.4: MALDI MS image of phosphatidylcholine PC34:1 1 [M+H] m/z 760 from a
-1

porcine liver homogenate section. Matrix: CHCA, 25 mg mL in 80:20 MeCN:water, 0.1%
TFA. Airspray deposition (artistic airbrush).

The difference in the samples was demonstrated by mounting homogenate
sections prepared by both methods on the same plate followed by MALDI
imaging of 12 µm, imaging the cationic phosphatidylcholine head group
fragment (2-hydroxy-N,N,N-trimethylethanaminium ion) at m/z 104 (Figure 5).
The images for Dounce prepared homogenates displayed inconsistent ion
counts across the tissue section, whereas the ion counts for the IKA Turrax
homogenates were consistent across the tissue area which demonstrated the
successful production of higher quality, more uniform homogenates.
During our studies, it was found that the best quality homogenate
sections were obtained from the use of 0.5 mL Eppendorf tubes as the vessel
for freezing homogenates in compared to either mini-subaseal moulds (1 mL)
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or larger Eppendorf tubes of 1.5 mL. It was found that the homogenates
prepared in the smaller Eppendorf tubes (0.6 cm diameter) were easier to
section, and in general were more robust towards manipulation than the
homogenates prepared in larger Eppendorf tubes or suba-seals. In particular,
the sections produced from small-diameter tubes were less prone to physical
stress presumably due to their lighter weight. Using smaller diameter vessels,
we did not suffer the problems reported recently by Wagner et al. 179 which led
to the use of a peripheral protein mould to assist tissue sectioning by
maintaining sample integrity. Therefore, preparation of small diameter
homogenates is a quick and simple method of preparing potential calibration
standards.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

Figure 2.5: MALDI MS/MS ion images of m/z 104 in porcine liver homogenate sections.
Top row: homogenates prepared by Dounce (manual) homogenisation.
Bottom row: homogenates prepared by automatic preparation (IKA Turrax). Matrix: CHCA, 25
-1

mg mL in 80:20 MeCN:water, 0.1% TFA. Airspray deposition (artistic airbrush). Homogenate
sections are ca. 1.0 cm in diameter in all cases.
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Justification of Laser choice
Clench and co-workers recently reported the use of a 20 KHz Nd:YVO4
laser to improve imaging times in MALDI analysis of lipids

52

. Likewise,

Spraggins et al. reported a 10-fold increase in throughput speed for imaging
experiments of lipids in sagittal rat brain tissue using a 5 KHz Nd:YLF laser
183

. In this work, we used both a nitrogen laser (337 nm, 20 Hz, 35 µJ) and

Nd:YVO4 (355 nm, 8,000 kHz, 8 µJ). Comparing the power output of the two
lasers, the nitrogen laser delivers approximately 7 × 10-4 W, whilst the
Nd:YVO4 laser delivers 64 W.

The use of the Nd:YVO4 laser resulted

therefore in significantly higher ion counts over the same pixel dwell time as
the energy delivered is of five orders of magnitude difference which, improves
the ion counts, and the sensitivity of detection of haloperidol in tissue
homogenates approximately 20-fold using CHCA as matrix by improving the
signal to noise ratio of the measurements.
presented in (Figure 2.6).

Representative images are

The Nd:YVO4 laser was used in all further

experiments.
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Figure 2.6: MALDI MS/MS ion images of a porcine liver homogenate sections derived from
+

ion counts at m/z 165 acquired during CID of protonated haloperidol ion [M+H] (m/z 376) .
-1

Left: 500 µg g haloperidol-spiked homogenates ionised using a nitrogen laser ionisation
-1

source. Right: 0.5 µg g haloperidol-spiked homogenates ionised using the an Nd:YVO4 laser
-1

ionisation source. Matrix: CHCA in 80:20 MeCN:water, 25 mg mL , 0.1% TFA, Bruker
ImagePrep deposition. Homogenate sections are ca. 1.0 cm in diameter in all cases.

Solvent selection for extraction of haloperidol.

The formation of uniform co-crystals of matrix and drug is critical to successful
desorption and ionisation and associated reproducibility during MALDI
analysis. As the drug resides within the tissue section to begin with, ionisation
of drugs contained in tissues relies heavily on the extraction of the drug from
the tissue by the solvent in which the matrix has been deposited, so efficient
co-crystallisation can occur upon solvent evaporation.

A range of solvent-

matrix combinations were investigated. Haloperidol was found to be freely
soluble in a range of solvents: ethyl acetate, halogenated solvents (e.g.
chloroform and DCM), toluene and ethers (e.g. THF and diethyl ether).
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It was found that using CHCA as a matrix gave rise to higher ion
counts for the m/z 165 fragment of haloperidol in MS/MS studies in
combination with any of the solvents assessed. THAP, SA or DHB were all
found to be less useful for the determination of this drug. Highest ion counts
were obtained when CHCA was prepared in toluene, THF, 2-MeTHF,
methanol or acetonitrile. As shown in the chart presented in (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7:MALDI MS/MS analysis of matrix-solvent combinations spiked onto haloperidol
-1

(0.5 µg g ) porcine liver tissue homogenates, acquired from acquired from CID of protonated
+

-1

haloperidol ion [M+H] (m/z 376) . Matrix 25 mg mL , dried droplet deposition.
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It is clear from these experiments that choice of solvent will have a significant
effect on experimental outcome. Deposition of CHCA matrix in a highly nonpolar solvent, toluene, resulted in the highest ion counts compared to other
solvents but with ion counts similar to more polar solvents such as THF. The
drug itself is non-polar and before these experiments were undertaken it was
expected that non-polar solvents would be best for extraction. However, the
ion counts recorded with more polar solvents such as acetonitrile and
methanol were similar to the relatively non-polar solvent, 2-MeTHF. Thus
other effects such as the quality of matrix-drug co-crystallisation and crystal
morphology after extraction has occurred may also contribute substantially to
the ionisation process on tissue. Knowledge of the solubility of an analyte in a
solvent does not, therefore, fully explain suitability for MALDI MS experiments
on tissue.

Evaluation of matrix deposition technique.
Deposition of matrix onto tissue homogenates in early experiments was
performed by airspray using a commercially obtained artist’s airbrush.
However, despite the ease of application and suitability distribution analysis,
the technique suffers from reproducibility issues. Issues, such as leaching of
sample at the edges of the tissue leading to a blurring effect at the tissue
boundaries in images, were also observed. This is a particular problem where
good boundary definition is needed in imaging organs and tissue
compartments or in drug distribution analyses of tissue sections.
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During the course of our investigations, it was found that a robotic
deposition approach using a Bruker ImagePrep automated system gave
superior results compared to airspray deposition. It was not possible to test
the full range of solvents from section 3.3 in automated deposition (Bruker
ImagePrep robot) due to warranty restrictions – only acetontile and water or
mixtures thereof are viable currently with this system. Acetonitrile was used in
all automated deposition experiments as the organic component of the matrix
solvent. The typical difference observed in image quality between airspray
and robotic deposition of matrix is shown in Figure 2.8. The images were
constructed using the ion counts recorded at m/z 165 (haloperidol fragment)
at each pixel. It can be seen that for robotic deposition, there was a much
sharper boundary between the stainless steel target plate compared to the
tissue section; Conversely, the image from airsprayed tissue section showed
evidence of a leaching effect at the boundary between the homogenate and
the MALDI plate.
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Figure 2.8: MALDI MS/MS image of a porcine liver homogenate section acquired from CID of
+

-1

protonated haloperidol ion [M+H] (m/z 376). Matrix: CHCA, 25 mg mL in 80:20
MeCN:water, 0.1% TFA. Airspray deposition (left) and Bruker ImagePrep automated system
(right). Homogenate sections are ca. 1.0 cm in diameter in all cases.

The results agree with the findings of Marko-Varga and co-workers
who also used the Bruker ImagePrep system to achieve good resolution in
imaging the muscarinic antagonist drug tiotropium bromide in rodent lung
tissues.184 In the same study, it was noted that matrix homogeneity was poor
using the ImagePrep system, but in our study we did not find this influenced
the results.
It is a reasonable assumption to state that crystallisation occurs
differently on different tissue types and there are many other factors aside
from this that dictate matrix crystal quality. Tiotropium bromide, however, is
possibly an easier analyte to identify compared with haloperidol, as the
sensitivity is helped by the fact that it holds a permanent positive charge.
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Semi-quantitative determination of haloperidol in tissue homogenates.

Dried droplet deposition of matrix.
A range of haloperidol doped homogenates were analysed to test the
feasibility of quantitation. To achieve this, CHCA matrix in acetonitrile was
applied

to

a

range

of

spiked

homogenates

containing

haloperidol

concentrations from 0 µg g-1 – 500 µg g-1. In clinical usage, haloperidol and
indeed drugs in general are administered typically at mg kg-1 (i.e. equivalent
to µg g-1) levels in humans, hence the concentration range used was deemed
appropriate for the subsequent studies to produce a calibration curve for the
semi-quantitative detection of the material.
A calibration curve for the determination of haloperidol in tissue
homogenates based on MALDI MS/MS ion counts was prepared by
measuring the ion counts from images of spiked homogenates with linearly
increasing amounts of haloperidol. An image of these spiked sections along
with the associated calibration curve is presented in Figure 2.9. Double log
plots of the mean ion counts at m/z 165 taken from multiple regions of interest
in each homogenate sample versus increasing amounts of haloperidol
showed approximate linearity in the region of 0 – 500 µg g-1. This method may
be suitable for determining drug concentration at specific points in a tissue
section i.e. profiling-type experiments; fully quantitative imaging needs further
development.
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Figure 2.9: Range of concentration of haloperidol doped in porcine liver tissue homogenates
by MALDI MS/MS acquired from mean ion counts at m/z 165 (n = 9 regions of interest,
+

replicate measurements on one sample) after CID of protonated haloperidol ion [M+H] (m/z
376). (a) Calibration curve for haloperidol-spiked porcine liver tissue homogenates 0 – 500 µg
-1

g . Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (n = 9). (b) MALDI MS/MS Ion
images (m/z 165) of spiked porcine liver tissue homogenates acquired from CID of protonated
+

-1

haloperidol ion [M+H] (m/z 376). Matrix: CHCA, 25 mg mL in 80:20 MeCN:water, 0.1%
TFA, dried droplet deposition. Homogenate sections are ca. 1.0 cm in diameter in all cases.
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Automated deposition of matrix.

Figure 2.10: Range of concentration of haloperidol doped in porcine liver tissue
homogenates by MALDI MS/MS acquired from mean ion counts at m/z 165 (n = 9 regions of
+

interest) after CID of protonated haloperidol ion [M+H] (m/z 376). (a) variability in ion counts
during measurement at nine different spatial locations on-sample. (b) Calibration curve for
-1

haloperidol-spiked porcine liver tissue homogenates 0 – 500 µg g . The datapoints represent
the mean ion counts from the measurements in (a) (n = 9) Error bars represent the standard
error of the mean (σ	
  /	
  √(n)). (c) MALDI MS/MS Ion images (m/z 165) of spiked porcine liver
+

tissue homogenates acquired from CID of protonated haloperidol ion [M+H] (m/z 376).
-1

Matrix: CHCA, 25 mg mL in 80:20 MeCN:water, 0.1% TFA, Bruker ImagePrep deposition.
Homogenate sections are ca. 1.0 cm in diameter in all cases.

As the dried droplet deposition of matrix is generally unsuitable for the
analysis of whole tissue sections, a calibration curve from experiments using
automated deposition of matrix by the Bruker ImagePrep robot was also
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constructed. CHCA matrix in acetonitrile was automatically deposited onto a
range of homogenates containing haloperidol concentrations from 0 µg g-1 –
50 µg g-1. An image of these sections along with the associated calibration
curve is presented in Figure 2.10. Generally, the ion counts at each point are
lower compared to when matrix was applied by dried droplet deposition to
obtain calibration data, but this is to be expected, as there is overall less
matrix per unit area, and less extensive solvent extraction of the drug from
tissue; as the matrix provides the major source of ionisation less matrix in a
certain area will mean less ion counts.

A plot of this data linearises the

response of ion counts at m/z 165 against increasing drug concentration in
the range 0 – 500 µg g-1. Plots of the mean ion counts taken from multiple
regions of interest (n = 9) in each homogenate sample versus increasing
amounts of haloperidol shows concentration-dependent ion counts, A
calibration curve using automated deposition is more useful as a reference
standard for the determination and imaging of haloperidol in whole tissue
sections, or sectioned whole organs from drug-dosed animals, than the
corresponding curve for dried droplet deposition of matrix.
To assess the reproducibility of the homogenization technique we
prepared fourteen separate homogenates, seven containing 0.5 and seven
containing 50 µg g-1 haloperidol, which were sectioned and coated with CHCA
matrix using the Bruker ImagePrep robot. The ion counts at 9 various points
on each homogenate at m/z 165 (n = 9 regions of interest) after CID of
protonated haloperidol ion [M+H]+ (m/z 376) were recorded and the results
are shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Variability in ion counts in drug spiked homogenates. The ion counts at 9
various points on each homogenate at m/z 165 (n = 9 regions of interest) after CID of
+

protonated haloperidol ion [M+H] (m/z 376). Red crosses are homogenates with 50 µg g

-1

-1

haloperidol. Green diamonds are homogenates with 0.5 µg g haloperidol.

Calculating Imaging Sensitivity
Table 2.2: Absolute haloperidol amounts in image analysis of separate regions of interest
within spiked homogenate sections prepared by optimised experimental procedure (n = 9).
Mean
Pixel
Pixel
Pixel
Haloperidol Ion
µg g-1
Homogenate volume
Counts
side
area
per pixel
Haloperidol (mm)
(mm2)
depth (mm)
(mm3)
(pg)
(DD)
0.5
0.2
0.04
0.012
0.00048
0.24
34.5
5
0.2
0.04
0.012
0.00048
2.4
63.1
50
0.2
0.04
0.012
0.00048
24
511
500
0.2
0.04
0.012
0.00048
240
2112
*Refers to the volume of the homogenate doped with haloperidol before cryotome slicing to
mm depth. Homogenates are assumed to have density of 1 g cm-3.
	
  

	
  

Mean
Ion
Counts
(Robot)
15.2
15.7
39.1
101
0.012
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In this study, the drug was successfully detected in homogenates containing
haloperidol 0.5 - 500 µg g-1. This translates to give a working range of 6.3 x
10-16 to 6.4 x 10-13 mol haloperidol per pixel and highlights a key point in
imaging as a whole: detection of the drug is made at a series of sequential
points rather than as a response from the homogenate as a whole. The result
of the calculation of the amount of haloperidol per pixel is shown in Table 2.2
along with the ion counts revealed in each preparation. The lowest absolute
amount of haloperidol we can detect in each pixel from this work is in the
order of hundreds of femtograms (10-15). In the case of haloperidol, the
sensitivity of the imaging is in the hundreds of attomole (10-18) range per pixel
for the lowest haloperidol concentration investigated in this study.

Assessment of Linearity of Calibration Curves
Automated deposition of matrix is generally more reproducible than for
dried droplet deposition, demonstrated by lower values for the sample
standard deviation (n = 9) at equivalent haloperidol concentrations. This may
be due to the reproducible conditions of matrix deposition afforded by the
Bruker ImagePrep robot, which accurately controls the amount of matrix
applied, ruling out any pipetting errors, as well as controlling the conditions for
solvent evaporation i.e. temperature and also applies nitrogen in a controlled
stream. This ensures that extraction of the drug from the homogenates and
co-crystallisation occurs uniformly, leading to similar ion counts between
regions of interest, compared to the dried droplet deposition, where solvent
application is far less controlled, evaporation is not uniform and may lead to
‘sweet spots’ within samples, which lowers reproducibility.
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Table 2.1: Data from separate regions of interest within spiked homogenate sections
prepared by optimised experimental procedure (n = 9).
Dried droplet
-1

µg g Haloperidol
0
0.5
5
50
500

Mean Ion Counts, m/z 165
0.33
34.5
63.1
511
2112

Sample Standard Deviation (s)
0.50
29.6
25.5
52.6
338

Mean Ion Counts, m/z 165
2.78
15.2
15.7
39.1
101

Sample Standard Deviation (s)
3.45
4.97
2.33
8.46
8.01

Bruker ImagePrep
-1

µg g Haloperidol
0
0.5
5
50
500

Mean ion counts and sample standard deviation from each of the points of the
calibration curves are presented in Table 2.1. The two calibration lines
generated from this data are shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Calibration curves generated in this study. Blue diamonds represent the curve
generated from dried droplet deposition of matrix, whilst the red squares represent the
calibration curve generated from automated deposition by Bruker ImagePrep robot.

We have assessed the suitability of each calibration curve for use according
to the quality coefficient for linear calibration curves (QC%) which can be used
to assess the suitability of a calibration curve for use;185,

186

mathematically

the QC% is described by the following equation:

(2.1.)

Where Yi is the datapoint measured and Y^I is the response predicted by the
calibration curve, Y-bar is the average difference between the data and model
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and n is the number of points used to construct the calibration curve. The
lower this number is, the better the calibration curve, as it reflects the
deviation of datapoints away from the trendline. According to literature, the
criteria for an extremely accurate calibration curve is that QC < 5.0%.185,

186

The QC% for the dried droplet calibration curve was calculated to be 115.8%,
whilst the same value for the Bruker imageprep robot is 73.4%. Therefore,
even though both calibration curves are potentially only semi quantititave at
this stage, and will require further optimisation according to the criteria set out
above, or the actual response is non-linear. However, it may be concluded
that linear calibration curves constructed from data derived for quantitation of
haloperidol using the Bruker image prep robot to deposit matrix are more
accurate than that produced by using the dried droplet approach under the
conditions tested, despite the dried droplet calibration curve having a superior
linear regression coefficent (0.98 vs 0.93) for the linear fittings produced from
the mean ion count data.

Calculation of a tissue exctinction coefficient for homogenates.
The study by Hamm et al., discussed in chapter 1, introduced the tissue
specific extinction coefficient (TEC)105, a that describes the extent of ion
suppression from MALDI in tissues compared with stainless steel, expressed
as:

TEC = Ion counts (tissue) / Ion counts (steel)
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From our data collected we know that the ion counts for haloperidol MS/MS of
the m/z 165 fragment on stainless steel is ca. 3000 ion counts for 9.2 x 10-13
mol haloperidol (i.e. 3.3 x 1015 ions generated per mol) on stainless steel
plates (Fig 2.1).

From the data in Table 2.2. we know that on tissue

homogenates, 6.4 x 10-13 mol of haloperidol gives 101 ion counts (i.e. 1.6 x
1014 ions generated per mol) if the matrix is deposited

by the Bruker

ImagePrep robot, whilst for dried droplet deposition this is higher at 2112 ion
counts (i.e. 3.3. x 1015 ions per mol). Hence the TEC for both techniques can
be calculated by dividing these values. For ImagePrep deposition we
calculate the TEC to be 0.05. This is consistent with the work of Hamm, who
calculated the TEC for liver tissue to be 0.05 for MALDI MS imaging with
propanolol using an automated spray deposition of 10 mg ml-1 CHCA.105
However, for dried droplet deposition we find that the TEC is calculated to be
1.0 which suggests that most of the haloperidol is extracted into the CHCA
matrix and ionised. However, dried droplet deposition is not suitable for
imaging and hence this result suggests that dried droplet be used mainly for
quantitative screening of tissues prior to imaging.

Exploring the possibility of internal standards
Generally, the analysis by MALDI of the 12 µm-thickness calibration
standards produced in this chapter lead to calibration data that broadly obey
linear trends, but further analysis with quality coefficients show that they may
not be linear enough to be used as fully quantitative calibration curves. In
order to improve the linearity of the calibration curves it is possible to
introduce ratiometric measurements that use internal standards – i.e. a co-
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spiked molecule that is similar, ideally almost identical, to the analyte. The ion
counts of the internal standard can be divided by the ion counts of the analyte
(or vice versa) and in theory this should linearise the data as inherent errors
are eliminated. Ideally the internal standard will be an isotopically labelled
version of the analyte in question – this combination in theory gives the most
accurate and precise data. The major advantage of using internal standards
that are isotopically labelled is that they will generally behave exactly the
same as the analyte; for example ionisation efficiency, extraction by the matrix
and distribution should all be relatively similar if not identical. The major
disadvantage of using isotopically labelled internal standard is that isotopically
labelled chemicals are generally expensive. Often, other drug or bioactive
molecules can be employed as internal standards, but this is not ideal due to
variations in spatial and tissue distribution and fluctuations in ionisation
efficiency between tissue types.

We attempted to linearise MS data from haloperidol using standard
addition of caffeine as an internal reference. This was done in an attempt to
correct for matrix effects, e.g. differences in ion suppression. Caffeine was
chosen because it is inexpensive, readily available without license and is
readily ionised due to many basic heteroatoms e.g. nitrogen in its chemical
structure. Increasing amounts of haloperidol (0 – 1.2 x 10-7 mol) were cospotted onto stainless steel plates with a constant amount of caffeine (3.3 x
10-10 mol) and CHCA matrix. The co-crystallised mixtures were analysed
using MALDI MS (Figure 2.13).

The mean ion counts for protonated

haloperidol (m/z 376, n = 10) and protonated caffeine (m/z 195 n = 10) from
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the same MALDI spot were taken and the ratio of the counts m/z 376 : 196
plotted vs. the amount of haloperidol on the MALDI plate. The result was a
more linear trend compared with haloperidol on stainless steel with no internal
standard (r2 = 0.9857). Demonstrating that haloperidol ion counts can be
linearised with respect to increasing concentration of the drug ,with the use of
caffeine as an internal standard, may be useful in future studies of
homogenate calibration standards to linearise the data and thus produce
more accurate analyses.

Figure 2.13: Attempted ratiometric MALDI MS quantitation using caffeine as an
internal standard. (n = 20 per point) of. (a) variability of ion counts for haloperidol
(m/z 376, n = 20) (b) mean ion counts for haloperidol (m/z 376). Error bars
correspond to the standard error of the mean generated from the data in (a). (c)
calibration curve for mean ion counts for haloperidol (m/z 376) divided by ion counts
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for caffeine (m/z 195) as an internal standard (3.32 x 10-10 mol). All MALDI MS data
was taken on stainless steel plates matrix: 25 mg mL-1 CHCA, dried droplet
deposition. QSTAR XL instrument, Nd:YVO4 laser.

The quality coefficient (QC%) of the linear calibration curve generated in
Figure 2.13 was also calculated according to equation 2.1. This gave a QC%
of 50.6%, which suggests that as presented the calibration curve would not be
suitable for accurate quantitative analysis (needs QC of < 5%). However, this
is potentially due to the outlier at 2.5 x 10-8 mol haloperidol and removal of this
could well make the calibration curve suitable. Despite this, the calibration
curve generated here may well serve as a good guide for semi-quantitative
experimentation.

The use of internal standardization of the MS data vs an endogenous
biomarker (choline, m/z 104) as well as vs the dehydrated CHCA matrix peak
[M+H-H2O]+ peak (m/z 172) was explored. The plots generated show that
linearization of the data is possible with this approach, giving approximately
linear curves for ratiometric standardization with either the choline peak (Fig
4.14a) or with the matrix peaks (Fig 4.14b); the quality coefficients of the two
curves were calculated to be 232% and 285%, indicating again that despite
their apparent linearity according the the R2 values of the trendlines on each
graph that they may only be useful for semi-quantitative analysis as the QC%
< 5. These also represent potentially the poorest linear fits in the chapter and
as such the internal standard approach using endogenous biomarkers and
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matrix peaks may not be a suitable approach toward linearization for spiked
liver tissue homogenates.

Figure 2.14: Linearization of haloperidol (m/z 376) MALDI MS data in liver homogenates by
use of internal standards (n = 5). (a) data linearised ratiometrically against the endogenous
choline mean ion counts m/z 376 : m/z 104;, (n = 5) (b) data linearised ratiometrically against
the CHCA dehydrate matrix peak mean ion counts m/z 376 : m/z 104 (n = 5). In all cases the
error bars represent the propagated standard error of the mean derived from both
measurements.

The effect of homogenate thickness
The effect of homogenate thickness was investigated. Thicker homogenates
were cut at 20 and 30 µm, containing haloperidol in the range 0 – 200 µg g-1.
CHCA was used as the matrix, which was applied using dried droplet
deposition. All instrumental parameters were kept the same as for analysis of
the 12 µm homogenates. Plots of haloperidol concentration vs. mean ion
counts of the product at m/z 165 after CID of protonated haloperidol ([M+H]+,
m/z 376) are shown in Figure 2.15 for both 20 µm and 30 µm thickness
homogenates. This shows that thicker homogenates perform poorly, with a
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rapid decline in ion counts that is possibly non-linear with respect to
diminishing homogenate thickness – an effect of volume investigated
perhaps. These results showed that the 12 µm homogenate thickness was
the best choice of those investigated, though thinner sections were not
investigated. Thinner homogenates may perform better than 12 µm sections
though it is possible that thinner sections may also reach a threshold point
where mean ion counts begin to decrease simply due to the lack of analyte
within them also as slices get thinner, and additionally errors will potentially
become proportionally larger.
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Figure 2.15: Effect of homogenate thickness on mean ion counts (m/z 165) in liver
tissue homogenates by MALDI MS/MS. (QqTOF) after collision induced dissociation
of protonated haloperidol (m/z 376) . Matrix: CHCA, 25 mg mL-1 in 80:20
MeCN:water, 0.1% TFA, dried droplet deposition. Nd:YVO4 laser. n = 5 for all points.
Error bars denote the standard error of the mean in all cases.

2.3 Conclusions
Drug spiked tissue homogenates have been presented as reference
standards for use in optimisation and protocols of the quantification of
haloperidol in MALDI imaging experiments. Automated homogenisation was
found to give superior quality homogenates compared to manually prepared
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homogenates for imaging experiments. Introduction of a high repetition rate
laser source (Nd:YVO4 laser) improved sensitivity in imaging homogenates
compared to a standard nitrogen laser. Matrices and deposition solvent for
matrix coating were found to play a large part in determining resultant ion
counts for imaging haloperidol on tissue homogenates, though no trend could
be established on the basis of solvent polarity alone. CHCA was found to be
the most suitable matrix for imaging haloperidol. Automated deposition of
matrix was found to give better resolution of boundaries in an image
compared to airspray deposition. Two calibration curves for quantification of
haloperidol within tissue homogenates have been presented, the first using
dried droplet deposition of matrix (suitable for spot profiling experiments) and
the second using automated spraying of matrix (suitable for imaging whole
sagittal sections). The sensitivity of detection with the optimised protocol has
been determined per pixel and found to be in the attomole range (10-18 mol).
Further work will now focus on the development of quantitative analysis by the
use of internal drug standards; the use of internal biomarkers and matrix
peaks did not make the calibration curves better in this case. The use of
liquid sampling of these tissue homogenates in particular could be extremely
interesting as extraction of the drug can be controlled and thus optimised.
Emerging techniques such as liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA)
combined with mass spectrometry could provide such an opportunity, which
we explore in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3:

Development of calibration

standards using liquid extraction surface
analysis mass spectrometry (LESA-MS) for
analysis of two drugs in tissues.
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3.0. Introduction
The liquid microjunction principle, which is a microscale extraction technique
which uses a solvent to extract analytes from and to sample a surface, was
first applied by Van Berkel et al. to the analysis of spots on thin-layer
chromatography plates.187

A number of organic dye molecules such as

fluorescein and rhodamine 6G could be extracted from their spots post-elution
on standard reversed-phase plates and detected using positive-ion and
negative-ion mode ES-MS, with the limit of dectection in the low nanogram
range.

Images displayed using mass spectrometric methods showed

generally good correlation to the optical images presented. LESA is highly
attractive for this kind of analysis as workflow is speeded up considerably,
indeed, even in these initial experiments, scanning modes were cited. The
advantages, in terms of time saved, are quite obvious though when compared
to other traditional TLC analysis techniques, which require ‘scratch and elute’
type protocols that are hard to reproduce.

Notably, one of the other

techniques which had success in this field was MALDI, as shown in a
significant report from Hercules and co-workers.188 The proteins bradykinin,
angiotensin, and enkephalin were separated by TLC and an absolute
detection limit of 2-4 ng was demonstrated. The method also worked for larger
peptides and small proteins like bovine insulin chain B, insulin, horse heart
cytochrome c, and myoglobin, but TLC separation was poor. Only minor
fragmentation was found for all analytes. The method has been used by
Hercules for the quantitative analysis of cocaine using a d3-cocaine internal
standard.189 The MALDI TLC method is adaptable to the analysis of a range
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of biologically relevant molecules including nucleotides,190

alkaloids,191

siderophores,192 peptides193, 194 polyethers,195 and lipids.196 The technique has
more recently been applied to high-quality and direct monitoring of chemical
reactions.197, 198 A comprehensive review of MALDI-TLC has been published
by Fuchs et al.199 Extraction of analytes by LMJ formation is not only limited to
TLC plates. Analysis can be performed on a range of substrates; for instance,
in one of the reports by Kertesz and Van Berkel,200 analytes on standard
MALDI plates, blood spots on paper, and whole-animal sections were
analysed by the technique. Activated carbon has also been used as a
substrate201 as have hybrid substrates in which silica and MALDI layers are
placed adjacent to each other on a backing plate.202
In addition to the usual advantages from using mass spectrometry
to analyse samples e.g. drug and drug metabolites can be analysed with high
sensitivity and discerned from each other, no radioactive labeling is required,
soft ionisation etc., the LESA technique has inherent advantages compared to
traditional vacuum mass spectrometries for a number of reasons, unique to
this technique:

I)

Eliminates the use of a matrices for MALDI, so organic drug molecules
– especially lipophilic molecules – can be easily extracted from
tissues. Extraction time can also be tuned according to the method
desired.

II)

LESA gives true environmental results i.e. the sample is never placed
under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) and thus is a true representation of
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what is at the surface under ambient conditions; artifacts are
essentially eliminated.

III)

Sample preparation is eliminated. The chance of chemical alteration
of samples is therefore minimised.

IV)

Chip-based array electrospray instruments which are often coupled to
LESA also offer the ability to sample and analyse many samples in
parallel thus rapidly speeding up analysis time.

However, as with all mass spectrometries, there are potential
drawbacks to ambient pressure ionisation techniques. As no sample
preparation is employed), LESA-MS is expected to be more susceptible to ion
suppression; in comparison (especially when coupled to salt-sensitive
electrospray ionisation sources), high and medium-vacuum techniques such
as MALDI imaging often employ wash steps beforehand to remove excess
salts and lipids from the sample surface.32 But in stating this, it also becomes
quite obvious that emerging techniques such as LESA will be complementary
to vacuum ionisation techniques in helping researchers understand the effects
of ion suppression. The choice of solvent for analysis is often even more
crucial than for vacuum techniques as the liquid extraction step requires the
extraction solvent to be in contact with the sample for a relatively long time;
should the solvent impart chemical modifications or dissolve the sample, the
result is potentially very confusing. As the LESA technique is reliant on the
formation of the liquid microjunction for a defined period of time, it is this
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extraction time that limits the speed of analysis and also the sensitivity of the
measurement. For instance, for screening purposes, short extraction times
are preferable, but for sensitive imaging techniques, longer extraction times
are preferable. However, it should be noted that there are limits on the time
that the liquid microjunction can be sustained before collapse; again, this
somewhat depends on the choice of solvent and the surface being analysed
i.e. polar or non-polar – which can be ascertained approximately by contact
angle measurements on the surface / solvent pair. For techniques such as
LESA coupled to a chip-based electrospray (as used in this thesis), the
amount of analyte sampled at any one point is also dependent on the rate of
spraying – typically for an instrument such as the Advion Triversa nanomate
this rate is around 0.2 – 0.8 µL min-1. Possibly the major drawback currently
for all ambient techniques – for imaging specifically – is their relatively poor
resolution, which is often dictated by the surface sampling technique
employed. However, it still allows relatively high resolution for areas where
obvious boundaries need to be analysed i.e. in organ boundaries in whole
animal sections and is highly suited for spot-to-spot analysis in this manner.

LESA has found many applications in biological analysis. For example, LESA
has already been employed by a number of groups to profile drugs and drug
metabolites. Eikel et al. used LESA to study the distribution of terfenedine
within mice.81 It was possible to discern between the drug and its active
metabolite, fexofenadine. The results were compared to QWBA, MALDI-MSI
and LC-MS/MS and found to give results comparable to each of these
standard techniques, thus validating it for use with other drug and drug
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metabolites.

Resolution of around 1 mm was claimed. Blatherwick et al.

compared two liquid microjunction techniques,

203

based on LESA, for the

analysis of drugs in animal sections. It was found that the LESA technique
was complementary to QWBA, allowing profiling of drug and drug metabolites
in animal sections with analysis of regions of the subject allowing more rapid
analysis compared to traditional MSI workflows, where often a rastering
approach is used to analyse the whole section. Edwards et. al. used the
LESA technique for blood spot analysis to identify haemoglobin variants
relevant to diseases such as sickle-cell anaemia.204 Schadt et al.used LESAMS to study figopitant, a tachykinin neurokinin-1 antagonist and metabolites
distribution in the tissues of rats after the intravenous injection of the drug,
and was compared to liquid chromatography analysis of tissue extracts. A
host of metabolites of figopitant were identified, though the analysis was
semiquantitative. Kai et al. used LESA combined with a nanoelectrospray ion
source and a tandem mass analyser to detect antibiotics produced by
actinobacteria.205 Lanekoff used similar techniques to analyse the fate of
nicotine in rat brains.206 The spatial distribution of exogenous chloroquine and
metabolites from tissue sections by LESA sampling analysis coupled with
tandem mass spectrometry (LESA-MS/MS) was demonstrated by Van
Berkel.207 The results agreed with analysis by excision of organs followed by
extraction and fluorescence analysis of the extracts. The LESA process here
presents direct analysis with minimal sample preparation, so it has great
potential for challenging the nature of conventional MS workflows. LESA has
also found other applications outside of biological analysis. Paine et al.
investigated the degradation of Polymer-based surface coatings by solar
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radiation by using LESA combined with a nanoelectrospray.208 The work will
allow the better understanding of the polymer degradation process and lead to
the development of more resistant coatings in the future.

As discussed in the previous chapter, imaging the distribution of
drugs in single organ and whole animal sections is an important aspect of
drug discovery processes in the pharmaceutical industry. MALDI-MS imaging
of drugs, which is now a relatively well-established technique, is a qualitative
and complementary technique to the current imaging techniques such as
quantitative whole body autoradiography (QWBA). The research presented so
far focused on the development of reference standards suitable for use in
optimising MALDI-MS imaging protocols.
These samples, based on sectioned tissue homogenates spiked
with known amounts of the anti-psychotic drug, haloperidol, were assessed as
calibration standards for the quantitative determination of drugs in tissue in
MS imaging experiments. The homogenates were used to optimise solvent
extraction of the drug in tissue, the matrix deposition method and for a
comparison of two lasers in MALDI-MS drug imaging. However, it is extremely
important to develop complementary techniques to those that already exist to
give further accuracy to the drug discovery process. Currently, imaging by
quantitative whole-body autoradiography

(QWBA) provides the industry

standard, but mass spectrometric techniques can provide superior sensitivity
and resolution for imaging analysis. The development of standards in order to
achieve quantitation of analytes is still a developing area in ambient
ionisation. However, there have been limited reports where internal standards
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have been used for the quantification of drugs in tissues – for instance the
report by Vishmeh et al. which describes the use of loxapine as an internal
standard to determine the amount of clozapine in rat brain tissue by DESI.209

3.0.1 Hypothesis
MALDI imaging is currently reliant on the efficient extraction of drug molecules
from tissue sections and into solution where the matrix is deposited and finally
co-crystallisation of the drug with the matrix is required. However, this can be
inefficient for biological samples as the drug may not be fully extracted
because the matrix is deposited in an organic solvent which may be
immiscible with aqueous solution. Efficient extraction may also take time,
which cannot really be controlled in a standard deposition of matrix, which is
mainly controlled by how fast a solvent evaporates i.e. volatility. This is part of
the reason why the TEC in many biological images is so low (typically under
0.10). The use of other sampling techniques by which to extract drugs could
improve MS imaging, and LESA is a good candidate to research for this
purpose given that extraction can be controlled, and therefore optimised and
solvent choice is not dictated by solubility of matrix. In fact, if LESA could be
coupled to a mass spectrometric technique with liquid introduction and high
resolution mass analysis, it could become an extremely useful tool for mass
spectrometry of biological systems.
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3.0.2. Aims and Objectives
In this chapter we explore the use of LESA coupled to a high resolution ESIOrbitrap® mass spectrometer for quantitation of drugs in tissue sections. In
order to achieve this two sets of porcine liver tissue homogenates spiked with
known amounts of propanolol and fenclozic acid will be produced. LESA
combined with high resolution ESI-Orbitrap® MS will then be used to construct
calibration curves for each drug. This will demonstrate that reference
standards in combination with LESA MS could potentially be a viable
approach toward quantitative MS of drugs in biological tissue sections in the
future.

3.1. Experimental
Preparation of spiked homogenates for LESA analysis
Homogenates based on porcine liver containing spiked with drugs at various
amounts were prepared automatically using an IKA Ultra-Turrax T25
homogeniser as described in chapter 2. The amounts of drugs spiked into the
homogenates were in the µg g-1 range, (which is in the range of the typical
clinical dosages for both drugs) as follows, where the weight of the drug (in
µg) is relative to the weight of the tissue (in g) used:

Fenclozic acid: 0 (blank), 8, 10, 20 µg g-1.
Propanolol: 0 (blank) 4, 8, 10, 20, 40 µg g-1.
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The homogenates were frozen, sectioned and cut to 12 µm depth using a
cryomicrotome, and finally mounted on glass slides for LESA-MS analysis.
Sectioned homogenates were stored in a freezer prior to their use.

Surface Sampling by formation of liquid microjunction (LMJ).
The surface of the mounted homogenates was analysed using an
Advion TriVersa Nanomate system (Advion, Ithaca, NY, USA) as described
previously,204 with a nanochip electrospray ionization source coupled to a
Orbitrap® Velos mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany),
controlled by the advanced user interface (AUI) in the TriVersa NanoMate
ChipSoft Manager software. Surface sampling was achieved by a robotic arm
containing an automated micropipette equipped with a conductive disposable
pipette tip. The pipette is moved over to a solvent reservoir and the tip filled
with 2 µL of the electrospray solvent, either methanol (MeOH), acetonitrile
(ACN) or 60:40 MeOH:ACN.

The loaded pipette was then manoeuvred to a

set of pre-entered coordinates (x, y, z) over the area to be sampled and the tip
was brought into close proximity of the homogenate surface. 1.2 µL of the
electrospray solvent was then dispensed to form liquid microjunction (LMJ)
between tip and surface at a height of 0.2 mm above the surface. After 10
seconds maintaining LMJ, (which is close to the time limit of collapse of the
LMJ) 1 µL of the solution was re-drawn back into the tip. The robotic arm is
then withdrawn from the surface, rotated through 90 degrees, and the tip
mated with the ESI chip-based array to initiate ionisation of the sample.

Electrospray Mass Spectrometry
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In all cases, gas pressures of 0.3 psi were used for sample
introduction, with a flow rate of 80 nL min-1. The tip voltage used was 1.8 kV.
The capillary temperature was 250 °C. Mass spectra were collected both in
full scan mode (m/z 0 - 500) and in selected ion mode (SIM) with a resolution
of 100 000 at m/z 400 in both cases.

Collision induced dissociation (CID)

took place within the ion trap using helium gas, with detection by an orbitrap®
mass analyser at a resolution of 100,000 at m/z 400 and 5 co-added
microscans. Resulting MS/MS spectra comprised of 10 scans. Data were
analysed using XCalibur 2.1. All spectra produced were taken in positive-ion
detection mode using an injection time of 15 ms with automatic gain control
turned off.

Preparation of theoretical isotope patterns

Theoretical isotope patterns were prepared using the Scientific Instrument
Services website: http://www.sisweb.com/mstools/isotope.htm	
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3.2. Results and Discussion
Fenclozic acid and propanolol are organic drug molecules. Propanolol
is commonly used as a beta blocker, while fenclozic acid is an antiinflammatory with analgesic properties.

Both are important drugs which

currently find themselves in clinical use. It was decided to investigate the use
of both in the developments of reference standards for the LESA-MS
technique.
As discussed, the major challenge of MALDI-MS imaging is the
extraction of the drug from the tissue into the matrix which is deposited onto
the reference standards.

A range of factors with sample preparation

associated with MALDI-imaging are avoided by the use of LESA-MS. It offers
direct extraction from the tissues using a liquid microjuction, which is a droplet
bridge that can be deposited onto the tissue and then recovered and reintroduced into a mass spectrometer via an electrospray ionization source.
The chip-based electrospray ionisation source, which in theory can massively
reduce duty cycle time due to parallel analysis possibilities, is coupled to an
Orbitrap® mass analyser.88 Such a mass analyser provides the opportunity to
analyse drugs at very high resolution (up to 150 000, but in this case 100 000
at m/z 400) , at high mass accuracy (typically 5 ppm) and in a mass range
well above and beyond the needs (m/z 0 – 6000) of most drug analyses.
Hence the instrument used in this chapter is potentially very suited to spot-tospot analysis of drugs within tissues, and it was the plan to test its capabilities
so.
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Therefore, to assess the potential of LESA-MS in creating a
quantitative analysis for drugs in tissue samples, spiked tissue homogenates
were used as novel calibration standards for label-free analysis and the
construction of a calibration curve. Using the protocol established for the
production of homogenates developed in chapter 2, we were able to easily
produce 12 µm thick tissue homogenates for analysis. The LESA (Advion
Nanomate) instrument was set up initially to use a mixture of solvents to form
the liquid microjunction (LMJ) on the surface of the homogenate:

60:40

methanol: acetonitrile. Whilst the choice of solvents was heavily influenced by
existing knowledge from the solvents investigation in chapter 2, predicted Log
P values were also taken into account for both drugs to choose appropriate
solvents. For instance, both fenclozic acid and propanolol have predicted log
P of 3.1 (www.chemspider.com), where log P is defined as the logarithm of
the partition coefficient, P, between the solvents water (fully polar) and octanol
(fully non-polar):

Log P = Log ([Drug]octanol / [Drug]deionised water)

Hence, small values of log P indicate that a drug will be polar, whilst large
values of log P suggest that a drug would migrate into octanol and would
therefore be non polar.

Generally Log P values for pharmaceuticals are

around 3 – 4 i.e. relatively non-polar and are ‘organic’ in nature, and rarely are
values higher than 5 observed. Hence the choice of the relatively polar, yet
still somewhat organic acetonitrile / methanol mixture seemed quite
appropriate for the extraction of both drugs.
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spectrum (full scan) after LMJ extraction with 60:40 MeOH:ACN for a
homogenate spiked with 40 µg g-1 fenclozic acid.

Figure 3.1: Mass spectrum generated by liquid microjunction extraction of a liver
tissue homogenate spiked with 40 µg g-1 fenclozic acid with 60:40
methanol:acetontrile followed by ESI MS.

The parent ion of fenclozic acid is observed at m/z 254.0032 in the spectrum,
corresponding to the protonated drug, [M+H]+. The protonation site probably
occurs on the nitrogen of the azo-thiophene ring in fenclozic acid, where the
lone pair can bond to the proton. As may be expected the peak for fenclozic
acid is of low intensity in the spectrum – the ion observed at m/z 118.0881 is
dominant. This ion could not be assigned at the present time but presumably
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arises from the biological substrate.

Fragmentation pathways of this drug

molecule have been investigated at AstraZeneca (unpublished results, Figure
3.2), and the major product of fragmentation is the result of decarboxylation to
leave a cation with m/z 207.
	
  

Figure 3.2: Parent ion and fragmentation pathways of fenclozic acid. m/z 207 is the
major peak observed after CID of m/z 254 in the MS/MS spectrum of fenclozic acid in
liver tissue homogenates.

An enlargement of the spectral region in the range m/z 253 - 255 reveals the
presence of the parent ion at m/z 254.0032, as shown in Figure 3.3. A
theoretical calculated isotope pattern was prepared for the [M+H]+ ion, also
shown in Figure 3. The base peak in the theoretical spectrum was generated
at m/z 254.0043 (c.f. 254.0032 observed experimentally). The theoretical m/z
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is, therefore, remarkably close to the experimentally observed m/z for this ion
– within 4 ppm of the theoretical values – and the isotope pattern observed,
synonymous with chlorine incorporation is also identical which gave great
confidence that this is indeed the ion of interest.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Magnification of the protonated fenclozic acid molecule, [M+H]+, in
the LESA MS extraction products from the liver tissue homogenate spiked with 40
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µm g-1 fenclozic acid, after liquid microjunction extraction with 60:40 methanol :
acetonitrile. (b) theoretical isotope pattern of fenclozic acid [M+H]+.

Collision induced dissociation was performed on the m/z 254.0032 ion to
analyse the product ions from fragmentation. The MS/MS spectrum in this
case was dominated by a single peak at m/z 207.9977 generated from the
decarboxylation of the parent ion (Figure 3.4). This was taken as good
evidence of the correct peak assignment in the MS spectrum, The neutral
product of mass 138 daltons was not observed in the spectrum as it is not
charged, hence the spectrum is dominated by the single product ion.
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Figure 3.4: MS/MS spectrum, generated by liquid microjunction extraction of a liver
tissue homogenate spiked with 40 µg g-1 fenclozic acid with 60:40 methanol :
acetonitrile and CID of m/z 254.0032.

The full mass spectrum for an equivalent 40 µg g-1 homogenate spiked with
propanolol is shown in Figure 3.5.

This spectrum was again produced from

direct surface sampling using LESA liquid microjunction with 60:40 MeOH :
ACN, with extraction of the drug followed by chip-based nanoelectrospray
ionisation and mass analysis.

Figure 3.5: Upper: Mass spectrum generated from liquid microjunction extraction of
a homogenate spiked with 40 µg g-1 propanolol with 60:40 methanol : acetonitrile
followed by ESI
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The [M+H]+ ion of propanolol was detected at m/z 260.1641 within this
spectrum, corresponding to the protonated drug according to Figure 3.6. In
this diagram, possible fragmentation products are also shown, with pathways
for fragmentation including loss of the naphthyl group, and simultaneous loss
of hydroxyl and isopropylamine to leave ions with m/z 116 and 183
respectively, each arising from direct fragmentation of the parent ion.

A

calculated theoretical isotope patter for [M+H]+ matched closely with that
found experimentally, with the accurate mass generated for the calculation,
m/z 260.1651 matching to 3 ppm of the experimental value (260.1641) and
well within the accuracy of the Orbitrap® mass analyser.

Figure 3.6: Parent ion and possible fragmentation pathways of propanolol.

Again, through the enlargement of the spectrum it was possible to confirm the
presence of the ion at m/z 260.1638, which corresponds to the protonated
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propanolol molecule. The full MS/MS spectrum of fragmentation products of
the ion observed at m/z 260.1638 after collision induced dissociation (Figure
3.7) suggested that this assignment was indeed correct, with peaks also
observed at m/z 183.0800 and m/z 116.1067, which are tentatively assigned
to loss of an isopropyl hydroxylamine species from the parent ion, and loss of
hydroxynaphthyl from the parent ion respectively (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.7: (a) MS/MS spectrum generated from liquid microjunction extraction of a
liver tissue homogenate spiked with 40 µg g-1 propanolol with 60:40 methanol :
acetonitrile followed by electrospray ionisation and collision induced dissociation of
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the protonated propanolol molecule (m/z 260.1638). (b) Theoretical isotope pattern
of propanolol [M+H]+.

It was clear that LESA-MS coupled to high resolution mass
spectrometry was suitable for the further analysis of the homogenates, with
the possibility of developing quantitative drug analyses, based on the
homogenate tissue standards. To do this, we made up a range of calibration
‘standards’ based on these tissue homogenates, and surveyed them using
LESA, with the aim of constructing calibration curves for both drugs which in
theory could be used to probe tissue samples (homogenized tissues or full
animal sections would be suitable) containing unknown amounts of both
drugs, and quantify the amounts to a high degree of accuracy.

Such

calibration standards are useful as they authentically mimic tissue substrates
and therefore the inherent error for real analysis is reduced considerably.

Therefore, a series of spiked tissue homogenates were produced
which contained a range of concentrations of fenclozic acid in biologically
significant amounts: 0, 8, 10 and 20 µg g-1 - where the weight of the drug in
µg is measured relative to the weight of the tissue homogenate in g. The 0 µg
g-1 fenclozic acid as used as a negative control. In theory, linearly increasing
amounts of drugs spiked into tissues should give a linear response of the ion
counts associated with the drug in tissue. However, this is not always the
case due to the physical and chemical constraints of the drug being extracted
efficiently from the tissue, hence the response can be a function of
concentration and can often appear non-linear.
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is offset because the amount of inherent error in quantitative measurements
of unknown amounts of the drugs in tissue should in theory be reduced
substantially by using calibration standards based on authentic tissue, as
known unknown factors such as efficiency of extraction and ionisation
suppression from salts (crucial in electrospray) should in theory be eliminated.
Non-linearity in the calibration curve itself may also be corrected with the use
of internal standards.
800

Ion Counts m/z 254.0032
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Figure 3.8: Calibration curve for fenclozic acid-spiked tissue homogenates studied
by LESA coupled to high-resolution mass spectrometry, showing the trend between
ion counts at m/z 254.0032 vs. the amount of fenclozic acid spiked into tissue
homogenates (n = 1 at each point).

It was observed that the ion counts within the range studied showed a strong
linear relationship with the amount of fenclozic acid within the tissue
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homogenate in the range studied (R2 = 0.9935, Figure 3.8). It is therefore
possible that such a calibration curve could be used effectively to assist in the
determination of fenclozic acid in tissues by LESA in the range 0 – 20 µg g-1.
However, the blank sample (0 µg g-1) was observed to give around 120
counts at the m/z 254.0032. Although this cannot come from the drug, aside
from cross-contamination pathways, the point is incorporated in the calibration
curve as-presented to eliminate systematic error. This was not seen in blanks
for propanolol or indeed in the MALDI analysis of haloperidol. A possibility is
that that there could be a conflicting species within the analysis that exists
always within the homogenates and simply adds itself to the mean ion counts
at m/z 254.0032; ion mobility has been used in the past to resolve such
problems.210 The latter experiment involves the seperation of ions by their
mobility through a carrier gas using an ion mobility spectrometer, and
following this their m/z is determined by a mass analyser. . Alternatively
MS/MS product scans could also be used in this case in the future as the
MS/MS spectrum of fenclozic acid consists of a single peak at m/z 207.977,
and thus these spectra act as a signature for the presence of the analyte.
However, given the high mass resolution of the Orbitrap® and the difference in
mass of 4 ppm between the drug and the contaminating species, it is highly
likely that these ion counts arise from cross contamination. Unfortunately as
this study was not carried out in replicate it is impossible to confirm this but
further replicates could indeed prove or disprove this.
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Figure 3.9: Calibration curve for propanolol-spiked liver tissue homogenates studied
by LESA coupled to high-resolution mass spectrometry, showing the trend between
ion counts at m/z 260.1638 vs. the amount of propanolol spiked into tissue
homogenates. (n = 1 at each point)
.

Similar homogenates spiked with propanolol were set up in the range 0 – 40
µg g-1, and were also studied by LESA to see if a linear calibration curve could
be constructed, as for the case of fenclozic acid spiked tissue homogenates
(Figure 3.9).

The response in ion counts for the propanolol was generally

observed to be higher than that for the same amount of fenclozic acid,
indicating that either extraction is more efficient for propanolol or ionization is
more efficient.

It is likely that the latter conclusion applies, based on

knowledge of the predicted Log P values for fenclozic acid and propanolol,
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because both molecules should have similar solubilities in the given solvent
system and hence extraction efficiency should be relatively similar for both
compounds, hence the major difference should arise from ionisation
efficiency.

In spite of lowered counts, it was possible to obtain points for

every tissue homogenate studied. The calibration curve demonstrates a linear
relationship at higher drug concentrations, though this relationship disappears
at lower concentrations; this may be indicative of a threshold effect where
extraction below a certain concentration is difficult. By extrapolation of the
linear portion of the curve to the x-axis we can get an idea of the quantitation
sensitivity of this method for propanolol. In this case it is ca. 7 µg g-1. The test
for a useful calibration curve based on the quality coefficent (QC%) described
in chapter 2 was applied to both calibration curves generated here.

The

propanolol curve tested poorly with a QC% of 172.0%; the statistical test for a
useable calibration curve for accurate determinations is a QC < 5%.185,

186

This was not surprising given the great inaccuracy of the curve at lower
concentrations of haloperidol.

In contrast, the data for fenclozic acid and its

associated calibration curve gave a QC% of 4.39% i.e. is potentially a useable
calibration curve for quantitiative work. However, it must be noted that this
result is based on n = 1 data points for the ion counts and therefore the
variability and thus the error on the measurement is unknown. However,
saying this it is the best result obtained using LESA with the homogenates
and merits further investigation by producing replicates in future work in this
area.
Hence, it was concluded that using LESA-nanoelectrospray coupled to high
resolution MS may be useful for semi-quantitative purposes for the analysis of
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propanolol, with the points acting as ballpark figures for gross determinations
and in profiling. The limit of detection in this case is ca. 8 µg g-1. The data
could perhaps be linearised if an internal standard was used to produce a
ratiometric calibration. Further work using LESA to analyse the organs should
definitely be extended to incorporate these ideas, as the results here for
propanolol are extremely promising despite their deviation from linearity.

Figure 3.10: Dimensions used to calculate surface sampling area for comparison to
MALDI analysis (micropipette tip not to scale). The radius of the half-sphere formed
by the liquid microjunction was calculated to be 7.8 x 10-4 m or 0.78 mm, which is
consistent roughly with a LESA tip width of around 1 mm.

An analysis of the extraction area is useful in comparing the spatial
resolution and sensitivity of MALDI vs. direct surface sampling by LESA. The
extraction area can also give information on the theoretical maximum amount
of analyte that could be extracted in an ideal case. In chapter 2 homogenates
probed by MALDI-MS were assessed, and it was calculated that for each pixel
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we were sampling an area estimated to be 0.04 mm2, equating to a side of 0.2
mm per pixel.

To estimate the surface area which the droplet covers on the surface of
each homogenate during direct surface sampling by LESA i.e. during liquid
microjunction, it was assumed that each roughly 1 µL droplet forms a perfect
half-sphere on the surface (i.e. a droplet with contact angle 90 º to surface)
and used a volume of 2 µL (2 x 10-9 m3) for the full sphere to calculate the
radius of the 1 µL half-sphere (Figure 3.10). The radius of the half-sphere
formed by the liquid microjunction therefore was calculated to be 7.8 x 10-4 m
or 0.78 mm, which is consistent roughly with a LESA tip width of around 1
mm.81

Conversion of this radius to give the area of a circle gave a surface

sampling area of 1.9 mm2 formed by liquid microjunction with the surface
assuming that this area perfectly bisects the sphere of volume 2 µL. By then
using the homogenate depth (known from cryomicrotome setup) and the
amount of drug spiked into the homogenates per gram of homogenate, it was
possible to calculate the amount of drug that in theory may be extracted if the
liquid microjunction can extract the entire available drug beneath itself. The
results of this analysis alongside the ion counts obtained from each
homogenate section is presented in Table 1. This calculation assumes a
contact angle of 90º, and hence is an estimate as the real contact angle
between the solvent and homogenate was not measured. The contact angle
will also change with different solvents and substrates. Hence the results
should be interpreted with care in terms of quantitative measurement, but are
useful for generating a semi-quantitative measurement.
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Table 3.1: Areas of extraction and available drug amounts beneath each liquid
microjunction.

µg g-1 drug
FENCLOZIC
ACID
8
10
20

PROPANOL
OL
4
8
10
20
40

	
  
* Homogenates
are assumed to
have density of
0.001 g mm-3.

LMJ radius
(mm)

LMJ area
(mm2)

Homogenate
depth (mm)

Volume
beneath
LMJ*
(mm3)

0.78
0.78
0.78

1.9
1.9
1.9

0.012
0.012
0.012

0.0228
0.0228
0.0228

224
280
560

318
411
712

0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78

1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

0.012
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.012

0.0228
0.0228
0.0228
0.0228
0.0228

112
224
280
560
1120

230
716
2010
11030
25727

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

** From 5 coadded scans.

	
  

	
  

	
  

Drug beneath
LMJ (pg)

	
  

Mean Ion
Counts**

	
  

	
  

By calculating the available amount of either fenclozic acid or propanolol
beneath each LMJ formed on the surface of the homogenates, it is possible to
begin to draw some qualitative conclusions regarding the the LESA technique
vs. MALDI of homogenates. The first thing of note is that the area sampled by
the LESA liquid microjunction is, in theory, a lot larger than that with MALDI
(see previous chapter). This results in more drug theoretically available for
extraction. However, this is offset by the fact that the sample is diluted into the
whole 1 µL during LMJ.

Hence, when preparing analyses by LESA it is

important to consider flow rate of the electrospray and summing of ES
chromatograms in order to balance time of analysis, i.e. duty cycle, with
sensitivity. For MALDI this is not a problem as a photon packet generally
produces an ion packet and a single spectrum. In this case also, the mass
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analyser, the Orbitrap®, is entirely different to the QqTOF used for the
analysis of homogenates by MALDI (see introduction) –

as the ions are

trapped within EM fields one ion can, in theory, be counted more than once
with the Orbitrap®. Hence, it may be possible that the limit of detection may
be considerably lower if the duty cycle is increased, with a trade-off of time.
The extension of the method to ambient surface sampling will perhaps allow
the development of analysis of novel surfaces in a quantitative manner, as
demonstrate proof-of-principle has been demonstrated here, as well as being
complementary to such techniques as MALDI imaging also helping to
understand the effects of ion suppression in tissues.

3.4. Conclusions
In this chapter the use of a direct surface sampling extraction technique has
been outlined, liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA) coupled to an
ambient-pressure electrospray ionisation source and high resolution Orbitrap®
mass analyzer, in an attempt to construct calibration standards for the
determination of pharmaceutical drug molecules in spiked homogenates.
Profiling by LESA presents, in theory, advantageous qualities over MALDI
imaging due to its rapidity combined with potentially higher sensitivity due to
more efficient extraction of the analyte from the tissue due to the formation of
liquid microjunctions (LMJs) during the extraction process, the latter ensuring
that the drug has the best chance of being extracted for MS analysis by
nanoelectrospray ionization compared with MALDI MS, where the extraction
of the drug relies almost solely on how well the matrix extracts the drug after
deposition by either airspraying, dried droplet technique or by automated
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deposition and additionally, the quality of matrix-drug co-crystals formed after
drying as well as the efficiency of ionization which is compounded by the
complexity of tissues.

It was possible to construct a linear calibration curve for one of the
drugs studied, fenclozic acid, despite the blank sample presenting ion counts
at the drug m/z. We suggest that ion mobility or tandem MS experiments may
resolve this issues,in the future. However, the high mass resolution of the
Orbitrap® mass analyser used in this study allowed us to confirm accurate
mass of the studied peaks in doped samples and gave us confidence that the
ions studied corresponded closely (within 5 ppm of theoretical) to the
expected mass to charge ratios.

A non-linear calibration curve was

constructed for propanolol, and although a generally proportional increase of
ion counts with drug concentration in the spiked homogenates was observed.
However, this does not mean the calibration curve is not useful, because it
may well be suited more for experiments where general ballpark figures for
the drug are needed in tissues i.e. for semi-quantitative analysis or perhaps
semi-quantitative
interrogation.

tissue

profiling

on

a

spot-to-spot

basis

i.e.

point

The use of internal standards to produce a ratiometric

calibration curve may serve to linearise this data in future studies. IN both
cases, more replicates need to be studied to determine the error on the
measurements, and the lack of replicates is a major limitation of this study in
its current form.
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Comparison of the amounts of drug available in each technique
revealed that although the LESA tends to sample more area and therefore
more drug in the homogenate, care must be taken in the interpretation and
comparison of the results vs. MALDI.

Generally, very sensitive analyses are

in theory possible with the use of the technique, at the expense of increased
duty cycle time.

As far as is currently known, analysis of drug compounds in tissues by
LESA coupled to mass spectrometric methods is not quantititative and
examination of the available literature reveals few examples of drug analysis
perhaps because of this fact.

Eikel et al. used LESA MS to qualitatively

detect the antihistamine terfenadine in various extracted organs from mice,
with levels of terfenadine found in the range 0.2 – 550 µg g-1 in the organs by
a separate LC-MS/MS assay.81

Schadt et al. qualitatively profiled the

distribution of a radiolabelled tachykinin agonist, [14C]-figopitant hydrochloride
by LESA-MS in whole rat sections and compared it to quantitative whole body
autoradiography (QWBA), where good agreement was found with the
qualitative distribution (i.e. compound present or not) generated by both
methods.211 The dose of [14C]-figopitant hydrochloride used in this study (5
mg kg-1) gave concentrations in the organs in the range 0.05 – 25 µg g-1 as
found by QWBA. Parson et al. analysed chloroquine and its metabolites by
LESA MS/MS in a semi-quantitative analysis compared to previous studies in
literature, but only relative comparisons could be made.207
In all three of these very recent papers there is an implied call to make
LESA-MS or MS/MS a quantitative technique due to its great potential for
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drug analysis.

Indeed, the study by Schadt et al. specifically mentions

reference standards are needed for this purpose.211 The paper by Parson et
al. states “LESA MS/MS…are limited to qualitative or relative quantitation and
the development of robust absolute quantitation methods are still in their
infancy”.

207

The calibration curves produced in this study in this chapter,

constructed using from spiked tissue homogenates as reference standards
could therefore provide a response to this call and provide a good general
way to absolute quantification for LESA-MS analysis for a variety of analyses.
Certainly, the calibration curves presented here are in the correct range (i.e.
at pharmaceutically relevant levels) required by researchers. The success of
the drug analysis using LESA could therefore open new analytical capabilities
in the future or indeed fully quantitative imaging using this technique. With the
use of internal standards these calibration curves could also be improved.
However, it is acknowledged that there are serious limitations with the
current study – the homogenates used to construct the calibration curve were
not performed as replicates, and hence the uncertainlty associated with the
calibration is currently unknown. The results in this study should therefore be
treated with some caution and only represent preliminary, if promising, data
towards quantitiation using LESA coupled to MS.
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Chapter 4: Mapping the spatial distribution
of two radiolabelled drugs in whole animal
sections using quantitative whole body
autoradiography / phosphor imaging in
league with liquid scintillation counting
coupled to qualitative MALDI profiling of
the drugs in excised organ homogenates
by using mass spectral gel views.
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4.0. Introduction
Non-human animals such as mice can share remarkable similarity in their
DNA sequence to humans.212

Hence, they possess similar respiratory,

cardiovascular and nervous organ systems to humans comprised of similar
organs e.g. heart, lungs, liver, brain. 90% of vetinary drugs used are identical
to those used in humans. Hence, animals can serve as models for research
into the efficacy of drugs in humans to treat disease.

For ethical reasons,

human subjects cannot be used in initial drug trials e.g. pharmacokinetics,
drug distribution, efficacy. Hence animal models are in widespread use as the
initial testing point for drugs in clinical trials.
Quantitative whole-body autoradiography (QWBA) is a technique used
ubiquitously by the pharmaceutical industry to determine the spatial
distribution and amount of radiolabelled compounds within tissue sections, in
animals in clinical trials and is the current gold standard for determining
spatial distribution of a drug and its metabolites. It was first established as a
viable technique for analysis of the distribution of drugs in vivo in Sweden in
1954, detailing the imaging of a radiolabelled penicillin in animal subjects.213
The technique involves dosing a live subject with a radiolabelled
analyte, followed by euthanasia of the subject after a designated distribution
time and immediate post-mortem freezing in organic solvent-dry ice baths.
The latter freezing step is employed to ensure that the location of the
compound is fixated, thus avoiding the leaching of drugs by preparatory
procedures used in other histological techniques.

The subject is then

embedded in a matrix, usually carboxymethyl cellulose from wallpaper paste,
and sagittal sectioning is performed using a microtome.
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After preparation of sagittal sections is completed, they are mounted on
tape and exposed to films that produce the image. Initially, X-ray photography
was used for this purpose, but nowadays analytical phosphorimaging has
superseded this technique.

Imaging plates from these systems contain

phosphors (e.g. barium fluorobromide) that emit light when scanned by a
laser.

Areas that have been exposed to more intense radioactivity emit light

more intensely. The digital image is built from detection of the light at a
photomultiplier tube, which produces a voltage and so an electronic image
containing real intensity information can be built up. Resolution of current
instruments is around 10 µm.214
Dark areas in the images produced indicate high concentrations of the
analyte, whilst lighter areas indicate the parts where the analyte is not found.
However, it is important to understand that though radioactivity is detected, it
does not necessarily correlate with the intact radiolabelled analyte, but can
also be metabolites i.e. anywhere the radioactive nucleus has travelled within
the body. Calibration of the dosimeter software with radioactive standards
(usually spiked blood215) of known activity is performed usually within the
same image. The sectioned standards used are usually of the same depth
profile as the sagittal sections, and have been encased in the same material
for consistency.
A picture can therefore be built up of the fate of the radiolabelled nuclei
in vivo.

Hence, doses for human subjects can be estimated as well as

supporting results from other histological and pathological studies of
distribution e.g. for toxicity studies. Thus QWBA has become a crucial tool for
pharmaceutical research into drug metabolism.
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QWBA has several advantages:214

•

Ability to image drug localisation quantitatively (or qualitatively).

•

Determination of an analyte in organs without wasting many animal
subjects i.e. always in imaging mode.

This is important for ethical

considerations.

•

Determination of asymmetric distributions within the same organ or
tissue.

•

Information of unexpected analyte localisation.

•

Information regarding areas of major retention.

QWBA has been used to analyse the distribution of a wide range of drugs in
vivo including the NSAID diclofenac216, FTY720217, zolendronic acid218, and
the iron chelation therapeutic deferasirox219 (Exjade®, Novartis) and is
currently widely used in the drug discovery process.220

Liquid scintillation counting (LSC) is often combined with QWBA in
order to increase its accuracy.214

Scintillation counting is a standard

technique, which is used to estimate the amount of radioactivity in a sample.
The radiation released by a radiolabelled molecule is absorbed by an organic
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scintillator molecule, which then quantitatively emits a photon of light that can
be detected and converted into a voltage by a photomultiplier tube, thus
directly and quantitatively measuring the amount of radioactive compound is
dissolved in the scintillation liquid allowing the estimation of a drug or drug
metabolite within the liquid. Typical liquid organic scintillators include pterphenyl (C18H14), PBD (C20H14N2O), butyl PBD (C24H22N2O), PPO (C15H11NO),
and POPOP (C24H16N2O) dissolved in solvents such as toluene, xylene,
benzene, phenyl cyclohexane, triethylbenzene and decalin. Usually

14

C is

used as the radiolabel in drugs. It is a beta emitter with a half-life of around
6000 years, hence radioactive shelf life is not a problem.
The scintillation process can suffer from certain drawbacks associated
with photonic emission. For instance, there may be coloured molecules which
can reabsorb the emitted photon in the mixture.

Spectral overlap of the

scintillator’s fluorescence with another molecule’s absorption profile is
therefore a major problem, that can reduce sensitivity, precision and
accuracy. Chemical quenching of the organic scintillator’s fluorescent state is
also a problem for obvious reasons. Liquid scintillators for analysis are usually
degassed and sealed under an inert gas such as nitrogen as quenching of the
scintillation signal is possible of oxygen is in the system. Similarly, if species
are analysed that undergo chemiluminescence, this may interfere with the
scintillation count and make results too high.

To avoid all of these problems samples can be oxidised (in this case
meaning burnt in an oxygen rich atmosphere) prior to analysis, before the
amount of radiation in them is assessed by scintillation counting.214 For 3H
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and
14

14

C radiolabelled analytes the products of the oxidation are 3H2O and

CO2 respectively which are on the whole optically transparent in the visible

region. The former can be analysed directly, whilst the latter is trapped by a
solution of amines, where it has high solubility. Both can then be analysed by
scintillation counting for an extremely clean and accurate analysis.
Comparison of both QWBA and LSC techniques has been made before in
rats using the radiolabelled antibiotic [14C]-daptomycin,221

However, as touched on, the major disadvantage with radiolabelling
studies is that one cannot discern between drug / drug metabolite / impurities.
Hence, coupled with label-free mass spectrometric imaging the power,
accuracy and precision of the technique could be increased significantly.
whilst both QWBA and liquid scintillation counting provide accurate
quantitation on the amount of radiolabelled material contained within a certain
organ (in the case of LSC and QWBA) as well as the spatial distribution of the
drugs within the whole animal section in imaging mode (QWBA), there is
absolutely no information given on whether it is drug or drug metabolites
being imaged, as both will contain radiolabel. As an example of this, it is
widely known that both fenclozic acid and propanolol are metabolized by
substitutive hydroxylation on their aromatic rings (M+16).222, 223 Degradation of
the drug in vivo is also a problem that is particularly bad for 3H- or 125I-labelled
radiotracers where the radioactivity can be lost as

125

I2 or 3H2O quite easily.

The drying of animal sections can also lead to loss of volatile radioactive
materials thus producing low results. Costs of QWBA equipment can also be
a prohibitive factor for most laboratories’ budgets.
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radioactive nuclei impose time constraints on any analysis – sensitivity is
exponentially reduced over time. 224

Mass spectrometric techniques, such as spot to spot profiling of organs
and tissues, or indeed mass spectrometric imaging, are complementary
techniques to radioluminographic techniques such as QWBA and LSC.
Ionisation sources such as MALDI generate monocharged mass ions, usually
protonated [M+H]+, and thus the determination of drugs within tissues is
possible. Imaging by SIMS offers extremely high resolution. Imaging using
ambient sampling techniques coupled to ambient ionisation allows the
analysis of specimens without the need for extensive sample preparation.
Spectra from MALDI in particular, are simple to interpret and qualitative
analysis can be extremely rapid. As a definite m/z ratio is determined during
analysis, it is possible to discern between drug and metabolites with
confidence.

4.0.1 Hypothesis
The fate of drug molecules is of primary concern within pharmacokinetic
studies in vivo. The use of standard MALDI TOF MS has often been
overlooked in imaging experiments in favour of more complicated MS/MS
imaging experiments that require careful sectioning of subjects followed by a
number of sample preparation steps to produce whole animal sections. Here
we test the hypothesis that through dosing of animal subjects followed by
careful excision and homogenization of organs that we may produce a simple
screening protocol based on mass spectral interrogation of homogenates that
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can test rapidly whether a drug is present within a tissue or organ. We also
test whether such an approach is consistent with results from industrystandard radioluminographic techniques.

4.0.2 Aim and Objectives
The overall aim of this chapter is to establish in principle the use of MALDI
TOF MS as a rapid screening methodology to aid in drug pharmacokinetic
experiments by testing the above hypothesis. In order to achieve this we will
fulfil the following objectives: a comparison of the whole-body distribution of
the two drugs (propanolol and fenclozic acid) will be made using quantitative
whole-body autoradiography (QWBA) and post-oxidisation liquid scintillation
counting of excised organs in rats. We then couple these results to MALDITOF MS of homogenised organs to qualitatively determine the presence of
either fenclozic acid or propanolol.

The data produced from profiling

experiments will be used to produce mass spectral gels to analyse excised
organs rapidly for the presence of drug.
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4.1. Experimental

General
[14C]-Fenclozic acid (Astra Zeneca) was administered in isotonic phosphate
buffered saline (pH 7.4), which was prepared by dissolving 1 buffer tablet
(Sigma Aldrich, Cat. No. P4417) into 200 mL deionised water.

[14C]-

Propanolol (Astra Zeneca) was administered in 0.9% w/w physiological saline
solution prepared by Astra Zeneca laboratory services’ scientific preparation
team. The stock solution of [14C]-Propanolol was made up at 12.38 mg mL-1,
whilst [14C]-fenclozic acid was made up at 11.17 mg mL-1.

Animal Subjects: Justification and Ethics Statement
The animals used in this study were male albino Sprague-Dawley rats aged 2
– 3 months. The justification for using live subjects is that the study cannot
compare the use of QWBA/LSC with MALDI as a profiling tool for use in
pharmacokinetics without resort to in vivo study. All institutional and national
guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals were followed in this
study, which was designed to use minimum animal subjects as possible inline with the World Medical Association 1989 Helsinki Statement on Animal
Use in Biomedical Research, and experiments were not duplicated for these
reasons. All animals were euthanised humanely immediately after study.
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Preparation of dosed animals for QWBA / LSC
6 male albino rats were orally dosed with [14C]-propranolol or [14C]-fenclozic
acid at ca. 25 mg kg-1 (see Table 1 for exact values). Three of the animals
dosed with either drug were sacrificed by inhalation of fluothane at 2, 6 and 24
hours post dose and snap frozen in a heptane / dry ice to prevent further
diffusion of radioactivity.
Carcasses were then embedded in frozen carboxymethylcellulose
block (CMC) to ensure specimen structural integrity during the subsequent
cryotome steps: a metal mould is placed in a bowl containing hexane / dry ice
and allowed to chill, and chilled wallpaper paste (carboxymethylcellulose, 2%
aq. v/v) was poured into the mould. The rat carcass, with tail and hind legs
removed, was placed partially in the CMC, with either its left or right side
uppermost in the mould and held in position until frozen. The mould was then
filled with more 2% CMC (aq.) until the whole carcass was covered, with
intermittent stroking of fur with a spatula to remove trapped air. When the
block is fully frozen, the CMC block was removed from the mould and stored
at – 20 °C to be sectioned.
The remaining three animals dosed were sacrificed by inhalation of
fluothane at 2, 6 and 24 hours post dose and the following tissues surgically
excised: blood, brain, liver, kidney and lungs for liquid scintillation counting.
The remainder of the carcass was disposed of.
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Sectioning and mounting of encased animals for QWBA
Animals carcasses encased in CMC blocks were sectioned in the sagittal
plane using a Leica microcryotome at 30 µm. After sections had dried in the
microtome, selected dried sections were mounted on paper cut to 20 × 40 cm.
Six sections were chosen as representative of all tissues of interest – blood,
brain, kidney, liver and lungs – and were affixed to the paper using magic
tape, along with the spiked blood spots for calibration. Sections were labelled
using radioactive ink, and finally dusted with talcum powder to prevent sticking
to the phosphor imaging plates.

Preparation of radioactive blood standards for QWBA
For the accurate determination of radioactivity content of tissues calibration
standards were made up of rodent blood spiked with a known amount of [14C]glucose.

Typically, 9 µL of [14C]-glucose solution (SSN3356) was weighed into a vial,
and to it was added 4 mL of rodent blood. This was followed by a 50%
dilution of the first standard with rodent blood to produce the second standard,
followed by another 50% dilution to produce the third standard etc.; this
dilution series was used until a total of 10 standards had been made. These
were used to produce calibration curves for each sacrificed animal undergoing
QWBA analysis and provide reference for the phosphor images, where
different standards produce different shades of grey on the images, with black
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being the most intense signal level. A block to contain blood standards was
prepared by drilling 6 mm diameter x 1.3 cm deep holes into CMC blocks.

Calibration curves were produced using AIDA software (Raytest Inc., v4.15).
Each calibration curve had an r2 value of >0.999. AIDA was also used to
estimate, using the region determination toolset, the amounts of drugs in
organs based on the intensity of the calibration standards.

According to

Raytest Inc.: the AIDA Image Analyzer software is intended for the evaluation
and annotation of images that were obtained by digital optical devices such as
CCD cameras, flatbed scanners, fluorescence scanners like FLA scanners, or
radioluminography scanners like BAS scanners from Fuji. In addition, the
software allows the user to load and evaluate images of other types (e.g. TIF,
bitmap). AIDA Image Analyzer can utilize any scanning device that offers a
TWAIN compatible driver. The drivers for raytest products are included in the
software package. AIDA can use calibration standards to convert the relative
intensity integrals to absolute measurements (e.g. µg, nmol). The calibration
curve can be reviewed and adapted to fit various functions.

Quantitative Whole Body Autoradiography (QWBA) analysis.

Phosphor imaging plates were erased using a light eraser box (Raytek, U.K.)
for approximately 10 mins prior to use. Sagittal sections of sacrificed animals
at 2, 6 and 24 h were then exposed to the imaging plate under dark room
conditions, stored in the cassette and placed in a shielded safe for 7 days.
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After exposure, the imaging plates were placed on an imaging stage
which was inserted into a Fuji FLA 5100 QWBA phosphor imaging instrument.
The plate was allowed to equilibrate for around 10 mins prior to scanning.
The whole plate was then scanned at a resolution of 50 µm.

Selected tissues and organs of interest were defined in the images
produced using the region determination tools within the AIDA suite. Using
the radioactive content of the blood standards (dpm g-1) and the specific
activities

of

both

the

[14C]-propanolol

and

[14C]-fenclozic

acid,

the

concentration of radioactivity in the blood standards was entered into the
AIDA software in nmol g-1. Wherever possible, two samples of a tissue were
evaluated using AIDA.

The limit of reliable measurement was calculated by

taking twice the background value in nmol g-1.

Data below this limit was not

reported.

Oxidation of excised organs, extraction and liquid scintillation counting (LSC)
For each mouse, excised organs were homogenised with a Potter
homogeniser to a homogeneous pulp with ca. 1:1 w/w water.

Organ

homogenates were then extracted with acetonitrile (1:1 v/v). Samples were
vortexed then centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m. for 10 min.

Supernatants were

poured off and kept and the vortex-extraction with acetonitrile was repeated
on the pellet. Aliquots of the combined organic extracts were taken and the
radioactive content determined by liquid scintillation counting using Ultima
Gold™ scintillation cocktail.

Remaining residue was weighted onto a

combustion cone and and dried. Samples were then oxidised (combusted)
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and the radioactive [14C]-carbon dioxide collected using an amine scrubber
prior to liquid scintillation counting in Ultima Gold™ scintillation cocktail.

Combination of the solvent extract and combustion analysis gave the
final radioactivity amount in the excised organ, and by back-calculation it was
possible to quote the amount of drug per unit weight of organ.

Preparation of dosed male albino rats for MALDI – propanolol / fenclozic acid
A male rat of weight 277 g was orally dosed with [14C]-propanolol (556 µL at a
concentration of 12.38 mg mL-1 in 0.9% w/w physiological saline solution) to
give a drug dose of exactly 24.83 mg kg-1. After 6 hours, the animal was
sacrificed by inhalation of fluothane, exsanguinated (with blood sample
retained) and the following tissues surgically excised: brain, liver, kidney and
lungs. A second male rat of weight 257 g was also orally dosed with [14C]propanolol (514 µL at a concentration of 12.38 mg mL-1 in 0.9% w/w
physiological saline solution) to give a drug dose of exactly 24.77 mg kg-1.
After 2 hours, the animal was sacrificed by inhalation of fluothane,
exsanguinated and the liver surgically excised.

A third male rat of weight 255 g was similarly orally dosed with [14C]-fenclozic
acid (515 µL at a concentration of 11.17 mg mL-1 in isotonic phosphate
buffered saline at pH 7.4) to give a drug dose of exactly 22.54 mg kg-1. After 6
hours, the animal was sacrificed by inhalation of fluothane, exsanguinated
(with blood sample retained) and the brain, liver, kidney and lungs removed
surgically. A fourth male rat of weight 256 g was also orally dosed with [14C]-
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fenclozic acid (513 µL at a concentration of 11.17 mg mL-1 in isotonic
phosphate buffered saline at pH 7.4) to give a drug dose of exactly 22.63 mg
kg-1. After 2 hours, the animal was sacrificed by inhalation of fluothane,
exsanguinated and the liver surgically excised. The remainder of each
carcass was disposed of.

Production of excised organ homogenates for MALDI analysis
Surgically excised organs were weighed and water added to them to a ratio of
1:1 w/w. The organs were then homogenised with a Potter homogeniser until
a smooth thin mousse by inspection.

Preparation of homogenates for MALDI Analysis.
Homogenates from each excised organ for rats sacrificed at various
timepoints in the study were taken and 0.25 µL of each homogenate spotted
onto a stainless steel 384-spot MALDI anchorchip (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen,
Germany). The homogenate spot was allowed to dry, and on top of it was
spotted directly 0.25 µL of CHCA matrix solution (25 mg mL-1 in acetonitrile
containing 0.1% TFA).
A rat liver control homogenate (1:1 w/w water) with no drugs doped into
it was supplied by AstraZeneca. 0.25 µL of this homogenate was taken and
pipetted onto the anchorchip followed by drying. 0.25 µL of CHCA matrix
solution (25 mg mL-1 in acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA) was spotted directly
on top of the control homogenate prior to analysis.

Preparation of Drug and matrix Standards for MALDI Analysis.
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0.25 µL of a solution of propanolol (2.2 x 10-5 mol dm-3) in methanol was
pipetted onto a stainless steel 384-spot MALDI anchorchip and the solution
allowed to dry. 0.25 µL of solution of fenclozic acid (2.2 x 10-5 mol dm-3) in
methanol was pipetted onto the same MALDI anchorchip at a separate
position and the solution allowed to dry. 0.25 µL of CHCA matrix solution (25
mg mL-1 in acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA) was pipetted directly on top of
both drug spots and also allowed to dry.

Summary of Samples for MALDI analysis
Table 4.1 gives a full list of samples produced and analysed.
Table 4.1: Homogenate samples studied in MALDI profiling experiments.
Compound
14
[ C]-propanolol

Time Point (h)
2
6
6
6
6
6

Organ
Liver
Liver
Kidney
Brain
Blood
Lung

Propanolol
(drug alone, control)

N/A

N/A

[ C]-fenclozic acid

2
6
6
6
6
6

Liver
Liver
Kidney
Brain
Blood
Lung

Fenclozic acid
(drug alone, control)

N/A

N/A

Blank homogenate
(control)

N/A

Liver

14

MALDI analysis
MALDI MS spectra of homogenates were obtained using a Bruker
Ultraflextreme MALDI-TOF/TOF Instrument (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen,
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Germany) with a kHz Smartbeam II laser.225 Positive ion spectra were
collected in reflectron mode. Calibration of the instrument was performed
using Peptide Calibration Standard II (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany).
The method used the low mass range of the instrument, with a laser
frequency of 1000 Hz.

10 000 laser shots were summed to produce each

spectrum.

4.2. Results and Discussion
Testing of drug detection in MALDI

MALDI MS was used to investigate all samples. Firstly, drugs alone
were analysed. Fenclozic acid was spotted directly onto stainless steel MALDI
plates along with CHCA matrix. The full MALDI MS spectrum is shown in
Figure 4.1. The spectrum is dominated by the peak for protonated fenclozic
acid, [M+H]+ observed at m/z 253.984. In the same figure is presented the full
mass spectrum of propanolol on stainless steel. In the same way, the major
peak in the spectrum is that of protonated [M+H]+ species, observed at m/z
260.160. In both spectra, minor peaks are observed which correspond to the
CHCA

matrix,

at

m/z

379

([2CHCA+H]+),

228

([CHCA+K]+),

212

([CHCA+Na]+). The [CHCA+H]+ ion is absent from both spectra (m/z 190).
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Figure 4.1. MALDI MS spectra of fenclozic acid (upper) and propanolol (lower) (5.5
x 10-12 mol) on stainless steel. Matrix: CHCA (25 mg mL-1 ACN, 0.1% TFA).
Deposition: dried droplet.

Enlargement of the region between m/z 250 and m/z 264 shows detailed
isotope patterns for both drugs. Incorporation of chlorine in the fenclozic acid
structure gives it a characteristic 10 : 1 : 3 : 1 isotope pattern (Figure 4.2).
Calculation of a theoretical isotope pattern for fenclozic acid agrees well with
that observed experimentally.
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Figure 4.2. Enlargement of MALDI spectra in region m/z 250 – 264 for fenclozic acid
(upper) and propanolol (middle) respectively on stainless steel.

Dosing of animals for QWBA, LSC and MALDI analysis
Male albino rats were dosed via oral administration in duplicate with either
[14C]-propanolol or [14C]-fenclozic acid for time points at 2h, 6h, and 24 h post
dose giving 12 animals dosed in total i.e. two sets for each drug at each time
point. The animals were dosed at a level of ca. 25 µg g-1 of both drugs.
Solutions of radiolabelled drugs were made up as stocks at (12.5 mg mL-1) to
give a dose volume of ca. 2 mL kg-1. The actual doses received for each
animal are shown in Table 4.2.

Variations in dose were introduced from

variation in syringe to syringe, revealed by accurate weighing of each
individual syringe before and after administration. For MALDI analysis, the
same dosing was used with unlabelled drugs.
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Table 4.2: Details of drug dosing used in the study.
Compound
14

[ C]-propanolol

14

[ C]-fenclozic acid

Time Point
(h)

Animal
weight (g)

Injection vol.
(mL)

Dose (µg g-1)

2
6
24
2
6
24

234
273
253
257
277
260

0.5470
0.5484
0.5037
0.5142
0.5555
0.5208

2
6
24
2
6
24

257
264
254
256
255
260

0.5187
0.5398
0.5085
0.5129
0.5148
0.5317

28.94
24.87
24.65
24.77
24.83
24.80
(mean = 25.50)
22.53
22.83
22.35
22.63
22.54
22.83
(mean = 22.62)

Preparation of sagitally sectioned rodent subjects for QWBA.
Rats were euthanised 2h, 6h, and 24h post dose using fluothane.

This

method of euthanasia was chosen over CO2 inhalation as the latter can cause
acidosis in subjects and affect drug distribution in vivo and is bad especially
for causing disruption to the blood brain barrier, making it more permeable
and giving false-positive results. The animals were taken and immediately
frozen in a heptane dry ice, encased in carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC). Snap
freezing is used to prevent the diffusion of radioactive material throughout the
subject post-mortem. Encasement in CMC is required to keep the carcass
intact during sectioning and to therefore maintain the integrity of the organs as
best possible. Sections were cut to around 30 µm using a cryomicrotome. A
visual workflow is presented in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Pictorial workflow showing the preparation of rat sagittal sections for
quantitative whole body autoradiography (QWBA). The rat is flash frozen, encased
in CMC, and sectioned at a thickness of 30 microns in the sagittal plane at midline
and +1 cm midline.

Sectioning of animals was entirely successful using this protocol. A digital
photograph montage of various sections showing the rat anatomy at various
lateral depths (midline, midline + 0.5 cm and midline + 1 cm) is shown in
Figure 4.4. Qualitative conclusions on drug distribution from autoradiographic
images within the sacrificed rats were made using these images as a guide.
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Figure 4.4: Annotated digital photographs of rat anatomy in the sagittal plane
(source: AstraZeneca).
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QWBA Imaging, LSC and MALDI analysis of [14C] -propanolol dosed rodent
subjects.
.
QWBA was used to image and quantify the distribution of the drugs in vivo
post-mortem for each of the time-points studied. Figure 4.5 shows the
grayscale WBA phosphor imaging result summary from the time-course with
propanolol. Dark regions represent areas where concentrations of the drug
are high. Lighter regions represent areas where the drug is not found. Blood
standards with [14C]-glucose of known concentration with specific activity
measured in disintegrations per minute (dpm) were made up and are shown
in the centre of the image. Representative sagittal sections were chosen for
rats sacrificed at 2 h, 4 h and 24 h at two separate lateral depths. The image
at 2 hours shows that the majority of the radiolabelled drug or drug
metabolites are localized within the stomach and small intestine (black), with
an intermediate amount found in the liver (grey), heart (grey) and kidneys
(grey) and a smaller amount in the lung (light grey). The location of the
radiolabelled material is coherent with the oral route of dosing, i.e. it is mostly
found in this early stage in the upper digestive tract.

Images taken from

animals sacrificed at 6 h show radiolabel is found mostly in the large intestine
(black), with smaller amounts found in the liver (grey), heart (grey) and kidney
(grey) and smaller amounts in the lung (light grey). Most of the radiolabelled
material it seems therefore moved during this time to the lower digestive tract,
whilst only a fraction of the dose taken up into organs, suggesting that the
bioavailability of propanolol is fairly low and the major route of excretion is
through the faeces. Indeed, images taken from animals sacrificed at 24 h
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show radiolabelled material has been almost removed from the lower
digestive tract which now appears grey rather than black, with drug still in the
liver (grey) and kidney (grey) and hardly any left in the lung. The kidney in
particular, is extremely interesting, showing almost a radial clearance from the
outer-inwards of the radiolabelled drug and metabolites over the time course
studied.

Figure 4.5: QWBA imaging of rats dosed with 25 mg kg-1 [14C]-propanolol, sacrificed
at 2 (top), 6 (middle) and 24 hours (bottom) post-dose. Samples in duplicate at
different lateral section depths (right hand side: midline, left hand side: midline + 1
cm) . Spots inside box at the centre of the image are samples of rodent blood
spiked with known amounts of [14C]-glucose. Organs of interest are annotated in red.

AIDA software was used to quantitatively assess the amount of propanolol
within selected organs of the sectioned rats. Using the specific activity in dpm
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of the [14C]-glucose used to make up the standards, the concentration of the
propanolol could be quoted in µg g-1 within each organ by using a calibration
curve constructed from the blood standards. Figure 4.6 summarizes the data
produced for [14C]-propanolol. In every organ studied it was observed that
there is a decline in the amount of the drug or metabolites over time. Drug or
drug metabolites were mainly found within either the liver or kidney
predominantly at any time during the study. There was minimal accumulation
of the drug at any point within the blood stream. Some propanolol or its
metabolites are found within the lung. There was little propanolol found within
the brain of the rats at any time suggesting that this drug is inefficient at
crossing the blood brain barrier (BBB).

The location of the drug mostly in the

liver and kidneys suggests that the drug or metabolites absorbed into the
bloodstream is excreted via the liver then the kidneys after travelling directly
from the stomach to the liver. The latter observation agrees well with the
qualitative conclusions made from the images.
20
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Figure 4.6: Quantification of [14C]-propanolol in organs by QWBA phosphor imaging.
Table below show actual amounts of radiolabel in µg g -1 found in each organ for
each time point.

To confirm the QWBA results were valid, liquid scintillation counting was used
to analyse excised organs. As explained in the introduction to this chapter,
this technique relies on the stimulated quantitative emission of photons by
radiation in a commercially acquired scintillation cocktail. The doses for the
second set of rats was almost identical to the first set of rats used for each
drug, i.e. 25.47 mg kg-1 average for propanolol (n = 6) and 22.62 mg kg-1
average for fenclozic acid (n = 6), again the exact doses for the second set of
rats can be viewed in Table 4.2. Again, these rats had been sacrificed at
identical timepoints to that of the QWBA study, i.e. 2 h, 6 h and 24 h postdose, to give as close time as possible to the QWBA results for comparative
purposes as it is clear from the QWBA results that the distribution of the
radiolabelled material in both drugs changed over time.

Organs were excised from the second set of rats produced in this
study, weighed and homogenised and finally combusted in an atmosphere of
pure oxygen, leading to the production of radioactive carbon dioxide which
was captured for scintillation counting. Prior to this the homogenised organs
were extracted with acetonitrile and the solution evaporated and added to
scintillation cocktail for counting. The combined total dpm counts of the liquid
scintillation counting from combusted organs / extraction gave back-calculated
amounts of [14C]-propanolol (or [14C]-fenclozic acid, see later section) within
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the organs at the time of euthanasia could then be compared to the results
produced by QWBA.

The results of the distribution of [14C]-propanolol showed in general a
very similar profile to the results produced by QWBA (Figure 4.7). The major
site of accumulation is in the liver of the organs studied, with amounts
reducing in almost a linear manner over time, matched in relative terms by the
profile in the kidneys, again suggesting that the drug is mostly metabolized in
the liver and excreted through the kidneys. There is again evidence that
some of the drug passes through the lung as for the QWBA study. However,
using LSC the drug was not detected in the blood in any significant amount as
for the QWBA analysis, which shows that many complementary techniques
are often required to build up an accurate picture of the distribution of a drug
in vivo. We compare both techniques using Bland-Altman analysis later on in
this chapter.
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Figure 4.7: Quantification of [14C]-propanolol in rat organs by liquid scintillation
counting. Table below show actual amounts of radiolabel in µg g

-1

found in each

organ for each time point.

It was possible to detect evidence of propanolol in brain homogenates using
MALDI MS. An enlargement of the spectra (Figure 4.8) shows the [M+H]+
peak, which appears at m/z 260.19, which we assign to protonated
propanolol. The accurate mass matches well with the theoretical for
propanolol (260.17).

The high intensity peaks at m/z 250, 251 and 252 are

common to all CHCA coated homogenates, whether they contained drugs or
not. It was not possible to assign these peaks with any confidence, however
we may potentially conclude that they are not CHCA cluster peaks, as we do
not observe any of the masses ascribed to these comprehensively by Smirnov
et al.226 but as they are observed universally we must either conclude that
they are matrix fragments or a biologically ubiquitous molecule, ion or ion
fragment.

Figure 4.8: Enlargement of MALDI MS spectra of brain homogenate of rats orally
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dosed with [14C]-propanolol and sacrificed at 6 h.

Homogenates of lung tissue from rats sacrificed after 6 h post dose with
propanolol gave MALDI MS spectra where the [M+H]+ peak for the drug was
detected. The peak for propanolol in a lung homogenate is show in Figure
4.9, appearing at m/z 260.191. The full spectra is again dominated by CHCA
/ choline (2-hydroxyethyl trimethylammonium) peaks, the latter which is a
fragment from phosphatidyl choline which is a ubiquitous component of cell
membranes phospholipid double layer; the choline fragment has a strong
signal as it is a positively charged quaternary ammonium ion.

Figure 4.9: Enlargement of MALDI MS spectra of lung homogenates of rats orally
dosed with [14C]-propanolol and sacrificed at 6 h. Matrix: CHCA (25 mg mL-1 ACN,
0.1% TFA). Deposition: dried droplet

MALDI MS profiling of kidney homogenates was also successful at detecting
the presence of propanolol in animals sacrificed after 6 hours (Figure 4.10).
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Again, the wider spectra of both homogenates were dominated by peaks
attributable to both CHCA and choline as before. Fenclozic acid could not be
detected in kidney tissues.

Figure 4.10: Enlargement of MALDI MS spectra of kidney homogenates of rats
orally dosed with [14C]-propanolol and sacrificed at 6 h. Matrix: CHCA (25 mg mL-1
ACN, 0.1% TFA). Deposition: dried droplet.

MALDI profiling of liver homogenates from animals sacrificed 6 h post oral
dose with propanolol also showed evidence of the presence of the drug. For
homogenates from excised organs originating from propanolol dosed animals
the peak at m/z 260 was detected, corresponding to the protonated drug,
[M+H]+ (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11:. Enlargement of MALDI MS spectra of liver homogenates of rats orally
dosed with fenclozic acid (upper, n = 4) and propanolol (lower) and sacrificed at 6 h.
Matrix: CHCA (25 mg mL-1 ACN, 0.1% TFA). Deposition: dried droplet.

Analysis of blood extracts from animals dosed with propanolol (Figure 4.12)
showed strong evidence of the drug, the [M+H]+ peak at m/z 260.2 is
particularly strong in these samples relative to the other homogenates.

Figure 4.12: Enlargement of MALDI MS spectra of blood extracts of rats orally
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dosed with [14C]-propanolol and sacrificed at 6 h (n = 4). Matrix: CHCA (25 mg mL-1
ACN, 0.1% TFA). Deposition: dried droplet.

By tiling of the various MALDI MS spectra alongside each other in the regions
of interest, a mass spectral gel view for pattern matching analysis could be
built up for each organ extract sample (n = 5, Figure 4.13).

227

The grayscale

in the image has ion intensity information; the more ‘black’ the bar appears,
the more intense the signal for an ion at any m/z. The results show that it is
possible to detect the [M+H]+ peak for propanolol in every sample apart from
a blank homogenate (negative control comprised of a homogenate of liver
tissue).

Signal intensity from the liver and lung samples are arguably

relatively the strongest, but the intensity is generally similar across the board.
This perhaps suggests that ionisation of propanolol is generally efficient from
all the samples studied, and the low amounts of propanolol found in brain,
kidney and blood by QWBA and LSC in the previous are within the limit of
detection by MALDI MS profiling using this set of experimental conditions.
Peaks assigned to either matrix artefacts or species ionised from the
homogenates are observed at m/z 259.2, 259.4 and 261.2 in the close vicinity
to the drug peaks, ascertained by process of elimination using the control.
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Figure 4.13: Mass spectral gel view data for homogenates produced from [14C]propanolol dosed rats (n = 5), alongside a blank homogenate (n = 2). Relative
grayscale intensity shown on the right.
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QWBA Imaging, LSC and MALDI analysis of [14C] -fenclozic acid dosed
rodent subjects.

Figure 4.14: QWBA imaging of rats dosed with 25 mg/kg fenclozic acid, sacrificed at
2 (top), 6 (middle) and 24 hours (bottom) post-dose. Samples in duplicate at different
lateral depths (right hand side: midline, left hand side: midline + 1 cm). Spots in the
box at the centre of the image are samples of rodent blood spiked with known
amounts of [14C]-glucose. Organs of interest are annotated in red.

QWBA analysis studying the radiolabel distribution was also performed for
rats dosed with [14C]-fenclozic acid and sacrificed at 2h, 6h, and 24 h. Figure
4.14 shows the QWBA phosphor imaging result summary from the timecourse with this drug. The image at 2 hours shows that the radiolabelled drug
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or drug metabolites are most concentrated within the stomach (black) with
significant, but around equal amounts in the lung, liver, kidney and heart,
which all appear dark grey. At 6 hours, major locations of drug and drug
metabolites include: the large intestine (appears black) and again in the liver,
kidney heart and lung. At 24 hours, the drug has been somewhat cleared
from the large intestine (now appears grey rather than black) with retention in
the liver, kidney heart and lung yet again. The digestive system is the major
route of clearance for non-bioavailable drug presumably via faecal matter.
The drug seems to be retained in the major organs for a longer amount of
time compared with propanolol.

It can be seen from these images that the drug is more widely
distributed across the rat at all time periods, signified by the darker tone of the
sections throughout. However, this in itself, may not be unsurprising as
fenclozic acid is a non-specific anti-inflammatory drug and hence, this mode
of distribution is advantageous, possibly even desired. This effect is especially
pronounced in the images taken from animals sacrificed at 2h and 6h, where
the drug was in circulation. The skin of the animal appears dark grey. By 24
hours, the whole general appearance of the tissue section is slightly less dark
(i.e. less radioactive drug / drug metabolites in the blood stream) and it seems
that the there is greater localisation within the liver and kidneys, probably as
expected as the drug is in the process of being metabolised (liver) and finally
excreted (kidneys). The brain and spinal column of the rat stays light
throughout the image, suggesting that the drug cannot efficiently penetrate
the BBB.
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Figure 4.15 shows the quantitative results of the imaging, as analysed
by AIDA software vs. calibration standards made from rat blood spiked with
the drug at known disintegrations per minute (dpm) radioactivity, hence backcalculation of the amount of drug in each tissue is possible from the pixel
intensity in each image.

These results mirror and confirm the qualitative

results by looking at the dark areas of the phosphor image for the organs of
interest: there are significant accumulations of the drug in the liver, lung and
kidneys in the 2 h, 6 h and 24 h sections.

However, the drug is most

concentrated within the blood pool of the rats at any time point, reaching a
maximum concentration of ca. 68 ug g-1 after 6 h, after which time the amount
diminishes significantly to 24 h, where over half of the drug has been
eliminated from the blood stream.

A similar pattern of peak drug

concentration at 6 h is observed also in the liver, lung and kidneys.

There

was minimal accumulation of the drug in the brain at any point, confirming that
this is very inefficient at permeating the BBB in rats.
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Figure 4.15. Quantification of [14C]-fenclozic acid in rat organs by QWBA phosphor
imaging. Table below show actual amounts of radiolabel in µg g -1 found in each
organ for each time point.

The distribution of [14C]-fenclozic acid in vivo by LSC (Figure 4.16) is
also almost identical to that produced by QWBA.

Generally, the drug is

localized mostly within the blood at any time point, as for the QWBA results,
with levels of the drug detected at their highest levels after 6 h in any of the
organs tested. The amounts of drug found in the LSC analysis is generally of
the same magnitude as found by QWBA for the 2 h and 6 h animals, although
there are differences between the 2 h and 6 h levels in the blood compared to
the results from QWBA. There are also differences in the levels calculated at
24 h by LSC, with generally more drug detected in blood and kidney, though
the results from the lung and liver at 24 h concur with the QWBA results. This
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result again shows the value of using two techniques in tandem to analyse the
samples. Later in this chapter the results from LSC and QWBA are compared
using Bland Altman analysis which shows that the results between the two

ug equiv / g

techniques are comparable within 95% limits of acceptability.
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Figure 4.16: Quantification of [14C]-fenclozic acid in rat organs by liquid scintillation
counting. Table below show actual amounts of radiolabel in µg g -1 found in each
organ for each time point.

Brain homogenates from rats sacrificed at 6 hours post oral dosing with
fenclozic acid were investigated by MALDI MS using CHCA as matrix, by
dried droplet deposition.

The spectrum is shown in Figure 4.17.

The

characteristic [M+H]+ peak for fenclozic acid at m/z 253.984 was also
observed in kidney tissues. In both cases, the signal is weak, but is above the
baseline of a blank homogenate. This is consistent with the low amount of
radiolabel observed in these organs by to QWBA in comparison to other
organs. The phosphatidyl choline head group at m/z 104 is prominent in most
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spectra, along with the peaks of CHCA.

Figure 4.17. MALDI MS spectra for brain homogenates for rats sacrificed 6 h after
oral dosing with [14C]-fenclozic acid . Matrix: CHCA (25 mg mL-1 ACN, 0.1% TFA).
Deposition: dried droplet.

Homogenates of lung tissue from rats sacrificed after 6 h post dose with
fenclozic acid gave MALDI MS spectra where the [M+H]+ peak for this drug
could be identified; the peak for fenclozic acid at m/z 254.025 is accompanied
by the correct 10 : 1 : 3 : 1 isotope pattern (Figure 4.18).The spectrum is
dominated by CHCA / choline peaks. MALDI profiling of liver homogenates
from animals sacrificed 6 h post oral dose with fenclozic acid (Figure 4.19)
also showed evidence of the presence of the drug with a peak observed in the
spectrum at m/z 254.
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Figure 4.18: MALDI MS spectrum of lung homogenates of rats orally dosed with
[14C]-fenclozic acid and sacrificed at 6 h. Matrix: CHCA (25 mg mL-1 ACN, 0.1%
TFA). Deposition: dried droplet.

Figure 4.19:. Enlargement of MALDI MS spectra of liver homogenates of rats orally
dosed with [14C]-fenclozic acid ( n = 4) and sacrificed at 6 h. Matrix: CHCA (25 mg
mL-1 ACN, 0.1% TFA). Deposition: dried droplet.
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Analysis of blood extracts from animals dosed with fenclozic acid (Figure
4.20) showed strong evidence of the drug, as expected from QWBA and LSC
results (previous chapter), where this drug was detected in relatively high
amounts (> 70 µg g-1) ; the [M+H]+ peak at m/z 254 is particularly strong in
these samples relative to the other homogenates from the fenclozic acid
dosed animals. The correct isotope pattern was observed also in this case.

Figure 4.20: Enlargement of MALDI MS spectra of blood extracts of rats orally
dosed with [14C]-fenclozic acid and sacrificed at 6 h (n = 4). Matrix: CHCA (25 mg
mL-1 ACN, 0.1% TFA). Deposition: dried droplet.

All the mass spectra overlayed are shown in Fig 4.21, top. By tiling of
the spectra alongside each other in the regions of interest, a mass spectral
gel view could be built up for each organ extract sample (n = 5).

227

The

results for homogenates and blood extracts from fenclozic acid dosed animals
are presented in Figure 4.21 bottom. Each line represents the ion counts at
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various m/z for 5 spectral repeats i.e. 5 separate analysis at different areas on
the organ homogenates; dark regions indicate where the ion counts are
relatively high at any given m/z. Peaks expected for fenclozic acid at m/z
254.0 and m/z 256.0 – from the expected isotopic pattern of fenclozic acid –
are highlighted.

It can be seen that these areas are darkest for liver

homogenates, lung homogenates and very strong for samples from blood
extracts. Samples from brain and kidney show very weak signals, which are
quite inconclusive. The blank homogenate does not show any significant dark
areas at either m/z 254.0 or m/z 256.0, confirming that the peaks are genuine.
Peaks assigned to either matrix peaks or naturally occuring ionic species are
observed at m/z 251.0, 252.0, 253.0, 253.1, 255.0, 255.2, 256.3, 257.3 and
258.3 in the immediate area of the drug. These qualitative profiling results
generally agree well with the data produced by LSC and QWBA for rats dosed
with radiolabelled fenclozic acid in terms of where the drugs should be found;
however, the data for the kidney is surprising as there was a significant
amount of the detected by QWBA and LSC of the same order of the liver and
lungs, yet the signal is very weak for the drug in kidney tissues. Potentially
ion suppression in this organ is high for fenclozic acid possibly due to the high
salt content of the kidneys, which is used to control water movement by the
creation of salt gradients.
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Figure 4.21. Top: overlayed single mass spectra for each homogenate with labeling.
Bottom: Gel view of Mass spectral data of homogenates produced from [14C]fenclozic acid dosed rats (n = 5), alongside a blank homogenate (n = 5). Relative ion
intensity shown on the scale on the right.
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Agreement between QWBA and LSC by Bland Altman Analysis
The QWBA results were compared using Bland Altman analysis which is a
method that can be used to compare agreement between techniques and is
considered superior to simple correlation plots.228, 229 In this analysis the mean
difference of the results found between two techniques, and allows 95% limits
of agreement to be established between the two techniques which allows
confidence between the two techniques to be accounted for.230 Figure 4.22
shows Bland-Altman plots for propanolol and fenclozic acid. From these plots
it can be stated that both QWBA and LSC show good agreement between
them, and that the majority of the data excluding the one outlier in each plot
shows agreement within 95% limits, which is defined as ±1.96 standard
deviations of the mean difference. Hence it is possible to confidently use both
techniques and compare results between them.

14

Fig. 4.22: Bland Altman analysis of QWBA vs LSC for the determination of (a) [ C]14

propanolol and (b) [ C]-fenclozic acid in rats. The plots show the mean difference between
techniques as well as the 95% limits of agreement (±1.96*SD) between the two techniques
for comparison.
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Comments on distribution; inferences on structure and metabolism
The coupling of MALDI to the more traditional analyses LSC and
QWBA allow us to make confident conclusions on the drug distributions and
some limited pharmacokinetics as the MALDI analysis allows us to confidently
state that the drug is within an organ and furthermore is chemically intact. The
results of the distributions through time reflect the chemical nature of the
drugs. From the stomach (drugs were orally distributed in this study), drugs
are absorbed into the bloodstream, where they are then distributed throughout
the animal via the circulatory system if not metabolized and excreted in firstpass by the liver and kidneys.214 The biodistribution is highly dependent on
the structure of the drug; generally those drugs that are acidic (such as
fenclozic acid) are known to reside mostly in the bloodstream throughout their
life in the body, whilst weakly basic drugs (such as propanolol) are able to
diffuse into tissues and organs.

This is because the pH of the blood is

maintained at 7.4 by homeostatic mechanisms and this dictates the ionisation
of the drug. pKa‘s allow rough prediction of the general distribution
characteristics i.e. what form the drug will exist in given any pH.

Subtle

differences in the pH between tissues and blood plasma, tend to disturb the
acid base equilibrium for any drug, and in particular, weakly basic drugs are
localized within tissues and kept there due to ionisation. The removal of the
basic form from the bloodstream shifts the equilibrium which must then be
maintained and more drug enters the tissue irreversibly.231 The biodistribution
observed for fenclozic acid (acidic) and propanolol (weakly basic) in the
studies outlined in this chapter are consistent with this premise, with fenclozic
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acid mostly localized within the bloodstream, and propanolol localized mainly
in tissues.

The picture comparing propanolol with fenclozic acid from all the studies
suggests the following:

i)

The bioavailability of fenclozic acid is much higher than
propanolol i.e. more fenclozic acid reaches general circulation
as evidenced from the blood result in both LSC and QWBA for
fenclozic acid.

ii)

Bioavailable propanolol is absorbed much faster into the
bloodstream, as there is no lag time (Tmax) in reaching peak drug
concentration (Cmax) as for fenclozic acid.

iii)

First pass metabolism214 (i.e. metabolism of the drug directly
from the stomach by the liver without entry into the bloodstream)
generally removes the large extent of propanolol before it can
enter the bloodstream.

iv)

Bioavailable fenclozic acid is not removed by first pass
metabolism but is excreted slowly by normal hepatic / renal
clearance, hence its much longer persistence and relatively high
levels in blood plasma.

v)

The bioavailability of both drugs is low, which is typical of oral
administrative routes, and the majority of the drug is excreted
via faeces through the digestive tract.
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From the QWBA autoradiography data available, the half-life (t1/2) of both
drugs was calculated using linear plots of the natural logarithm of the drug
concentration found in the organ (in this case the concentration of drug found
in the liver) vs. the time (Figure 4.22), where:

t1/2 = ln 2 / (slope x -2.303)

This treatment assumes that the elimination is monophasic i.e. that a single
elimination pathway is experienced, which is generally true for both drugs
(hepatic-renal clearance either in first pass or later). It is worth noting here
that because of the limited time points and replicates that are used in this
study that this preliminary result must be treated with caution. To calculate
the concentrations of each drug, the density of water 1 g mL-1 was used for
the liver, so by using the RMM of each drug (propanolol = 259.34 g mol-1,
fenclozic acid = 253.70 g mol-1) units of µg g-1 are converted to units of mol
dm-3. Data for rats sacrificed at 2 h with fenclozic acid was not used, as Cmax
for the drug was not reached at that point, or indeed in any organ. The halflife of fenclozic acid in rats was calculated as 8.9 h using this method, while
for propanolol it was calculated to be 4.6 h. For human subjects with
rheumatoid arthritis who were treated with fenclozic acid the effects of the
drug were still detected after 35 hours.232 Unfortunately, in this dataset the
third data point is missing for fenclozic acid, and the data for propanol is
limited to only 3 time points and

therefore this impose limitations on the

interpretation of this data, but it was impossible to add further data points to
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the curve without resorting to the slaughter of more rodent subjects, which is
unethical in such routine studies.
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Figure 4.23: Plots used to calculate the half-life of [14C]-fenclozic acid and [14C]propanolol in rats from the QWBA data generated. To calculate the concentrations of
each drug, the density of water 1 g mL-1 was used for the liver, so by using the RMM
of each drug (propanolol = 259.34 g mol-1, fenclozic acid = 253.70 g mol-1) units of
µg g-1 are converted to units of mol dm-3. Data for rats sacrificed at 2 h with fenclozic
acid was not used, as Cmax for the drug was not reached at that point, or indeed in
any organ. The half-life of fenclozic acid in rats was calculated as 8.9 h using this
method, while for propanolol it was calculated to be 4.6 h.
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Agreement Between MALDI MS and Radioisotope Data – Summary

Table 4.3. Summary comparing the techniques in this study for the detection of drugs in
whole animal sections and excised homogenates and exsanguinated fluids (6 h sacrifices).
Key: + = detected, - = not detected.

Compound

Organ

MALDI,
[M+H]+

QWBA
(µg g-1)

LSC
(µg g-1)

Liver
Kidney
Brain
Blood
Lung

+
+
+
+
+

11.0
9.2
0.2
1.1
1.5

12.6
9.4
0.14
0.01
2.0

Liver
Kidney
Brain
Blood
Lung

+
+ (weak)
+ (weak)
+
+

57.1
41.6
1.7
68.2
50.8

52.6
40.6
2.1
74.4
35.7

14

[ C]-propanolol

14

[ C]-fenclozic acid

Table 4.3 summarises the findings in the study. In general, where the drug is
detected by either QWBA or LSC we can in general also detect the drug in the
homogenates of the excised organ (or exsanguinated fluid in the case of
blood). This is true in all cases for [14C]-propanalol. However, for fenclozic
acid, there is generally good agreement between techniques, i.e. where
significant amounts of radiolabel were found, the drug could be detected by
MALDI MS, in all cases apart from that of the kidney tissue, where there is a
great discrepancy between the techniques; QWBA and LSC suggest large
amounts of fenclozic acid in the kidney, yet the MALDI signal is very weak.
This could be due to either (i) the large tissue extinction coefficient found for
kidney tissues that suppresses ionisation – for example Hamm et al found that
the TEC for kidney tissues was similar for the detection of olanzapine in Brain
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(TEC = 0.07), liver (TEC = 0.06) and lung (TEC = 0.08) it was around double
for that of kidney tissues (TEC = 0.14) due the large amount of salts in this
organ which leads to enhanced ion suppression;105 or (ii) it could be that the
QWBA/LSC techniques only detect radiolabelled material and are detecting
metabolites rather than the whole drug,136 hence why focusing on detection of
[M+H]+ may not be the correct approach for this tissue as it would always
underestimate the amount of drug within the tissue – this is discussed in the
next section.

Discrepancy within Kidney Tissues: Potential Drug Metabolites in MS spectra
As mentioned in the previous section QWBA and LSC only analyses
radiolabelled nuclei, which may explain the discrepancy between LSC/QWBA
and MALDI MS for the kidney tissues; a radiolabelled metabolite may be
being detected by LSC and QWBA, and it would not be detected as [M+H]+
for MALDI. Fenclozic acid is known to be unchanged from the effects of gut
metabolism.233 It is also known that

fenclozic acid is metabolized by

hydroxylation (M+17) on its aromatic rings.222,

223

However, the most

comprehensive study on metabolites was reported by Clench et al who
identified 18 distinct metabolites of fenclozic acid (Table 4.4), which included
products from oxidation, hydrolysis, decarboxylation, and conjugation.
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Table 4.4. Metabolites of fenclozic acid identified by Clench et al.
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It is therefore possible to cross check a peak list from a typical mass spectrum
from kidney homogenates generated in this study against these metabolites
(Table 4.5), in order to identify if fenclozic acid metabolites are potentially
observed in the mass spectra, which would account for the discrepancy
between LSC/QWBA and MALDI data.
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Table 4.5: List of major peaks observed in typical mass spectra taken from fenclozic acid
kidney tissues (6 h sacrifice).

Observed
Peak,
m/z

234

Potential Structure

Potential origins & notes

44.001	
  

Potential
Metabolite asdesignated by
Clench et al.
(Table 4.4)
N/A	
  

N/A	
  

61.001	
  

N/A	
  

N/A	
  

74.062	
  
86.068	
  
104.087	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  

Not	
  observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
	
  
Could	
  not	
  be	
  assigned	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  
(blank+CHCA)	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Choline	
  peak	
  
	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  

118.070	
  

N/A	
  

N/A	
  

127.061	
  
137.038	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  

N/A	
  

153.040	
  

M15	
  fragment	
  

162.107	
  
172.039	
  

	
  
[CHCA+H]-‐H2O	
  

	
  

184.076	
  

N/A	
  

N/A	
  

190.055	
  

[CHCA+H]+	
  

212.042	
  

[CHCA+Na]+	
  

222.020	
  

M15	
  fragment	
  

228.020	
  
234.021	
  
242.294	
  
249.997	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  

	
  

	
  

Not	
  observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
	
  
Could	
  not	
  be	
  assigned	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Fenclozic	
  acid	
  aromatic	
  
fragment	
  

	
  

Fragment	
  of	
  M15	
  (cysteine	
  
conjugation)	
  
	
  

	
  
Matrix	
  dehydroxylation	
  
	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  

	
  

Not	
  observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
	
  
Could	
  not	
  be	
  assigned	
  
Protonated	
  matrix	
  peak	
  
	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  

	
  

Matrix	
  sodium	
  adduct	
  

	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  

Fragment	
  of	
  M15	
  (cysteine	
  
conjugation)	
  
	
  

Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
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254.100	
  

Protonated	
  
fenclozic	
  acid	
  

265.972	
  
272.276	
  

N/A	
  
M6,	
  M7	
  

[M+H]+	
  

N/A	
  

	
  

M15	
  fragment	
  	
  

294.002	
  
304.315	
  
326.388	
  
332.343	
  
343.316	
  
368.422	
  
379.101	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
	
  
N/A	
  
[2M+H]	
  CHCA	
  
Cluster	
  Peak	
  	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  

401.083	
  
409.284	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  

417.051	
  
438.498	
  
452.507	
  
461.007	
  
476.975	
  
483.491	
  
496.326	
  
520.322	
  
534.274	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  
N/A	
  

544.318	
  

N/A	
  

N/A	
  

550.592	
  
558.267	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  

N/A	
  
N/A	
  

568.312	
  

[3M+H]	
  CHCA	
  
cluster	
  

N/A	
  

582.258	
  

N/A	
  

N/A	
  

Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Hydrolysis	
  products	
  	
  

	
  

	
  

284.341	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Fragment	
  of	
  M15	
  (cysteine	
  
conjugation)	
  

Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Matrix	
  cluster	
  peak	
  (2M)	
  
	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Not	
  observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
	
  
Could	
  not	
  be	
  assigned	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Not	
  observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
	
  
Could	
  not	
  be	
  assigned	
  
Not	
  observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
	
  
Could	
  not	
  be	
  assigned	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Not	
  observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
	
  
Could	
  not	
  be	
  assigned	
  
Matrix	
  cluster	
  peak	
  (3M)	
  
	
  
Observed	
  in	
  control	
  	
  
Not	
  observed	
  in	
  control	
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Could	
  not	
  be	
  assigned	
  

Indeed it can be shown from the analysis of the MALDI peaks observed in the
kidney sample it seems that we potentially see mainly the so-called M15
metabolite, which is the product and potentially we also see fragments from
this metabolite within the spectrum. We also see peaks that we may assign
potentially to the M6/M7 diastereomeric oxidation product of fenclozic acid.
However, the assignment can only be made with limited confidence as it
would require further analysis of these ions using MS/MS to look at their
fragmentation products, and currently this is a limitation of this study as
MS/MS data were not generated.

However, it may potentially be concluded

that the discrepancy between QWBA/LSC and MALDI for fenclozic acid in
kidney tissues can be ascribed potentially to a mixture of factors in play
including a large TEC for these tissues as well as the appearance of
numerous potential metabolites in the mass spectra indicating that the drug
was already broken down / conjugated to cysteine when excretion via the
kidneys occurred.

4.3. Conclusions
Quantitative whole body autoradiography has been used to image the
distribution of two radiolabelled drugs and their metabolites. QWBA and LSC
results generally agree with each other for both radiolabel distributions.

As alluded to in the introduction of the chapter, there are major shortcomings
to the QWBA and LSC methods in that it only shows where the

	
  

14
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ended up and this could be as either metabolite or the intact drug; the user
cannot discern. The shortcomings of QWBA and LSC (and indeed
radiolabelling studies in general) are that the user cannot discern between the
drugs and metabolites. However, the two drugs have also been profiled by
MALDI MS, propanolol and fenclozic acid, in tissue homogenates excised
from animals which had been dosed with the drugs and sacrificed after 2 h
and 6 h post-dose. MALDI MS can tell the difference between drugs and
metabolites and thus when coupled to QWBA and LSC could potentially be a
useful tool for rapid analysis. By the use of the three techniques in parallel on
the same samples, we then made semi-quantitative conclusions regarding the
distribution and pharmocokinetics of the drugs in the animal subjects. The
distribution of [14C]-fenclozic acid revealed by both QWBA and LSC and
MALDI MS is that the drug or its metabolites are mostly found in the blood,
with lesser but significant amounts found in the liver, lung and kidney.
Propanolol, in contrast, is mostly found in the liver and kidneys, with smaller
amounts found in the lung and minimal amounts in the blood and brain. The
half-life of the drugs in rats have been calculated using a linear regression
method. The half-life of fenclozic acid in rats was calculated as 8.9 h using
this method, while for propanolol it was calculated to be 4.6 h.
Using a 2D layout of spectra from different organs aligned vs. a m/z scale it
was possible to profile homogenates with intensity patterns, in gel view and
with relative ion intensity information that show quickly whether the drug is
present in the tissue or not, which could be useful for example in deciding
which organs merit further interrogation i.e. screening. As the patterns contain
relative ion intensity information, it may be possible in future to make these
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measurements semi quantitative or quantitative image analysis software such
as AIDA or imageJ. However, The major weakness of this study as it stands
is that it is not quantitative currently and is therefore of limited use for drug
quantitation alongside fully quantitative techniques e.g. QWBA and LSC. The
use of internal standards could be a way to quickly achieve this, and merits
further investigation in future work.

After this is achieved, further Bland

Altman analysis could then be used to compare MALDI MS with LSC or
QWBA to show if they are comparable for drug quantitation as well as defining
the acceptable limits of agreement between MALDI MS and other
radioisotope techniques. Another current limitation of the approach was that
MS/MS data was not generated – this could have helped unambiguously
assign the metabolites from fenclozic acid that is potentially seen in the kidney
tissue data, and conclusively prove that the discrepancy between the mass
spec and radiolabelling techniques is due to detection of the radiolabelled
portions of the metabolite in the latter data – MALDI suggested that the socalled M15 metabolite which arises from conjugation of fenclozic acid to
cysteine in vivo and hence it would be interesting in further studies to prove
this by MS/MS of the peaks which are potentially associated with the M6/M7
and M15 metabolites.
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Chapter 6: Overall conclusions and future
work.
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Mass spectrometric analysis represents a wonderfully versatile palette of
techniques that have the potential to be used routinely in drug distribution
analysis.

However, the development of universal mass spectrometric

techniques and calibration standards so that reliable analysis can be
achieved alongside currently used analytical techniques is not yet achieved
for all mass spectrometric techniques and is one of the most challenging
areas to work in.

Certainly, by using mass spectrometry there is the

potential for highly accurate, robust analyses to be developed that can fill
niches not yet explored in traditional techniques to quantify drug
distributions in the pharmaceutical industry currently, such as QWBA and
LSC. The major drawback with the latter techniques, which require
radiolabelled drugs, is the inability to discern between drug and drug
metabolites, something that mass spectrometric techniques can certainly
overcome. Mass spectral analysis also sits well ethically, as it does not
require the extra slaughter of animals.

The analysis of drugs using mass spectrometric techniques1 is an
emerging technique, relatively recently discovered, and is highly challenging
compared to say lipidomics or proteomics. Unlike proteins and lipids, there
is never a high concentration of the spiked drug in the tissues, they are not
already ionised at pH 7.4 in most cases and often ion suppression from
salts makes it challenging to achieve good signal to noise ratio in the case
of most measurements. Hence, the development of tissue homogenate
calibration standards for drugs, such as our work in chapter 2 with
haloperidol represents a very important field of anticipative research for
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future efforts – results in solvents for deposition and comparison of
deposition methods for imaging are important for the development of
reliable imaging protocols that may guide the way for future researchers in
this highly challenging field. Results of calibration curves based on MS/MS
analysis which have the potential to be linearised vs internal standards can
potentially unlock new quantitative analyses for a number of drugs.
Likewise, the use of ambient surface sampling-ionisation to construct
calibration curves from tissue homogenates described in Chapter 3 may
also be important for a number of different analyses in future.

Both

developed protocols present opportunities to exploit for various applications.
With calibration curves for MALDI MS imaging for instance there is the
opportunity to spatially profile drug distribution confidently in a quantitative
manner, as outlined in the introduction, Chapter 1. With LESA there are
many more opportunities to develop instrumental parameters and to
optimise the duty cycle time vs. sensitivity. It is expected that these two
chapters will be of highest academic impact and are complementary to the
studies on quantitative analysis of analytes in tissues by Pirman et al,100, 174
Kallback et al.104 and Hamm et al.105 by MALDI. In all cases, the calibration
curves presented by MALDI cover the range 0 – 500 µg g-1, with those
presented by LESA in the 0 – 50 µg g-1 range. Thus, they are in the correct
range when compared to the reports of quantitative MALDI made by Pirman
et al. for instance.174 We have discussed the potential of calibration curves
constructed from drug-doped tissue homogenates and using LESA coupled
to high resolution mass spectrometry for the absolute quantitation of drugs
in tissues, something that is desperately required at the moment to achieve
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quantitative analysis by LESA-MS.81,

207, 211

The calibration standards for

propanolol and fenclozic acid as analysed by LESA-MS in chapter 3
generally provide linear or pseudo-linear responses, that with further work,
such as correction/normalization to internal standards could present robust
calibration standards to achieve quantitation in LESA-MS. This is probably
a priority area to explore next because of the great potential of LESA-MS to
provide very sensitive surface analysis.

In the case of LESA, a major

limitation of the data is that the analysis was not completed in replicate
which does not allow any analysis of the reproducibility of the technique or
indeed any estimation of the error associated with any measurement.
Chapter 4 described a full animal study of drug distribution in vivo
using a pair of drugs for animals sacrificed at different time points post
dose. A range of histological techniques and industry-standard imaging /
analysis techniques such as quantitative whole body autoradiography and
liquid scintillation counting were used initially to look at potential drug
distribution, and combined with mass spectral profiling analysis in the
following section, using barcodes built from MALDI data taken from the
organs excised, this allowed rapid visual confirmation of the presence of a
drug within a specified tissue or organ. Moreover, using the combination of
MALDI MS with QWBA and LSC we could estimate half lives of drug
molecules and potentially discern this data from that of radiolabelled drug
metabolites. However, much more work is required to bring this to fruition
as MALDI MS/MS data was not generated in order to confidently and
unambiguously assign metabolites. Future work may extend the analysis of
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the drug-doped homogenates from excised organs to LESA analysis for
comparison with the calibration standards in Chapter 3.
Finally taken as a whole we have shown that mass spectrometry
imaging and analysis is a potentially viable technique for the analysis of
drugs in tissues, if somewhat challenging in its nature. It is hoped that this
work leaves the reader in no doubt regarding the potential usefulness of
mass spectrometry for drug analyses.
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